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Abstract
This study assesses the adoption of Internet-based communication by nonprofit organizations. The
research literature posits that the Internet may serve as a ‘leveler’ between rich and poor organizations by
lowering the transaction costs of communication, by lowering costs of access to information and by
reducing the scale-economy advantages that larger and well-resourced organizations usually enjoy. This
literature contrasts with Robert Merton’s Matthew Effect, in which the better-resourced advance and the
lesser resourced do not (Merton and Zuckerman 1973(1968)). This study attempts to determine what
characteristics distinguish the nonprofit organizations that adopt Internet technologies. This study uses a
multi-method approach to ascertain these structural and financial characteristics (Campbell and Fiske
1959; Brewer and Hunter 1989; Judd, Smith et al. 1991). The data collected during this research include
case studies of Roman Catholic higher education institutions, content analysis of institutional WWW sites,
and a large-scale national survey of randomly chosen nonprofit organizations as a baseline data set on
adoption and usage of the Internet among v nonprofit organizations. Results of these analyses suggest
that while earlier patterns of adoption perdure in some nonprofit organizations and other organizations
have Internet connectivity, as of the year 2000—some six years after the general availability of
WWWbased technologies—the adoption of some of these technologies has already occurred, calling into
question the Matthew Effect and comparable concerns about a “Digital Divide.” Nearly 90 percent of
nonprofit organizations use electronic mail and have access to the Internet as of July 2000. However, only
two-thirds of nonprofit organizations have WWW sites and only 20 percent of organizations use their
respective WWW sites for electronic fundraising. Regression analysis suggests a positive correlation
between the use of Internet technologies and the variables: organization size, assets, information
technology (IT) investment, IT personnel, and history of innovation adoption. The same analysis finds a
negative correlation between Internet usage and available financial resources.
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ABSTRACT
FOR TO ALL THOSE WHO HAVE, MORE WILL BE GIVEN:
THE MATTHEW EFFECT, NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, AND
THE ADOPTION OF INTERNET TECHNOLOGIES

Eric A. Zimmer
W. Russell Neuman
This study assesses the adoption o f Internet-based communication by nonprofit
organizations. The research literature posits that the Internet may serve as a ‘leveler’
between rich and poor organizations by lowering the transaction costs o f communication,
by lowering costs o f access to information and by reducing the scale-economy
advantages that larger and well-resourced organizations usually enjoy. This literature
contrasts with Robert Merton’s Matthew Effect, in which the better-resourced advance
and the lesser resourced do not (Merton and Zuckerman 1973(1968)). This study attempts
to determine what characteristics distinguish the nonprofit organizations that adopt
Internet technologies. This study uses a multi-method approach to ascertain these
structural and financial characteristics (Campbell and Fiske 1959; Brewer and Hunter
1989; Judd, Smith et al. 1991). The data collected during this research include case
studies o f Roman Catholic higher education institutions, content analysis o f institutional
WWW sites, and a large-scale national survey o f randomly chosen nonprofit
organizations as a baseline data set on adoption and usage o f the Internet among
v
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nonprofit organizations. Results o f these analyses suggest that while earlier patterns o f
adoption perdure in some nonprofit organizations and other organizations have Internet
connectivity, as o f the year 2000—some six years after the general availability o f WWWbased technologies— the adoption o f some o f these technologies has already occurred,
calling into question the Matthew Effect and comparable concerns about a “Digital
Divide.” Nearly 90 percent o f nonprofit organizations use electronic mail and have access
to the Internet as o f July 2000. However, only two-thirds o f nonprofit organizations have
WWW sites and only 20 percent o f organizations use their respective WWW sites for
electronic fundraising. Regression analysis suggests a positive correlation between the
use of Internet technologies and the variables: organization size, assets, information
technology (IT) investment, IT personnel, and history o f innovation adoption. The same
analysis finds a negative correlation between Internet usage and available financial
resources.
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“For it is as if a man, going on a journey, summoned his
slaves and entrusted his property to them; to one he gave
five talents, to another two, to another one, to each
according to his ability. Then he went away. The one who
had received the five talents went o ff at once and traded
with them, and made five more talents. In the same way,
the one who had the two talents made two more talents. But
the one who had received the one talent went o ff and dug a
hole in the ground and hid his master’s money. After a long
time the master o f those slaves came and settled accounts
with them. Then the one who had received the five talents
came forward, bringing five more talents, saying, ‘Master,
you handed over to me five talents; see, I have made five
more talents.’ His master said to him, ‘Well done, good and
trustworthy slave; you have been trustworthy in a few
things, I will put you in charge o f many things; enter into
the joy o f your master.’ And the one with the two talents
also came forward, saying, ‘Master, you handed over to me
two talents; see, I have made two more talents.’ His master
said to him, ‘Well done, good and trustworthy slave; you
have been trustworthy in a few things, I will put you in
charge o f many things; enter into the jo y o f your master.’
Then the one who had received the one talent also came
forward, saying, ‘Master, I knew that you were a harsh
man, reaping where you did not sow, and gathering where
you did not scatter seed; so I was afraid, and I went and hid
your talent in the ground. Here you have what is yours.’
But his master replied, ‘You wicked and lazy slave! You
knew, did you, that I reap where I did not sow, and gather
where I did not scatter? Then you ought to have invested
my money with the bankers, and on my return I would have
received what was my own with interest. So take the talent
from him, and give it to the one with the ten talents. For to
all those who have, more will be given, and they will
have an abundance; but from those who have nothing,
even what they have will be taken away. As for this
worthless slave, throw him into the outer darkness, where
there will be weeping and gnashing o f teeth.’
Matt. 25:14-30

xiii
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FOR TO ALL THOSE WHO HAVE, MORE WILL BE GIVEN:
THE MATTHEW EFFECT, NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, AND THE ADOPTION
OF INTERNET TECHNOLOGIES
Chapter 1: Introduction
In Rochester, NY, the Monroe Country Community College assayed community based
organizations (CBOs) in that county to determine whether or not the resources o f the
college might help these CBOs to use the Internet more effectively for their work. Their
initial survey o f these organizations revealed that only those organizations that had
greater available financial resources and that had already begun to participate in the
Internet were in a position to benefit from this offer. The other organizations, marginated
as they were, found themselves overwhelmed and expressed little interest in the Internet.
As little funding was available to assist organizations to acquire computers and the bases
for Internet use, the college dropped the project. This story, and ones like it, contains the
core concerns o f this study.

In American culture, the influence o f the Internet takes the back seat to no other
movement. A myriad o f press reports cover the terrors and benefits o f this technological
dynamic even as those that remain off-line receive warnings that their disconnection
imperils their very way o f life, if not their existence. This prophesying applies to
individuals, companies— even government agencies. Firms that did not exist 35 years ago
have greater capitalization than any others; firms that were once powerful have been
brought to their knees by these changes. This revolution raises the question o f how those
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that lack heavy capitalization and technological savvy will survive. What about nonprofit
organizations— groups that depend on altruism? This important sector o f our society
addresses needs that would not otherwise be met by either the government or the private
sector (Drucker, 1990; Fine, 1990; Nelson, 1993). What kind o f impact is in store for
them— large in aggregate, yet mostly made up o f small organizations? Are they to be
lambs among wolves? If nonprofit organizations cannot use the Internet well, the
implications for our society are enormous. Those groups who cannot use these media
cannot hope to stay their present course. This study addresses the broad question o f the
benefits o f the most common Internet technologies— World Wide Web (WWW) and
electronic mail— and whether or not these media will advance the respective causes o f
nonprofit organizations.

What will mark and distinguish the organizations that leverage the new technology
effectively from those that do not? The developing area o f diffusion o f innovations
among organizations suggests that larger organizations do better at innovation,
specifically because they have such characteristics as greater available financial
resources, greater centralization and professionalization, financial resources and greater
technical knowledge resources, and greater investment in IT, among other areas
(Damanpour, 1991). These tendencies will likely lead to Merton’s Matthew Effect for
those organizations with the fewest resources (Merton & Zuckerman, 1973(1968)). Those
that have few o f these characteristics will likely be affected by a variant o f knowledge
gap theory (Tichenor, Donohue, & Olien, 1970). Conversely, those nonprofit
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organizations that possess these characteristics will adopt the Internet earlier, may likely
adapt it well to their needs— and thus likely benefit the most from it.
In order to investigate these dynamics, this study uses a multi-method approach to
address more properly the underlying dynamic o f strengthening or diminishing the
mission (Brewer & Hunter, 1989; Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Judd, Smith, & Kidder,
1991). The data collected for this thesis include interviews with influential figures from a
purposive sample o f nonprofit organizations, content analysis o f those organizations’
WWW sites, and structural analysis o f the same WWW sites. Further, the study includes
a survey o f a larger sample o f nonprofit organizations including their characteristics and
their perceptions o f the effect o f the Internet.
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Overview and Rationale
The WWW, unforeseen by even the most powerful o f computer companies even in
1994, developed out o f the structure o f the ARPANET and its successor, the Internet, and
has spawned terms (Information Superhighway), industries (internet service providers,
browsers, and portals), and the self-declarative WWW page o f tens o f thousand o f
computer neophytes. This force, unleashed by the initial work o f Tim Bemers-Lee and
the computer labs at the University o f Illinois, dominates new technologies and media
coverage o f them. The demands o f the Internet and the expectations o f a myriad o f people
in various walks o f life have resulted in a frenzy to invest time and money in presenting
oneself—or a facade— on the WWW. Suffice it to say that for some, if it does not appear
on the WWW, it does not exist. This pressure pushes various organizations to embrace
these technologies in an effort to stay up-to-date and relevant in their special areas.
Whether for-profit or not-for-profit, organizations are investing in this medium in order
to promote their ends, sometimes with positive results and sometimes with negative ones.
The nonprofit sector o f society encompasses a great variety o f organizations,
including charities, religious entities, health care facilities, educational enterprises,
human rights organizations, and foundations, to name a few. As noted above, nonprofit
organizations exist primarily to provide services necessary for the smooth running o f
society— services that neither the for-profit or government sectors offer (Drucker, 1990;
Fine, 1990; Nelson, 1993). While some nonprofit organizations exist redundantly,
offering services that are offered by other types o f organizations (private non-sectarian
universities and public universities come to mind), for the most part this pattern holds.
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Further, many nonprofit organizations also exist to serve people on the margins: those
who are not in the mainstream o f society and particularly need the services provided by
these organizations.
Nonprofit organizations, by definition, cannot distribute profits to their managers
and thus seek no profits. This characteristic, termed the non-distribution constraint, and
its accompanying altruistic goals tend to make more difficult the task o f determining
whether or not an organization is following a good trajectory in its use and adaptation o f
new ideas and technologies (Weisbrod, 1998). One cannot look for profit where none can
exist (Drucker, 1990) even as one realizes that firms and individuals that provide
peripheral services (such as consulting) do make profits within this sector. The use o f
new technologies becomes attractive, or compelling, to an organization that seeks to
adapt to new conditions in society or that finds its various clienteles expectant o f such
changes. For-profit groups may find themselves unable to respond to competitive
challenges if they fail to invest in newer technologies. Since the advent o f the Internet
and the WWW, the promotion o f investment in these areas continues in a headlong
plunge into seas o f red ink and, for some, no future. According to the work o f Paul
Strassmann, there is “no correlation whatsoever between expenditures for information
technologies and any known measure o f profitability” (Strassmann, 1997a). Strassmann
argues that only certain firms use investment in technology wisely; these are the firms
that integrate the technology well with the goals o f the organization. In The Squandered
Computer (Strassmann, 1997b), he proffers that “aligning information systems to
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corporate goals has emerged as the number one concern over the last five years in
surveys o f information systems executives” (Strassmann, 1997b). For profit-seeking
firms, evaluation o f corporate goals rests on whether or not a project contributes to cash
flow, “therefore, alignment is the capacity to demonstrate a positive relationship between
information technologies and the accepted financial measures o f performance”
(Strassmann, 1997b).
While other measures are helpful in determining a firm’s course, the financial
outcome o f a commercial enterprise is paramount. Directors o f a nonprofit organization,
on the other hand, must necessarily concern themselves with the revenue that allows the
organization to accomplish its mission. The nature o f the organization precludes profit,
and so the difficulty arises as to how such an organization can begin to determine
whether its investment in information technology (IT), and the Internet, supports the
mission o f the organization. Nonprofit organizations must look to goals other than profit
and must use evaluation o f these goals to determine whether or not the investment in the
WWW, and the IT investment it presumes, offers worthwhile investment possibilities for
the nonprofit organization. Some nonprofit organizations look to the size o f their budget
to demonstrate success, while others use more qualitative measures that are not
generalizable (Drucker, 1990). These organizations may, in the instance o f Internet
technologies, address the effective use o f their WWW sites as a measure o f successful
investment in Internet technologies.
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The evaluation o f investment in Internet technologies, with the concomitant use o f
email and o f the WWW, becomes one o f determining whether the investment in this area
hinders or helps the mission o f the organization. The savvy leader o f such an organization
will likely look at the extent to which the uses o f the Internet “align” with those o f the
organization. Inasmuch as these two purposes and uses align, that is the extent to which
investment in this area is gainful for the organization. However, to look at this area from
outside the organization, one might ask whether or not certain structural capacities or
characteristics predict whether an organization is more or less likely to use the Internet
for effective presentation o f its mission.
The actual organizations that choose to invest in the WWW must have chosen, at
some level, to make their presence known through this new medium. While some
nonprofit organizations can have invested in the Internet before the dawn o f the WWW
(universities come to mind), most will have chosen to make their presence known since
1994, and likely since 1996. Diffusion theory suggests that organizations that choose to
innovate follow certain aggregate patterns. Subsets o f this theory go so far as to maintain
that diffusion influences can be broken down into mass media influence, interpersonal
influence, and an index o f market potential (Rogers, 1995). These patterns can be
outlined and analyzed; however, as Rogers notes a pro-innovation bias in diffusion
studies, the tendency o f these evaluations is to presume that investment in this area is
necessarily productive, even when it is not (Rogers, 1995). Another, and perhaps more
effective, means o f analysis might address which organizations will use the new
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technology most effectively. This question, linking both the adoption and the effective
use o f the Internet, may allow greater subtlety in analysis o f the development o f the
Internet and its implication for our society. This linkage stems from organizational
adoption o f new technologies. Rogers suggests that, within organizations and their
adoption o f new technologies, larger organizations tend to adopt innovations more
extensively and effectively. Damanpour finds similar patterns in a meta-analysis, though
he also finds that size is more positively related to implementation o f innovation than it is
to initiation (Damanpour, 1992). Size may be a proxy for such other characteristics as
managerial attitude toward change, technical knowledge resources, available financial
resources, and the organizational structure (Damanpour, 1991; Rogers, 1995). On the
whole, Rogers suggests that these characteristics fall into the categories o f leadership,
internal organization structure, and external characteristics (Rogers, 1995).
For nonprofit organizations and Internet technologies, diffusion patterns may be
expected to follow these same patterns, thus leading the researcher to suggest hypotheses
that use size as an independent variable in predicting the adoption o f Internet
technologies. This tendency suggests that in the use o f Internet technologies those
organizations that are already larger and have more resources may be more advantaged,
possibly to the detriment o f smaller organizations. While research has found that size
correlates with innovativeness, other intervening variables may offer better insights.
Researchers have tested numerous variables, in addition to size, as factors in
innovation initiation and implementation. These variables include managerial attitude
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toward change, technical knowledge resources, slack resources (what the researcher
terms “available financial resources”), centralization and administrative intensity
(Damanpour, 1991; Rogers, 1995). The possibility that the abundance o f available
financial resources and o f technical knowledge may lead to greater success for nonprofit
organizations lies at the core o f this research. If, in fact, it is for these more privileged
organizations to best use Internet technologies, what happens to lesser privileged
organizations? Often it is the case that organizations with smaller fund balances and
skeletal staff are the ones on the front lines o f social services and commitment to those o f
our society that too easily fall through the cracks. An organization’s inability to negotiate
the changes in our evolving information society will affect the populations they serve.
Such a possibility, with its heritage rooted in Merton’s Matthew Effect (Merton,
1988/1996) and Tichenor’s Knowledge Gap theory (Tichenor et al., 1970), is the thrust o f
this dissertation. This study attempts to wrestle with the nonprofit sector and:
1. The level and structures o f Internet usage o f nonprofit organizations;
2. The patterns o f Internet usage;
3. The structural factors that explain Internet usage; and
4. The keys to effective Internet usage;
In order to address these questions, the research rests on multi-method analysis o f
Internet usage. This research includes interviews with officers in nonprofit organizations,
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content analysis o f WWW sites for the selected organizations, and a survey o f a
randomly selected sample o f nonprofit organizations.
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Chapter 2: Development o f the Internet
This study concerns the Internet. But what is the Internet? Currently, many confuse
the notion o f the Internet with the WWW, which makes up only part o f the more general
Internet. In actuality, the Internet consists o f a series o f computers connected to each
other and able to share data with one another via these connections. The computers may
be almost any type, from palm size personal computers to desktop computers to
mainframe computers. The software they run may be equally diverse, including
everything from proprietary software to open source Unix, as long as the software and
computers can transmit data packets according to TCP/IP patterns. The connections may
include the twisted pair wiring o f telephone lines, cables supplied by cable television
programmers, microwave relays, and high capacity fiber optic strands as well as other
connections. The data that passes from computer to computer may impart text, pictures,
or sound. Only the bandwidth o f the routing system used limits the transfer o f data. For
the purposes o f this study, the understanding o f the Internet lies in the primary
applications for the vast majority o f users: electronic mail and the WWW. Electronic mail
(email) has been in use from the beginning o f the Internet while the more glamorous
WWW has existed only since 1989, and only practicable since 1994. A more detailed
history may offer the best understanding o f this phenomenon.
History o f the Internet
A popular history o f the Internet equates its development with the RAND
Corporation’s attempt to develop a “nuclear attack pro o f’ computer network for the
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military. And although the Internet did have military connections, specifically between
the Department o f Defense and its suppliers, its development was separate from the
RAND project. According to Hart, Reed and Bar (1992), the Internet developed from a
defense program to link the computers o f the Department o f Defense and o f its
contracting partners. In the early 1960s, J. C. R. Licklider at MIT and then at ARP A
(Advanced Research Projects Agency) saw a need for networked computer systems to
further the research o f this program. He, and his successors at ARP A, supported efforts to
create such a network, using “packet-switching” technology. In this protocol, data are
broken into packets that are sent independently over a network to a new address, where
they are reconstituted to form the original data set. Two theorists, Paul Baran at the Rand
Corporation and Donald Davies o f the National Physical Laboratory in the UK,
independently conceived o f the theory behind packet-switching. Baran considered his
idea helpful for setting up a nuclear strike resistant computer network for the military. By
1967 the idea for packet switching networks had gone to the design stage, with Larry
Roberts writing the plan for the ARPANET system (Hart, Reed, & Bar, 1992).
A group at the think tank o f Bolt Beranek and Newman (BBN) implemented the
plan for the ARPANET system, using a design by Robert Kahn. The first nodes o f the
network were functional by summer o f 1969, with a total o f four nodes in place by
December 1969. The initial connections occurred over 56 kilobit per second1 leased lines

' In computer engineering terminology, a kilobit is one thousand bits and is abbreviated to Kb (lower case
b). Eight bits make a byte; abbreviated with an upper case B. Thus, Kb is one thousand bits while KB is
kilobyte, a thousand bytes (or eight thousand bits). Thus, one Mb (megabit) contains one million bits and
M B (megabyte) contains one million bytes.
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(56kbps). The new network immediately served its purpose in joining together disparate
computers and computer scientists, as well as the military establishment (Hart et al.,
1992).
While the ARPANET developed along its own path, corporations such as HewlettPackard and XEROX worked on their own networking. In 1973, Bob Metcalfe o f
Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) developed a means to link computers by
adapting a packet system used in radio communication. He coined the term “Ethernet”
and used the technology to link the Alto computers in use at PARC (Segaller, 1998). The
use o f Ethernet connectivity allows workstations and personal computers to link in local
area networks (LANs).
By 1974 the ARPANET linked 62 computers. In this same year Vinton Cerf, o f
Stanford, and Kahn created what is now known as TCP/IP (Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol). This protocol allowed the connection o f computers o f
different make and model would become the standard for interconnectivity with its use in
the Unix operating system in 1981 and as the ARPANET standard in 1983. The capacity
to link computer networks was in place, but the network was still limited to the military
and computer science community. Demands arose to make it more generally available for
other scientist, social and physical, and eventually the business community. In 1980 the
National Science Foundation (NSF) received approval to fund new supercomputing
centers, to which users would link remotely. Attempts were made to use the ARPANET
as the backbone for the new system, but these efforts fell through. Ultimately, the NSF
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looked to other means and sources, and a team that included the Merit Corporation, IBM,
and MCI set up and maintained the NSFNET backbone.
While the speed o f data transmission had stalled at 56 kbps from 1969 to the early
1980’s, the newer network could transfer data at 1.5 Mbps, roughly 30 times greater
bandwidth. This bandwidth jumped to 45 Mbps by 1992 with the implementation o f T3
lines. The use o f this new network increased dramatically from its inception, from 1
billion packets/month in May 1989 to 14.9 billion packets/month in March 1992 (Table

1).
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Table 2.1
Growth in packets/month

May 1989

1

billion packets per month

May 1990

3.15

billion packets per month

May 1991

7.56

billion packets per month

March 1992

14.9

billion packets per month
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A concurrent increase in the networks on the system caused these increases. In May
1989 NSFNET consisted o f 516 networks and in March 1992 this number had jumped to
4976 networks, many o f them universities’ systems. By June 1990 the ARPANET had
served its purpose and was decommissioned.
The Internet continued to grow, however, as various members o f Congress
supported the ideal o f the Internet’s availability for all people in the U.S. through its
placement in schools and libraries. Proponents o f such growth addressed the need for
gigabit bandwidth for the backbone o f the NSFNET. Then junior Senator from
Tennessee, Al Gore supported legislation to fund the National Research and Education
Network to this purpose and to make the U.S. competitive with the economies, and
networks, of the rest o f the industrialized world. Beginning in 1988, funding battles
occurred on Capitol Hill, until, in 1991, proponents o f the initiative succeeded, and the
High Performance Computing Initiative went forward. The development o f what was
becoming known as the Internet continued and by 1995 the NSFNET reverted to research
purposes, with commercial entities maintaining the actual backbones o f the Internet for
profit.
The World Wide Web.
The W W W ’s development paralleled the use o f the NSFNET from late 1989
onward. In 1980, Tim Bemers-Lee, a computer scientist working at CERN in
Switzerland, developed a forerunner o f the WWW, which he called “Enquire Within,”
which allowed one to “store information using random associations” (Segaller, 1998).
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Nine years later, he developed this concept into the WWW by writing the eponymous
program. By 1990 CERN was using the WWW to distribute information internally, and
in the summer o f 1991 CERN published the code on the Internet, free for the use
(Segaller, 1998).
The rate o f growth in the Internet continues to increase at a dizzying rate.
According to Nielson’s Law, the bandwidth throughput o f the Internet grows at 50% per
annum. According to Matthew Gray and his WWW site, a widely cited source for
information on these matters, in 1993 the WWW doubled in size in fewer than three
months. As o f his last update, in 1997, he writes that the WWW was still doubling every
six months (Gray, 1996).
Current data, available online from Network Wizards, shows that the number o f
hosts grew from 1.3 million in January 1993 to over 43 million in January 1999 (Table
2.2 ) (Wizards, 1999). While the data collection method changed in 1997, the trajectory is
undeniable. In 1999, the level o f WWW usage was estimated at 40% o f the U.S.
population over the age of 15, or 83 million people online (up from 66 million a year
earlier (eMarketer, 1999). As o f early 2001,104 million adults— more than 50% o f the
U.S. adult population—were online (Rainie & Packel, 2001).
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Table 2.2
Internet Domain Survey—Januarvl999 (adapted from Wizards. 1999)

Number o f Hosts advertised in the DNS
Survey

Adjusted

Replied

Date

Host Count

Host Count

To Ping*

Jan99

43,230,000

8,426,000

Jul98

36,739,000

6,529,000

Jan98

29,670,000

5,331,640 (first NEW Survey)

Jul97

19,540,000

26,053,000

4,314,410 (last OLD Survey)

Jan97

16,146,000

21,819,000

3,392,000

Jul96

12,881,000

16,729,000

2,569,000

Jan96

9,472,000

14,352,000

1,682,000

Jul95

6,642,000

8,200,0001

1,149,000

Jan95

4,852,000

5,846,000

970,000

Jul94

3,212,000

707,000

Jan94

2,217,000

576,000

Jul93

1,776,000

464,000

Jan93

1,313,000

(♦estimated by pinging 1% o f all hosts)
(adjusted host count was computed by increasing the old survey host count by the
percentage o f domains that did not respond to the old survey method)
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The level o f WWW usage in the U.S. increases at amazing rates when the number
increases by over 25% in twelve months. The penetration o f the W WW promises to pass
the diffusion o f nearly every other technology in terms o f its speed. Implications for this
fast growth and the populace may lie in its accessibility to all people, and the
organizations that serve them.
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Chapter 3: Literature Review
This work derives its theoretical base from the diffusion o f knowledge among
organizations and the adoption o f the innovation o f the Internet. Nonprofit organizations
must address many o f the same issues in societal change as do other organization. The
dynamic o f the Internet may thus be expected to affect this sector o f society. As noted
above, some question exists as to whether or not for-profit firms categorically benefit
from investment in new technologies, such as computers and the Internet (Landauer,
1995; Strassmann, 1990,1995, 1997a). A glance at the business page o f any newspaper
shows that few firms currently appear to make money directly from the Internet, lending
credibility to those who caution against leaping into the area without a solid business
plan. Yet, other authors and studies present evidence that investment in IT does reap
benefits far outweighing the investment cost (Fisher, 1999; Lohr, 1999; "Paradox lost,"
1996). The same questions that haunt for-profit firms affect nonprofit organizations as
well. Given the difficulty in determining good capital investment for an organization that
can show no profit, such a pattern o f investment for such organizations remains dicey.
Nonprofit organizations do invest in new technologies, and specifically in Internet
technologies, just as other organizations do. Amnesty International, for one example,
spends approximately three percent o f its operating budget on IT and one may safely
expect that a good percentage goes to Internet technologies (Amnesty International:
About Amnesty International. 1999). Yet if investment in Internet technologies fosters
the work o f nonprofit organizations, the question remains as to the extent o f this positive
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effect. Social marketing o f nonprofit organizations involves more than the marketing mix
o f product, price, promotion and place—it also requires producers, purchasers, and
probing (Fine, 1992). The Internet may affect the ability o f nonprofit organizations to
fulfill their preferred marketing mix, especially in the promotion, place, purchasers, and
probing aspects. As nonprofit organizations use the Internet to develop social marketing
strategies, some organizations will do better and some organizations will do poorly. One
expects the Matthew Effect to come into play for nonprofit organizations just as it has in
other areas o f society. Will the nature of the organization make a difference? Or will any
difference rest on characteristics that all nonprofit organizations share?
To address these questions, this dissertation begins with the following seven topics:
the digital divide, the nonprofit organization, the diffusion o f innovations among
organizations, the productivity paradox o f IT, the marketing o f the nonprofit
organization, electronic fundraising, and the Matthew Effect— Knowledge Gap Theory
linkage.
The Digital D ivide

Marc Uri Porat, in 1973, first enunciated the concept o f the information economy.
In this framework, more and more work has been done that involves information
processing rather than the manufacturing o f materials (Porat, 1977). Porat argues that this
change took place in the 1950s. As a result o f this shift, a smaller percentage o f the
economic drive o f the United States, and other industrialized countries, comes from the
manufacturing sector. As businesses rely more and more on information to gauge their
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position, to define their presence, and to succeed in developing new markets, this reliance
pushes information to the top o f the list o f resources required for success in business.
From the financial markets to the determining o f the tastes o f customers, information
about varied areas o f culture and taste become necessary. As further work has been done
in this area, Schement argues that the actual change to an information economy occurred
even earlier than the 1950s— that it actually happened in the 1920s (Schement, 1990).
Schement proffers that not only did the earlier part o f this century demonstrate the rise o f
the industrial over the agricultural society, it also resulted in an understanding o f the
information society, not as post-industrial, but as part o f the historical context that shaped
the United States in the 20th century. With the industrial age came the demands for
information about markets, suppliers, and other areas o f a rationally ordered production
chain. As industrial organizations grew larger than one person could oversee, the need for
information, and management o f this information, grew dramatically, resulting in the
growth o f the information economy (Schement, 1990).
The impact o f the information society on individuals at the margins o f society can
be great. Bell argues that the mark o f post-industrial society is the change from work that
produces a material good to work that produces better quality o f life (Schement, 1990).
When there are fewer jobs outside o f this area, the worker who is not trained to do work
in this area is at a severe disadvantage. Those organizations that choose not to participate
in the information economy are at a disadvantage as well. By participating in the
information society, a group uses the techniques and apparatus that allow it to process
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information and improve upon both its efficiency and its methods for greater success in
its mission. Such a group may be able to advance its mission through these new methods.
For those who do not participate in this change in the economy, it may be more difficult.
A CBO, like the ones in Rochester, may not have the resources to become involved in
this change. As a result, they may not have access to information that comes through new
channels, such as email. Just as these groups may be compromised by their status, so may
the people they serve. While once a jobless and homeless person may have been able to
apply for a job and gotten one immediately, the current tendency may be that the person
will be notified about the job at a future time. The homeless who have no access to the
information processing mechanisms o f society will find it even more difficult to
participate in today’s economy. A recent Arizona Republic article described voice mail
services offered to the homeless— that they might have a place for prospective employers
to call ("Gift helps fund homeless voice mail," 1999). Yet, for many individuals, groups,
and under-served populations the difficulty remains. If they cannot participate in the
information economy, life is much harder than it might have been in the past for such
marginalized persons or groups.
Robert Rubinyi studied 72 small nonprofit organizations attempting to use
computer technologies for their work. He found that even among low resourced
organizations, those with relatively greater levels o f resources were better able to use the
computer and network technology than those with lower levels o f resources (Rubinyi,
1989). This study was published ten years ago and addresses developments that occurred
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in the early to mid 1980s, yet the lesson to be learned from this study remain valid.
Rubinyi suggests the concern that computers may be increasing the information gap, a
view that is supported by other studies (Gillespie & Robins, 1989). Rubinyi finds that
organizations tended to use the computer facilities to streamline and automate standard
office activity such as letter writing and reporting. Few o f the nonprofit organizations
were able to use the technology to initiate effective networking between themselves and
other organizations. Rubinyi notes that training and staff time were the key obstacles
preventing further profitable use o f the machinery. Further, the organizations under study
were limited in their ability to develop new and innovative uses o f computer
technologies. This inability, perhaps, is the mark o f organizations that have had either
insufficient time or insufficient technical knowledge resources to adapt the innovative
technology profitably.
The Benton Foundation’s Losing Ground Bit by Bit is a recent study o f the digital
divide between richer and poorer people and their communities. The authors note that
low-income communities are especially at risk in today’s information society. The
development of the information economy has resulted in certain groups less able to
access the power structure in society. While 80% o f families making more than $100,000
per year have computers, only 25% o f those making less than $30,000 per year have them
(Goslee, 1998). This finding parallels the adoption o f such a basic communication device
as the telephone, where 43.5% o f families totally dependent on public assistance do not
have one. The groups that are hardest hit are households headed by women, by Hispanics,
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and by African Americans. Tichenor’s knowledge gap drives an information wedge
between more and less affluent groups (Tichenor et al., 1970). The ability to enter into
civic engagement depends on access to knowledge. When groups are unable to access the
information and power structures o f the political field they are less able to join in the
polity o f the nation. As Putnam argues that civic engagement aids communication, so too
it depends on a basic level o f information exchange (Putnam, 1995b). Recent research by
the U.S. Department o f Education suggests that, while the gap between schools serving
poorer and richer schools is closing somewhat, there still is a problem in schools that
serve minority populations (Department o f Education, 1999). The impact o f this lack o f
access to IT means that poorer, often minority, populations cannot access the Internet,
and the manifold activities it offers. The Telecommunications Act o f 1996 was an attempt
to bridge this gap by offering funding to schools that serve the under-served populations.
A recent study by the Pew Internet Project suggests that, while these gaps continue, the
numbers o f women and minorities online has surged recently (Rainie & Packel, 2001).
Yet various factions, including FCC Commissioner Furchtgott-Roth, argue that funding
school connectivity, based as it is in a usage fee for long-distance telephone service, is
actually an unconstitutional tax (Furchtgott-Roth, September 16,1999). The fight over
such usage fees and the benefits they provide to under-served sectors o f our society will
continue to percolate for some time in public policy debates. One might consider the
African aphorism: when the elephants fight, it is the ants that are crushed.
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Nonprofit Organizations
Nonprofit organizations in the U.S. reflect the great diversity o f the culture and the
needs o f its citizens. While often overlooked for the significant effect they have in the
nation, as a whole they constitute a very large part o f the economic force in the country,
and are dominant in certain areas.
One may divide the U.S. economy into three sectors, profit-seeking firms,
government, and nonprofit organizations. The nonprofit sector is also called the third
sector, the independent sector, or the voluntary sector. This sector is characterized by
organizations that provide individual and community services such as health care,
education, religion, protection, research, and aesthetics (Fine, 1990).
The independent sector supplies 6.5% o f the economic movement in the country
(Independent Sector 1999) and numbers 1.2 million organizations (Meckstroth &
Amsberger, 1998). These organizations are 4.4% o f all entities in the United States
(Hodgkinson & Weitzman, 1997). They retain over 10 million paid employees and a
further 5.7 million full-time equivalent volunteers, or nearly 11% o f total employment in
the U.S. (Independent Sector, 1997) and hold $1.9 trillion dollars in real assets and a
further $899 billion in revenues (Meckstroth & Amsberger, 1998).
The independent sector has grown at a greater rate than the economy as a whole
(Salamon & Anheier, 1996). From 1977 to 1994, the U.S. economy grew at 2.2%, with
the business sector growing at 2.2% and the government at 2.3%. The independent sector,
on the other hand, grew at 3.7% over the same period (Independent Sector, 1997). The
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increase in employment was similar. Non-agricultural employment grew at 1.9% over
these 17 years, with business growing at 1.9% and the government growing at 1.4%. The
independent sector grew by 3.3% over the same period (Independent Sector, 1997). The
independent sector has been and will continue to be a significant part o f the U.S.
economy and its culture. According to Lester Salamon, the nonprofit sector in the
industrialized world employs six times as many people as do the combined largest
corporations in the six most developed market economies (US, UK, Germany, France,
Italy and Japan). The largest sub-sectors o f the independent sector in the U.S. are health
care, education and research, social services, and culture and recreation (Salamon &
Anheier, 1996).
Paid employees are not the only ones who work at nonprofit organizations,
however. Volunteer workers supply much o f the labor in many nonprofit sub-sectors. In
the arts sub sector, 60% o f the employment is volunteer. In religion, 60% is volunteer and
in social, civic and fraternal organizations 56% is volunteer. Even the two largest sub
sectors have large percentages o f volunteers, with education receiving 22% and the health
services sub sector receiving 16% o f their labor from volunteers, respectively. All told, in
1994 sources estimate that 89 million adults volunteered 19 billion hours o f their time to
nonprofit organizations (Independent Sector, 1997).
The independent sector employment is more likely to hire women and African
Americans in higher numbers. In 1994, according to the Independent Sector, an umbrella
group for the nonprofit sector, nearly 70% o f paid employees were female. This
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percentage contrasts with women comprising 44% o f employees in other sectors o f the
economy. Independent Sector further reports that the nonprofit sector employees African
Americans at a rate that is fifty percent higher than other sectors (15% versus 10%).
However, the organization also found that Hispanics were less likely to work in the
nonprofit sector than in other sectors (6% versus 9%) (Independent Sector, 1997).
Burton Weisbrod outlines the characteristics o f nonprofit organizations. He writes
that all nonprofit organizations are constrained in the following areas:
1. they are legally prohibited from distributing profit to their management (the
non-distribution constraint),
2. they face regulatory constraints on entry and on their financial interactions
with profit-seeking firms,
3. they are exempt from federal corporate profits tax,
He further notes that some organizations are exempt from state and local taxes on
property, sales and profits, some may be eligible for postal subsidies, and some may
receive tax-deductible donations. He suggests that nonprofit organizations may differ in
two areas from profit-seeking firms, that:
1. factor supply markets may prefer nonprofit organizations, and may include
volunteers,
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2. consumer demand may differ, as consumers may prefer to buy from nonprofit
organizations, even though the cost is higher for the same commodity
(Weisbrod, 1998).
The non-distribution constraint is the linchpin for the nonprofit experience
(Hansmann, 1987). Hansmann argues that because the organizations cannot distribute
profit to management and have no owner, dynamics arise that lead them to be more likely
to look at the long term, to be concerned about societal implications, and to be less likely
to do things that are damaging to society, as might be done by profit-seeking firms. He
writes that the non-distribution constraint “reduces the incentive to engage in activities
that, while privately profitable, are socially inefficient. A legally nonprofit organization
has little incentive, for example, to pollute the air or water with waste products in the
pursuit o f organization profit. Similarly, a nonprofit has little incentive to skimp on
quality of output or otherwise take advantage o f poorly informed consumers.” (p. 72).
The reverse o f this situation is that the nonprofit organization is also less likely to provide
output solely to the highest bidders and may provide some o f its output to those who
cannot pay but are socially deserving (scholarships, free admissions, etc.). One may
envision nonprofit organizations that do pollute air and water resources, though they may
not do so because o f profit motive.
Lester Salamon, leading the Johns Hopkins Comparative Non-profit Sector Project,
outlines the characteristics o f nonprofit organizations in The Emerging Nonprofit Sector
(1996). Salamon’s research lists five common features o f nonprofit organizations:
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1. formally constituted,
2. organizationally separate from government,
3. nonprofit seeking,
4. self-governing,
5. voluntary to some significant degree.
Thus, to take examples from this study, an religious educational institution is
formally constituted, having a charter. It may receive government funding but is not a
government agency. It seeks no profits and, through ownership by its board o f trustees, is
self-governing. Participation, whether one works or matriculates at the institution, is
voluntary.
Typology o f nonprofit organizations.
Historically, and even now, researchers have found it difficult to define this area
and to fix boundaries. The name for the area varies across cultures and data on it has
often been misleading (Salamon & Anheier, 1996). Additionally, any listing o f 1.2
million entities demands subcategories that one may conceptualize, and divide into
groups. Thus, one may even be compelled to divide the independent sector into a variety
o f sub-sectors. The IRS has a listing o f categories for tax exemption purposes, scholars
have also taken a crack at the division and the taxonomy o f other areas o f scholarship
may apply as well. The IRS groups most o f what they call exempt organizations, or EOs,
under the category o f 501(c)(l-19). These organizations file either the 990 or the 990EZ
form with the IRS. The total number o f these organizations was approximately 1.2
million in 1995. O f these organizations, approximately 845,000 were not required to file
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with the IRS, because they were either religious organizations or because they had annual
gross receipts o f less than $25,000. O f the remaining 355,000 or so, 51% fell into the
501(c)(3) category: “Charitable, religious, educational, scientific, and literary
organizations (including private foundations) and organizations that foster national or
international amateur sports competitions, prevent cruelty to children and animals, and
test for public safety (e.g. Yale University, Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, United Way,
Ford Foundation). . . The general nature o f the activities o f such organizations promotes
public welfare (as opposed to private interests) primarily through charitable, religious,
educational, scientific, or literary activities” (Meckstroth & Amsberger, 1998). While the
IRS has a further 18 categories of exempt organizations, it is this grouping that draws the
most interest.
In 1995, IRS data shows that the 501(c)(3) organizations that filed, approximately
181,000 in number, held $1.1 trillion in assets and earned over $663 billion in revenue.
Over 75% o f these organizations held less than $1 million in assets, with the large
nonprofit organizations holding 76% o f total assets and 65% o f total revenue (Meckstroth
& Amsberger, 1998).
The Statistics o f Income (SOI) Division o f the IRS uses, or attempts to use, two
further categorizing systems for exempt organizations. The first o f these two taxonomies
comes from the National Taxonomy o f Exempt Entities (NTEE), developed by the
National Center for Charitable Statistics, a subsidiary o f the Independent Sector (Thomas,
1990). This coding system uses 26 major groups that subdivide into ten categories
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(Meckstroth & Amsberger, 1998). The second taxonomy takes the Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) and alters it to form the North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS) to address better the actual activities o f the organizations. Beginning in
1998, exempt organizations were expected to use the latter system in their filing. This
data will not be available for a few more years, however. The current form has options to
use the NTEE system, though few organizations actually do so, according to James
Wallis at the IRS SOI division (Wallis, 1999).
Another typology o f nonprofit organizations comes from Hansmann (1987).
Hansmann distinguishes between nonprofit organizations according to their sources o f
income and the way in which they are controlled. Nonprofit organizations that receive
their funding from donations are donative nonprofits, while those that receive income
from services are commercial nonprofits. A soup kitchen would fall into the former
category, while a hospital would fall into the latter. Patrons are those who are the source
o f income for the nonprofit organization. For the soup kitchen the donors are the patrons,
while for the hospital the patients are the patrons. Hansmann describes the way in which
nonprofit organizations are controlled, those who elect the board o f directors, as either
mutual or entrepreneurial. When the patrons o f a nonprofit control the organization, the
nonprofit organization is a mutual nonprofit. Other nonprofit organizations are
entrepreneurial, controlled by professional management. Thus, nonprofit organizations
may be donative mutual, donative entrepreneurial, commercial mutual, or commercial
entrepreneurial. While a charitable homeless shelter may be a donative mutual
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organization, a nonprofit hospital would be commercial entrepreneurial. A private
university, however, has aspects o f both the mutual and the entrepreneurial in its
governance and is both donative and commercial in income, so it does not fit this
typology exactly. While the lines between these groupings regularly blur, as with
universities, this typology does present four points on a compass. Table 3.1 presents some
examples o f this classification system.
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Table 3.1
A Four-Wav Categorization of Nonprofit Firms (adapted from Hansmann 19871

Donative

Commercial

Mutual

Entrepreneurial

Soup kitchens

CARE

National Audubon Society

March o f Dimes

Political Clubs

Art Museums

American Automobile Assoc.

National Geographic Society

Consumers Union

Educational Testing Service

Country clubs

Hospitals
Nursing Homes
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In addition to filing categories and the income/control categorization, one can also
divide the independent sector according to the types o f services it provides. Adapting the
typology o f Parsons, nonprofit organizations might be described as either endeavoring to
mitigate tensions and conflict (integration goals) or to extend cultural ideals (pattern
maintenance goals) (Andrews & Herschel, 1996). O f these types o f nonprofit
organizations, the religious, educational, and health care organizations might fall into the
category o f those that extend cultural ideals, while human rights organizations and
charities might fall into the category o f those endeavoring to mitigate tensions and
conflict, with foundations falling into either category, dependent on their stated mission.
The former types seek to further certain cultural ideals, projecting these ideals into
the future. In this area, the organization is, effectively, self-replicating. Religious
organizations promote a given religious teleology and subsidiary values while
educational institutions promote specific values as well, each a variant o f the promotion
o f symbolic capital as enunciated by Bourdieu (Jenkins, 1992). The latter type of
organizations seeks the mediation and resolution o f tension and discord in a given social
system (Andrews & Herschel, 1996). Foundations that address issues o f peace, such as
the Nobel Foundation, and public advocacy groups that work to combat injustices, such
as Amnesty International, fall into this category.
Nonprofit organizations reveal distinctions that separate them from other types o f
organizations. Certainly, unlike many for-profit firms, nonprofit organizations exist
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almost exclusively to provide a service o f some type (Drucker, 1990). While it may be
argued that some nonprofit organizations do offer products o f more tangible form, such
groups have as a primary mission a particular service (consider the Red Cross, that may
provide blood distribution, but whose primary work is responding to emergencies). One
way in which to address the various types o f nonprofit organizations is to address the
types o f services they provide. Lovelock, writing in the field o f marketing, offers a
taxonomic description from this perspective.
Divisions o f organizations into various types pose something o f a problem.
Lovelock (1983) suggests that service sector organizations fit into a typology, beginning
with the answers to five questions about the services provided:
1. What is the nature o f the service act?
2. What type o f relationship does the service organization have with its
customers?
3. How much room is there for customization and judgment on the part o f
the service provider?
4. What is the nature o f demand and supply for the service?

5. How is the service delivered?
These questions allow him to categorize organizations according to the answer to
each question. For example, regarding the nature o f the service act, he further identifies
the tangible action, whether oriented to peoples’ bodies, to goods and physical
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possessions, to people’s minds, or to people’s intangible assets. He suggests that a
religious service would contain aspects o f both the tangible action o f being in a church
and intangible actions directed towards peoples’ minds (Lovelock, 1983). This
breakdown is shown in Table 3.2. Health care organizations and social service agencies
would offer services related to people’s physical well-being (and to a lesser extent their
minds) while schools would offer the intangible service concerned with people’s minds.
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Table 3.2
Recipients and Nature o f Service (adapted from Lovelock 19831

Who or What is the Direct Recipient o f the Service?
People
Tangible
What is the
Actions
Nature o f
the Service
Act?

Intangible
Actions

Services concerned with
people’s bodies:
1. Healthcare

Things
Services concerned with
goods and other physical
possessions:
1. Freight transportation

2. Passenger
transportation

2. Janitorial services

3. Restaurants

3. Veterinary care

Services concerned with
people’s minds:

Services concerned with
intangible assets:

1. Education

1. Banking

2. Broadcasting

2. Legal service

3. Museums

3. Accounting
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An organization’s relationship with its customers may be discrete in time frame or
continuous, depending on the service, and can involve either what Lovelock calls a
“membership” relationship or no formal relationship at all. Thus, membership in AAA
would be a membership relationship with continuous delivery o f service while the
services o f the police would, while continuous, involve no formal relationship. Nonprofit
organizations, such as public radio membership, would fall into the former category.
Health care facilities and social service groups would offer continuous service in a
discrete time frame while schools and churches would offer continuous service in a
continuous time frame.
A further consideration in the typology o f services rests on the ability to customize
services, by either the customer or the organization. Such characteristics can demonstrate
flexibility on the part o f the organization. This typology is demonstrated in Table 3.3
adapted from Lovelock (1983).
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Table 33
Customization of Services

Extent to which customer

Extent to which service characteristics are

contact personnel exercise

customized

judgment in meeting

High

Low

individual customer needs
High

Low

Legal services

Education (large classes)

Health care/surgery

Preventive health programs

Telephone service

Public transportation

Hotel services

Movie theater
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Following this dichotomy, one might look at nonprofit organizations and categorize
them according to whether or not they interact with their clienteles via customized
services and whether or not the service personnel exercise judgment in meeting clientele
needs. Thus, a school with small classes or one-on-one instruction would have highly
customized services (education) and a high level at which the service personnel (teachers)
exercise their judgment as to technique while a university with large impersonal classes
would have little in the way o f customized services. A social service agency group that
did direct work with the poor would have large amounts o f personal contact services, but
might not have personnel adapting services to meet individual client’s needs. An
exception might be an agency at which clients are assigned a caseworker to address
specific issues, such as an agency that seeks to place the homeless in new housing. As
Lovelock notes, ‘T o a much greater degree than in the manufacturing sector, service
products are “custom made.” However, customization is not necessary, or even
important, for success. Streamlining, or “industrializing,” a service can increase the
satisfaction o f the customer, as in the case o f the performing arts, sports, or certain
educational fora, where sharing the service with others is expected (Lovelock, 1983, p.
16).
Nonprofit organizations can be studied from the point o f view o f tax categories,
services rendered, or the larger issue o f types c f services. Each method has its attributes,
strengths and weaknesses.
Nonprofit organizations and The Digital Divide.
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For nonprofit organizations, continued existence may depend on the closing o f the
communication digital divide. In the literature, there are two varying views o f the impact
o f technology generally, and o f Internet technology specifically. The first view is that
technology has, and will continue to have, an equalizing or leveling effect on society.
This view suggests that, while there have been differences in the past, the present influx
o f technologies in our society will result in a narrowing o f this gap. Robinson and
DiMaggio argue for this influence o f Internet technologies (Robinson & DiMaggio,
1998). As noted above, they suggest that the diffusion o f Internet use throughout society
results in a leveling effect. Kohut’s survey suggests that this leveling effect may, in fact,
be occurring (Kohut, 1999). Writing from the perspective o f Voter Targeting Manager o f
the 1988 New York State Jesse Jackson for President campaign, Bernstein argues that
computers are inherently empowering. He notes that, while good use o f computers
demands commitment o f purpose and well-trained users o f the technology, the divide is
being bridged (Bernstein, 1991). Law and Keltner argue that the use o f electronic
communication media result in new communication initiatives within certain areas o f
CBOs (Law & Keltner, 1995). They posit that email allows civic networks to develop.
This network technology results in changes to the organizational structure itself. The
ability to communicate with greater cost effectiveness within an organization and with
outside supporters enhances the ability to support the mission o f the nonprofit
organization. Rogers views this adaptation o f communication technologies as the
ultimate form o f innovation adoption (Rogers, 1995). In this adapting o f Internet
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technologies organizations come to fully use o f both technology and knowledge
resources.
Certainly, the diffusion o f the Internet is taking place. Following on the argument
that the Digital Divide is decreasing, Compaine argues that the divide is a non-issue
(Compaine, 1988a). He maintains that this gap is really just a transitory phenomenon that
stems from the diffusion curve o f innovation adoption, as there are early adopters, so
there will be some who benefit from such adoption. When the innovation diffuses
through society, the benefits from such adoption become uniform. This argument
neglects to address the multiplier effect inherent in early adoption benefits. The early
adoption o f successful innovation may often be linked with much larger returns on
investment and these returns, reinvested, result in accelerated growth for early adopters.
With proper fiscal and investment management, such early adopters stand to reap
increased returns. While a rising tide floats all boats, and the creation o f wealth is not a
zero-sum gain, one must have a boat to rise w ith the tide. It is from this concern that a
contrasting view o f the impact o f Internet technologies arises.
A second, and contrasting, view o f the effects o f computer technology diffusion
suggests that such diffusion benefits many groups, but larger, wealthier, and more
powerful corporations necessarily benefit more than small activist groups o r other
nonprofit organizations. These larger for-profit organizations have the means and the
purpose to invest heavily in new technologies. They have the means, through operating
funds or through loans, to address the Internet. They also have the purpose—survival o f
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the firm—to push them into this investment. In contrast, the typical, often cash-strapped,
nonprofit organization may not have access to such resources or the sense that such
investment is even germane to their mission.
This contrast between the worlds o f nonprofit organizations and for-profit firms
becomes more apparent through the example o f the New York Computer Activists as
described by Downing, et al. The New York Computer Activists (NYCA) works for
progressive social change for economic and social justice, democracy and peace. They
promote use o f new technology for human needs and empowerment rather than for profit
or exploitation. And they strive to make information more publicly accessible (Downing
et al., 1991). The NYCA finds that the decreased costs o f computers allows greater
empowerment for the CBO, but is not deceived into thinking that the nonprofit
organization stands much chance o f using computers more effectively than the for-profit
organization does. Goldman holds a similar view about access to communication
technologies and effective use o f these technologies. He addresses the impact o f
information about toxic waste (Goldman, 1991). Battles for access rights to information
occur as the more powerful attempt to maintain their exclusive rights to information on
toxic waste dumps. Goldman concludes that, within the community, information certainly
aids those who have it, but argues that information—though a necessary component o f
power—is not power itself.
Michael McCullough notes that the level o f computer use by activist groups has
been high (McCullough, 1991). He points out the use o f computers for voter registration
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in minority and under-represented communities as well as the use o f email in the
networking o f Peacenet. While he argues that computers, especially networked
computers, offer empowerment to small activist groups, he also argues that such
advances do not match what the more powerful organizations in society have. Inequity in
phone access in the U.S. and in the world as a whole prevents great equality in computer
network access. Even if a group has access to the technology necessary for computer
networking and so has access to information, these facts alone do not mean that it will be
able to use the information effectively. It may not have access to the means o f using the
information or may not have an understanding o f what is necessary to use the
information. Ultimately, information is necessary for power, but is not, in itself, power.
McCullough argues that the telephone is more important than other technologies in
determining whether networking, in the broad sense, will aid activist groups. If this
argument were accurate, then differing access to telephone service would point to
differing abilities. Research by the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration demonstrates a high correlation between phone service and Internet
capacity, especially among the rural poor, minorities, and the young (Irving, 1999). The
question o f access to telecommunications more generally does not affect the marginalized
alone; it also affects any service organization’s ability to communicate with them.

Diffusion o f Innovations
Internet use within the U.S. has diffused through the culture at an incredible rate.
From the purchase o f computers to the use o f online services to the connection to the
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WWW, this area has developed at a tremendously fast pace. While a single nonprofit
organization may plead impoverishment or lack o f resources, many still have discovered
that the purchase o f computer technology and connection to the Internet meet a need.
Understanding how this tsunami o f technology is coursing over the land will aid the study
o f nonprofit organizations and their use o f this same technology to connect to the
Internet.
Everett Rogers’ Diffusion o f Technologies is the standard work in this field. He
defines the diffusion as “the process by which an innovation is communicated through
certain channels over time among the members o f a social system” (Rogers, 1995, p. 5).
The four main elements are the innovation, communication channels, time, and the social
system (Rogers, 1995). The diffusion o f technology through a social system follows
certain patterns, channels and time frames. Rogers describes the actual diffusion process
as one that can be plotted over time. A successful diffusion o f an innovation follows an S
curve, as presented in Figure 1.
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S uccessful Diffusion over Time

B Percentage Penetration

Time
Elapsed

Figure 3.1. Diffusion Pattern
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The variance in this area is notable, but some characteristics are consistent. The
innovations that do diffuse tend to have certain characteristics, such as (1) relative
advantage over earlier processes, (2) compatibility with existing values, past experiences,
and needs, (3) relatively low complexity, (4) “trialability,” or the degree to which one
might experiment with the innovation, and (5) observability, or the extent to which the
results are noticeable to others. The more an innovation manifests these qualities, the
greater the likelihood that it will diffuse successfully (Rogers, 1995, pp. 15-16). The
personal computer revolution and the Internet revolution that followed evidence some o f
these characteristics as well. In the delivery o f information, the Internet presents a
decided advantage over older methods with its near-instantaneous delivery and the
economic efficiency o f the transfer. Those individuals who have used computers can
generally move to the Internet with little difficulty, so compatibility follows.
Additionally, the use o f technology is easily observed; one can see how easily
information is obtained. Thus, the Internet diffusion takes place quickly—penetration
rates for the adult population in the U.S. rose past 40% by 1999 and are currently above
50% (eMarketer, 1999; Rainie & Packel, 2001).
On the level o f decision-making—to choose is actually to innovate, Rogers argues
that the process has five steps. He writes:
We conceptualize five main steps in the innovation-decision process: (1)
knowledge, (2) persuasion, (3) decision, (4) implementation, and (5)
confirmation. Knowledge occurs when an individual (or other decision-making
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unit) learns o f the innovation’s existence and gains some understanding o f how it
functions. Persuasion occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit)
forms a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the innovation. Decision occurs
when an individual (or other decision-making unit) engages in activities that lead
to a choice to adopt or reject the innovation. Implementation occurs when an
individual (or other decision-making unit) puts an innovation into use. Reinvention is especially likely to occur at the implementation stage. Confirmation
occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) seeks reinforcement o f
an innovation-decision that has already been made, but the individual may reverse
this previous decision if exposed to conflicting messages about the innovation.
(Rogers, 1995, p. 20)
His five-step process applies to the individual decision-maker. Strang and Meyer
argue for the influence o f higher level decisions, theories and “modem” systems (Strang
& Meyer, 1993). The authors suggest that in a modem society practices “related to
theoretically emphasized and articulated activities become privileged candidates for
diffusion” (Strang & Meyer, 1993, p. 497). A modem society involves powerful
standardizing forces. Thus, organizations will likely adopt innovations as these fit a
theoretical norm to which they adhere.
Innovation in an organization follows a five-step pattern:
1.

agenda setting,

2.

matching needs with innovations,
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3.

redefining innovations to fit the organization,

4.

clarifying the relationship between the organization and the innovations,

5.

routinizing the innovations within the patterns o f the organization

Rogers further notes that in some areas organizations adopt new technology not
because there is a perceived performance gap, but simply because they know o f an
innovation (Rogers, 1995). This pattern has been noted in the adoption o f computer
innovations (Wildemuth, 1992).
True diffusion results in adopting, then adapting, technologies to use for the
organization (Rogers, 1995). Just as some organizations have great difficulty in basic use
of the technology, so others adapt it in different ways and use it to greatly enhance their
work. When word processors appeared, users treated them as typewriters, complete with
TAB keys and hitting the ENTER key at the end o f each line. With time, these
characteristics o f typing drop away as unnecessary for proper word processing. Users
begin to explore other functions in the program, such as automatic spell-checking, mail
merge capabilities, and even grammar checking. While users often composed with a pen
and paper and then transcribed their cursive with a word-processor, eventually users tend
to compose at the keyboard, resulting in faster composition and a more fluid writing
style, as well as increased speed and accuracy o f typing— given increased practice. In
database use, the initial user may only type in the data as a list through which one must
scroll to find the proper data. At first, users enter data into each database separately and
could only access data while physically at the computer on which the data resided.
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Eventually, companies adopt relational databases that allow users to link data for use in
different programs and even at different nodes o f a network. For each new computer or
network application, new ways o f using the technology mark the advanced adopter.
Rogers notes that it is the wealthier and higher status individuals who innovate,
while the larger organizations ones innovative more than the smaller: “The size o f
organization has consistently been found to be positively related to its innovativeness”(p.
379). Within any organization, an innovation must have a “hero” in order to be adopted.
This person may be the CEO, or the chief information officer, or a workgroup leader on a
lower level, but a hero must exist or the innovation will not be accepted. If the initiator
lacks the personal charisma to make the diffusion work, or if the hero leaves the
organization, the innovation will be discontinued and its diffusion will stall. At times, an
organization may choose an innovation without a defined need for its contribution. In
such cases, the decision to innovate can be traced to prestige factors, depending on who
makes up the clienteles. Such innovations may be available only for those who can afford
them, and how many people use them will be determined after the fact. In these, and in
most diffusion o f innovation studies, the bias is towards successful diffusion, as no study
o f unsuccessful ones is available. Concurrent with this concern, the analysis o f diffusion
has generally relied on the recall o f those involved in the process and the available data
from such personal recall is generally problematic, based as they are in soft data.
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Investment in Information Technologies and the Use o f the Internet: The Productivity
Paradox
A literature has developed on the question o f whether or not the heavy investment
in IT has been an effective usage o f firms’ resources. While for-profit firms may find
themselves unable to respond to competitive challenges, if they fail to invest in newer
technologies, whether or not technology will advance their interests is not always clear.
Firms may invest in IT without a clear sense o f their need for this new horsepower
(Wildemuth, 1992). Economist Robert Solow has been quoted as saying: “We see
computers everywhere except in the productivity statistics” (Fisher, 1999; Lohr, 1999).
One critic o f automatic spending in IT is Paul Strassmann, former CIO o f Xerox
Corporation. According to his analyses, investment in this area is not a sure bet; there is
“no correlation whatsoever between expenditures for information technologies and any
known measure o f profitability” (Strassmann, 1997a). Strassmann argues that only
certain firms use investment in technology wisely; these are the firms that integrate the
technology well with the goals of the organization (Strassmann, 1990). In The
Squandered Computer (1997). he proffers that, “aligning information systems to
corporate goals has emerged as the number one concern over the last five years in
surveys o f information systems executives” (Strassmann, 1997b). For profit seeking
firms, evaluation o f corporate goals rests on whether or not a project contributes to cash
flow; “therefore, alignment is the capacity to demonstrate a positive relationship between
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information technologies and the accepted financial measures o f performance”
(Strassmann, 1997b).
Some research in this area suggests that the productivity paradox is no longer a
conundrum. An article in The Wall Street Journal maintains that the high level o f IT
investment in the U.S. has been the cause o f this country’s long period o f growth and
prosperity. As our investment in IT has been higher than that o f other countries, the
argument goes, so has our economic growth (Anders & Thurm, 1999). Brynjolfsson also
argues that IT spending has been a boon to productivity, and that proper measures o f
sufficiently large numbers o f firms allow the analysis that has been lacking in the past
(Brynjolfsson, 1993). More recent scholarship suggests further that older methods o f
gauging productivity simply cannot grasp the inherent benefits o f new technologies, as
these technologies do not create physical products, but new ways o f responding to the
needs o f a firm’s clientele. According to one recent report, IT accounts for 5.5% o f total
investment, while it contributes 35% to growth in gross domestic product and 55% to
labor productivity growth (Fisher, 1999). As executives understand the potential o f IT
investment, they no longer think o f it as simply a means to decrease costs in one area or
another, but instead consider how the technology can be used innovatively to conduct the
business or activity o f the firm (Assessing the strateeic value o f information technology.
1998). A full 16% o f those surveyed have no IT strategy, a finding that suggests that a
certain percentage o f organizations remain uncomfortable with investment in this area
(Fisher, 1999).
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Proper investment in IT, and the investment in the Internet that it usually entails,
endures, but firms—and individuals— are voting with their pocketbooks. Computers have
declined in price to the point where they have become an ordinary commodity for many
groups and individuals. This commoditization has lead to increased purchases and
increased demands for simpler, faster, cheaper, and more effective access to the Internet.

Marketing of Nonprofit Organizations
Any nonprofit organization that expects to succeed offering services must consider
some sort of self-marketing. In the area o f nonprofit organizations the term “social
marketing” is often used to distinguish what the organizations do from the work o f forprofit firms. Marketing begins with the four Ps o f product, placement, price and
promotion. Without these considerations, a marketing plan will generally do poorly.
Seymour Fine adds three additional elements to this construct and offers the seven Ps. In
addition to the first four, he adds producer, purchasers, and probing.
Fine suggests that a marketing plan must ask the following questions:
1. Who is the producer, the source o f the promotional message?
2. Who are the potential purchasers in this particular market and what are their
needs and wants?
3. What specific produces) can the marketer design to help fill those needs?
4. What price{s) must the purchasers pay in order to obtain the product?
5. How can the marketer promote (communicate with) the given market?
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6. Which parties (institutions) will participate in making the product available at
the best place and time (best for the purchaser)?
7. What probing will be necessary to evaluate the marketer’s campaign and to
obtain feedback from the purchasing audience? (Fine, 1992)
These questions begin the process for the social marketer. In the case o f nonprofit
organizations, the Internet directly affects questions regarding the producer, the price, the
promotion, and the probing.
The nonprofit organization may have another agency design and implement its
WWW site and oversee its email system, but the final authority rests with the
organization. If the organization cannot or will not use the Internet to present itself, a
large population o f Internet savvy consumers will have little conception o f the
organization. The Internet results in reduced information transaction costs for those who
are connected. Just as students choose to do research on the Internet rather than go to a
library, they and others access information that has the lowest opportunity cost. The
Internet lowers this cost to the consumer. As with cost, the promotion o f the message and
materials o f the nonprofit organization may appear on the Internet in a way that collapses
space and time for the consumer. Amnesty International’s WWW site and email mailings
can go just as easily to Serbia as they can to Topeka. This characteristic allows the social
marketer to access much larger intentional audiences than have been previously possible.
And finally, the probing that a good social marketing campaign requires can be done on
the Internet, through email, WWW surveys, cookies, etc. This probing allows better
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defined research about the mind and desires o f an organization’s clientele. This probing
also allows the potential for greatly decreased costs o f gathering information.
Social marketing has been deployed in numerous areas when an organization or the
government has desired to present information beneficial to society. The Internet allows
social marketing at a more cost-effective rate. One example o f such use is promoting
philanthropy on the Internet. Value America, an e-commerce site, donates 1% o f
purchase amounts to a charity o f the purchaser’s choice. The charities listed at the Value
America WWW site number in the dozens and represent a great variety o f concerns.
Some organizations monitor Internet donation, such as <www.gifts.org>, while other
organizations offer information on how much money given to a particular nonprofit
organization actually goes to programs (<www.guidestar.org>). One WWW site that
offers information on ongoing volunteer and donative efforts is helping.org. This site
offers a scrolling banner of current crises. The viewer can click on the banner as an issue
scrolls by and be transported to another page with information on how to donate money
or volunteer time (Henry, 1999). To volunteer time in the neighborhood, the viewer types
in the ZIP code and is given a list o f places that need help, complete with details about
what kind o f volunteers are needed, the distance to the placement, and the goals o f the
organization. Further, current services on the helping.org WWW site include the capacity
to donate to any o f over 600,000 nonprofit organizations across the U.S. (with 100% o f
donations going to the selected organization).
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The Internet is faster and more precisely targeted than in the past. As other
organizations move to the Internet as their marketing medium, nonprofit organizations
that do not use the Internet may be at a disadvantage.
Electronic Fundraising
Consideration o f computers as a fundraising technology dates back to 1994, when
Beckley presented use o f IT as differentiating more successful nonprofit organizations
from others (Beckley, Elliott, & Prickett, 1994). In 1996 Johnston wrote an article in The
Nonprofit Times entitled “Giving on the Internet: No nonprofit manager can overlook it”
(Johnston, 1996). This treatment o f the Internet addressed its use for fundraising but
contained no information on the extent to which nonprofit organizations actually took
advantage o f the possibilities inherent in Internet fundraising. Dickey presents anecdotal
evidence o f the use o f email to raise funds in a variety o f nonprofit areas (Dickey, 1998).
Story after story presents large numbers o f gifts solicited through email, some quite large
in amount. However, no aggregate data on this phenomenon appears generally available
at this time. Moving to the current day, the field o f fundraising on the Internet falls into
two pursuits: e-commerce and direct donations, often through secure WWW site
donations. The for-profit world, with a phenomenal growth in the realm o f e-commerce,
has led the charge in this area. Estimates vary widely, but Department o f Commerce
estimations suggest that the area has grown from 5.198 billion in 4th quarter 1999 to 5.24
billion in the 1st quarter 2000 to 5.518 in the 2nd quarter 2000, jum ps o f .8% and 5.3%
respectively. Other estimates are similar, with the University o f Texas at Austin’s Center
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for Research in Electronic Commerce reporting that the Internet economy grew at 11%
from 1998 to 1999, almost three times the rate o f the U.S. economy as a whole. The ecommerce segment o f this area grew from just under 100 billion dollars in 1998 to over
171 billion dollars in 1999. The Internet economy as a whole is estimated at over 523
billion (Barua, Whinston, & Yin, 2000). This amount, while very large, is a small
percentage o f the economy as a whole. Current U. S. Department o f Commerce estimates
state that e-commerce sales make up 0.7% o f overall sales in the United States (Census
Bureau, 2000). No comparable information for nonprofit organizations exists. Media
coverage o f the Internet suggests that numerous nonprofit organizations use the Internet
for fundraising purposes, but the stories remain anecdotal.
Varied organizations use the Internet to offer affiliated wares online. Universities
may offer insignia clothing; various clubs do the same. One can purchase Michigan
Marching Band clothing from that organization’s site, for example
(http://mmb.music.umich.edu/merchandise/). In addition, the Internet offers an alternate
channel for donation o f monies to nonprofit organizations. Anecdotes as to this
possibility include the Red Cross raising nearly $140,000 for victims o f the Izmil, Turkey
earthquake in one day and Catholic Relief Services raising $350,000 for refugees in
Kosovo within two weeks o f putting up their site (Schmidt, 1999). Additionally, some
sites allow the site visitor to donate materials to charity. The Hunger Site
(www.thehungersite.com) allows visitors to donate to the eradication o f hunger with a
click of the mouse. The for-profit site, www.valueamerica.org. donates a percentage o f its
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revenue to any o f a number o f traditional charities; each purchaser chooses the charity to
which the donation is made.
Concerned writers in this area center on consultants promoting online fundraising,
anecdotes o f nonprofit organizations’ work, and comments on the usefulness o f these
movements. Mike Roufa, one such writer, notes that WWW site fundraising works
because people visiting a WWW site are already at the site, that the reach is global, and
that online commerce is convenient (Roufa, 1999). Reporting on a study by Craver,
Mathews, Smith & Co., a fundraising consulting firm, Todd Cohen relates that online
charitable giving was estimated at $192 million in the previous year (Cohen, 1999). The
study’s authors extrapolated from the $55 average donation given to 100 nonprofit clients
o f an e-commerce firm, AppNet. Still, however, the coverage o f the extent o f such sites
is limited.
The Matthew Effect and Knowledge Gan Theory
The Matthew Effect and knowledge gap theory run parallel courses in social
science research. The former dates from Robert M erton’s work in the late 1960s while
the latter dates from Tichenor, Donohue, and Olien (1970).
The Matthew Effect.
Robert Merton was concerned with scientific research in his 1968 article “The
Matthew Effect in Science: The Reward and Communications Systems o f Science
Considered” (Merton & Zuckerman, 1973(1968)). This study maintains that credit for the
overall content of a scientific publication is given to the better-or best-known author
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among the co-authors, regardless o f authorial order and regardless o f actual authorial
effort.
He revisits this phenomenon twenty years later in “The Matthew Effect, IT’
(Merton, 1988/1996) and again in 1995 (Merton, 1995). In this later rendition, he defines
the Matthew Effect as “the accruing o f large increments or peer recognition to scientists
o f great repute for particular contributions in contrast to the minimizing or withholding of
such recognition for scientists who have not yet made their mark” (p. 320). Applied to
science, this effect gives disproportionate credit to the more esteemed o f two persons
working on the same project, regardless o f actual responsibility for the project. As noted
earlier, the effect’s origin is attributed to a prediction o f Matthew 13:12 and 25:29; to
those who have, more will be given, and from those who have not, the little they have
will be taken away. Merton’s article addresses the inequities in honors and such for the
physical and the biological sciences. He points out the mortality effects o f this dynamic:
If the precocious young are nurtured and given access to resources in an effort to
augment their precocity in research publications, they will continue on this track. In the
sciences, at least, researchers who might become late bloomers tend never to bloom. This
effect has as consequence that those from lower socio-economic levels are far less likely
to make contributions to particular fields, because they will likely be sidetracked out o f
areas before they have the opportunity to grow. According to Piotr Sztompka, editor of
On Social Structure and Science, the Matthew Effect has spawned further work in other
areas o f sociology.
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Following on Merton’s studies, much recent work continues to be conducted in the
fields o f scientific research (Garfunkel, Ulshen, Hamrick, & Lawson, 1994; Holton,
Chang, & Jurkowitz, 1996; Long & Fox, 1995; Woodward & Goodstein, 1996;
Yankauer, 1990). However, similar studies concerned with other areas have appeared.
Research in the commercial sector includes management (Floyd, Schroeder, & Finn,
1994), employment practices (Lewis, 1997), business practices (Podolny, 1994),
economics (Goodwin & Sauer, 1995; Samuelson, 1996), legal writing (Tushnet & Lynch,
1994) and international development (Fan, 1997). And on the cultural level, the dynamic
also appears.
Hence, one can read about the Matthew Effect on the levels o f social dynamics
(Dahl, 1996), reciprocity in gift giving (Komter, 1996), personal health (Syme, 1998),
social support (Barrett, 1999), children’s learning patterns (Farenga & Joyce, 1997), and
even regarding success in professional sports (Bloom, 1999; Leifer, 1995).
Knowledge gap theory.
Knowledge gap theory stems from the work o f Tichenor, Donohue, and Olien at the
University o f Minnesota (Tichenor et al., 1970). Their thesis addresses different usage o f
the same information source. Better educated persons use the same information more
effectively than lesser educated persons do. Thus, over time the better educated increase
the information gap and the benefits, because they can use the information effectively.
Their hypothesis states:
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As the infusion o f mass media information into a social system increases,
segments o f the population with higher socio-economic status tend to acquire this
information at a faster rate than the lower status segments, so that the gap in
knowledge between these segments tends to increase rather than decrease.
(Tichenor et al., 1970)
The researchers originally used the level o f formal education as a proxy for the
socio-economic level. They also point out that their hypothesis explains the apparent
failed attempts o f mass media to inform the public. They propose several contributing
reasons to support their hypothesis. The more educated have better communication skills,
larger amounts o f stored information, heightened relevant social contacts, selective
exposure patterns, and more intensive use o f print media—the preferred channel for
science and public affairs. These dynamics within industrialized society foster the growth
o f the knowledge gap. Their analysis assumes that the gap is irreversible and that any
ceiling effect for the higher socio-economic groups has not been reached (Gaziano,
1997).
Work continues in the area o f knowledge gap theory; many scholarly articles appear
each year. Gaziano (1997:a) reviews 58 articles in this area, 37 o f which have appeared
since 1983. She divides recent studies into cross-sectional analyses and longitudinal ones.
The best test o f knowledge gap theory, Gaziano writes, occurs when media publicity
varies (presumably by channel, though the article is unclear). Few studies meet this
criterion. When media publicity is uniformly high, a ceiling effect may occur, or the issue
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may have community wide appeal. Such thinking might lead one to expect that the
tremendous amount o f ink spent on the Internet will result in a declining knowledge gap.
Knowledge gap theory continues to be tested in core areas such as mass media
campaigns (Mieneke & Cees, 1997) and communication theory (Pan & McLeod, 1991).
Additional areas to which this theory has been applied include political knowledge
(Lemert, 1993), choice o f retirement plans (Mastin, 1998), macroeconomic development
issues (Butler, 1998; Van Elkan, 1996), alcohol education (Zandpour & Fellow, 1992),
and nutrition promotion (Chew & Palmer, 1994). Health issues and the knowledge gap
theory appear as well (Divakar & Melkote, 1997; Wanta & Elliott, 1995). Knowledge gap
theory has also been linked with diffusion o f innovations (Gaziano, 1997).
Analysis o f Internet issues according to knowledge gap theory appears in several
publications. Luke (1998) argues that the knowledge gap will accelerate as a result o f the
Internet, but offers no data to support this hypothesis. Conversely, more sanguine
thinkers conjecture that the Internet will to close the knowledge gap between the poor and
the wealthy (Butler, 1999), yet give no data for their contention. Over half a decade after
the WWW emerged in the United States culture the paucity o f data still limits efforts to
grasp the effect o f the Internet.
The Matthew Effect differs from knowledge gap theory in the trajectory o f the
haves and have nots. In the former, the implications o f the theory suggest that those who
receive the short end o f the stick at the beginning may have nothing upon which to grab
hold in the end. The assertion that the development o f the Internet and the WWW will
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actually lead to a decline in the power, wealth and influence o f the less advantaged
appears to be too bold a statement. Tichenor is convinced that a less privileged person
may not benefit as much as an elite, but both do benefit. The question arises as to whether
or not one o f these dynamics or the other is more likely in the case o f the Internet.
While much o f the literature on knowledge gaps addresses the condition o f the
individual, the interest here is in the condition o f the organization. In diffusion theory,
organizations more settled in terms o f finances and o f membership structure stand to gain
more from their use o f new technologies than less affluent and smaller organizations. One
must ask whether or not this corollary to diffusion theory will apply in the area o f
nonprofit organizations and whether the dynamic— if it does apply—will lead to a
knowledge gap that helps all organizations or one that helps only larger, wealthier
organizations. Perhaps, as Robinson, DiMaggio, and Kohut suggest, the Internet will help
close the Digital Divide, lifting all who access it.
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C hapter 4: Theory & Questions
Rogers describes the characteristics o f an organization that are linked to
innovativeness. He considers size to be the largest single predictor (Rogers, 1995). Yet
size may be a surrogate measure for such things as specialization, functional
differentiation, professionalism, managerial attitude toward change, slack resources
(available financial resources),2 technical knowledge resources, and external and internal
structure, all o f which, and others, have been found to correlate with innovativeness
(Damanpour, 1991). In sum, innovativeness relates to such independent variable
groupings as individual leadership characteristics, internal organizational structural
characteristics, and external characteristics o f organizations.
Organizations that have greater complexity, lower centralization, and lower
formalization have greater innovation initiation, but may tend to have more difficulty in
actual implementation. Organizations that have greater centralization and formalization
will tend to be less likely to initiate innovations. However, when the decision is made, it
is these organizations that are more able to implement them (Zaltman, Duncan et al.
1973; Rogers, 1995; Damanpour, 1991).
Nonprofit organizations tend to have less formalization than for-profits— except
perhaps at the largest levels (Brady, 1984; Fine, 1990). They may be expected to have
characteristics that support innovation, such as system openness, organizational slack,

: The literature uses the term “slack resources” but the definition o f slack resources implies levels o f
surplus wealth that are incommensurate with the majority o f nonprofit organizations. Hence, the researcher
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and appropriate funding evidenced in organizational resources and organizational slack.
These characteristics may be expected to increase with the size o f the organization.
Organizations with these characteristics may tend to be more innovative, both in adoption
and in implementation, than nonprofit organizations without these characteristics and so
embrace Internet technologies sooner and more effectively. Thus, the theoretical concerns
o f this study begin with the characteristics o f innovative nonprofit organizations and the
Matthew Effect.
This researcher attempts to measure several o f the characteristics associated with
adoption o f innovation, some by more than one measure. Research included both
interview and survey data; the latter method o f research offered the possibility o f
obtaining data on financial assets, available financial resources, IT personnel, IT funding,
size (relative to similarly missioned organizations), past innovation adoption, current
innovation adoption (in adoption o f Internet technologies), and attitudes toward the
Internet o f organizational opinion leaders. These measures have been correlated with the
adoption o f technological innovation (Damanpour, 1991; Rogers, 1995; Wildemuth,
1992; Zaltman, Duncan, & Holbek, 1973). The notion o f available financial resources
and technical expertise perhaps offer the factors most likely to correlate with Internet
usage. These two characteristics have been found significant in determining whether or
not a nonprofit organization has begun to use computers and may be expected to correlate
highly with organizations that adopt the Internet as well (Fasano & Shapiro, 1991). The

uses the term “available financial resources” to refer to this concept Such resources are not surplus but
may be made available for investment in new areas for the organization.
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information gathered in the survey allows consideration o f these factors that correlate
with an organization’s adoption o f Internet technologies.
Some proponents o f the Internet argue that it will have a leveling effect, as more
ordinary people use it (Kohut, 1999), and that the technical expertise o f an organization
may have little to do with the size and assets o f the organization. As noted above,
Robinson and DiMaggio, among others, (1998) suggest that, contrary to the bulk o f
diffusion research, smaller organizations may adopt Internet technology as effectively as
larger ones, because the entrance costs are so low (Bernstein, 1991; Kohut, 1999; Law &
Keltner, 1995).
This contrast, or tension, between the majority o f diffusion literature and some
social scientists demonstrates the battle o f the Matthew Effect. This expectation that the
Internet will have a leveling influence places great faith in the ability o f self-taught
hackers or Internet gurus— regardless o f the organization in which they work—to set up
and maintain WWW systems that are competitive with sites developed by high-powered
WWW site designers. One can point to the fact that a very large percentage o f WWW
servers use Apache computer server software and the Linux version o f the Unix operating
system. Both software packages are open-source software, available without charge to the
end user, and thus are free to any and all users— both to for-profit firms and to nonprofit
organizations. Further, while small nonprofit organizations may not have ready access to
technological knowledge resources, other means o f obtaining such resources do arise for
many nonprofit organizations. A writer in The New York Times depicted the increase in
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volunteers who have significant technical skills (Abel, 1999). Less affluent nonprofit
organizations have little chance o f attracting and keeping computer operations workers,
because o f the high salaries these people can draw in the for-profit sector. The business
sector pays an average o f $75,444 to such workers, while the nonprofit world offers an
average o f $42,600 (Abel, 1999). Such a large gap cannot be bridged by kind words and a
commitment to the organization—at least not for as many nonprofit organizations as
exist. In New York City, <voluntech.org> offers volunteer technical help to less
privileged nonprofit organizations. Such volunteer labor has allowed organizations to
develop databases o f donors and or people served; it has allowed access to Internet
connectivity for other organizations.
Contrary to those who maintain that the Internet will stabilize and diminish the
divide between richer and poorer groups, Compaine argues that all newly adopted
technology results in a gap between early and later adopters. He attributes this divide to
the nature o f the innovation adoption process (Compaine, 1988a). Early adopters reap the
positive effects o f the technology earlier than later adopters— resulting in a gap that will
be closed with time.
The Matthew Effect suggests a steadily increasing gap with the disadvantaged
worse off over time (Merton, 1988/1996); Tichenor’s Knowledge Gap suggests an
increasing gap with most parties advancing at different rates (Tichenor et al., 1970). Both
o f these approaches contrast with the notions o f Compaine and others who suggest any
gap will close over time. In the area o f the nonprofit sector, what characteristics (size,
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innovativeness, technological astuteness, etc.) correlate with the adoption o f Internet
technologies? Data in this study may allow the researcher to consider the characteristics
and factors that correlate with this adoption o f Internet technologies and the further
adaptation o f those technologies. They also will provide possibilities for insight into
whether or not the digital divide will widen, whether or not the Matthew Effect does—
and will continue— to exist.
If such a dynamic exists, nonprofit organizations may be left behind, unable to
market themselves and their works effectively. Digital Divide, Knowledge Gap Theory,
or the Matthew Effect— the question at hand becomes one o f whether or not such a
division exists and, if so, its implications.
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Chapter 5: Research Methodology
This dissertation presents the results o f a breakthrough study o f the adoption o f the
Internet within the nonprofit sector within the United States. This research addresses the
impact o f the Internet on the third sector. With this outcome in mind, data collection
takes two directions: case studies and survey work.
Data Collection
Initial data collection begins with the contact o f a selection o f nonprofit
organizations in the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania metropolitan area. The researcher
initially chose organization types with an eye to representative sections o f the
independent sector. Preliminary work suggested that education, health care, and social
service agencies might provide a panoply o f organization types. Upon further assessment,
the high state o f flux in the health care industry militated against studying that area at this
time. This particular sub-sector holds a high proportion o f the assets o f the independent
sector but is so complex that any research would demand far more preparation and
knowledge than a dissertation allows.
Education (in particular higher education) and social services offered more
manageable areas for analysis. The researcher sought data in printed materials, online
texts, and interviews with key personnel within each organization. In a second phase o f
data collection, the researcher performed a content analysis on the WWW sites o f each
organization during the month o f April 2000. The researcher performed this content
analysis using guidelines developed from the literature on good WWW-design, the extent
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to which the organization presented its mission online, and standardized measures
provided by WWW site analysis software. A third phase o f the data collection developed
from the first and the second; it involved a national survey o f randomly selected nonprofit
organizations. Thus, the research database for this project has three components:
interview data, content analysis, and survey data.
Interviews.
The research includes interviews o f three to seven key figures in each organization,
including the CIO, the CEO, and others who affect Internet usage within the organization
(and preferably any person who is the diffusion “hero” in the adoption o f the Internet
(Rogers, 1995). These interviews attempted to address questions that relate to the
diffusion o f new technology: the decisions that lead to its adoption and the assessment o f
its effectiveness in implementing or developing the mission o f the organization, among
other issues. Appendix 4 contains some o f the questions asked. These interviews took
place in person for most interviewees, though one was conducted by phone. The
researcher took notes o f each conversation and with the express consent o f each person
interviewed tape-recorded most o f them.
Content Analysis and evaluation o f WWW sites o f the chosen nonprofit
organizations.
The content analysis took two forms that were combined into a single scale. The
first was an analysis o f the WWW sites that addressed both textual content and design
characteristics. Evaluation determined how adeptly the WWW site designer used
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standard WWW site design techniques. The researcher performed the second form o f
analysis using WWW site analysis software. The researcher performed the first process
by a visual evaluation and the second by evaluation with a computer program designed to
evaluate and report on the mechanics o f a WWW site. This software, LinkBot, a product
of WatchFire Software, tracks certain aspects o f WWW sites, including the levels o f links
that a viewer might have to click before finding the most deeply set information, the size
of graphics and o f pages, the age o f the pages, the numbers and percentages o f missing
and broken links, and the structure o f the site. Combined, the unit o f analysis will be the
existence o f a series o f 33 characteristics coded by hand and a further 9 characteristics
coded by computer.
Purposive sample o f nonprofit organizations.
As this study attempts to move into relatively new areas o f study, the initial work
gauging the effect o f the Internet on the nonprofit organization is qualitative. This section
o f analysis contains a series o f case studies that seeks to illumine the effect of the Internet
in this area. Such work makes it possible to develop quantitative measures. As such, the
population o f nonprofit organizations studied with interview data and content analysis is
not random. The nonprofit organizations used for this first analysis will be taken from
one important area o f nonprofit organizations: Catholic institutions o f higher education.
The rationale for this selection is based on the significance o f each type o f organization.
Nonprofit institutions o f higher education control nearly 20% o f financial resources in the
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nonprofit sector—a significant factor in the sector. Catholic institutions form a significant
part o f this group and are o f particular interest to this researcher.
The actual organizations used in this study are ones that have a presence in the
Philadelphia area and so struggle with similar situations. This is not to say that they
(organizations within each group) are entirely comparable. They are not. The researcher
made every effort to find organizations that, through particular characteristics, offer
insight into the extremes o f organizations with varied characteristics, ones that offer a
picture of the overall scope o f Internet usage within this area. History and other
mitigating circumstances entered into interviews and in other research into the situation
o f the organization. One cannot claim to generalize these observations, and the analysis
that follows, to the population as a whole. Yet this aspect o f the study suggested further
paths o f research. As a result o f these interview and the content analysis o f WWW sites,
several areas o f interest developed. Based on the literature o f the diffusion o f
technological innovation, a number o f variables offer possible insight into what
characteristics correlate with Internet usage generally.
Variables
Independent variables.
After initial study, seven key independent variables arose in this assessment o f the
Matthew Effect. The first is Assets, or Fund Balance, measured at the end o f the year
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(1996). The second variable is Free Cash Flow (FCFBA).3 Both o f these variables derive
from IRS 990 form data. The third is the Budget Percentage assigned to IT (ITBP). The
fourth is IT personnel, or IT Full Time Equivalent (TTFTE). The fifth is Organization
Size (OrgSize), as reported by survey respondents (relative to organizations with similar
missions). The sixth is the Innovation Adoption practices, as reported by survey
respondents. And the seventh is the age o f an organization’s WWW site, as reported by
survey respondents.
The first and second variables measure levels o f resources, the first as an absolute
measure and the second as a normalized measure. The first measure comes from the end
of year fund balance registered with the IRS. It offers a view o f the total level o f assets of
an organization. In this case, the second measure (FCFBA)— available financial
resources— refers specifically to the level o f monetary resources that an organization may
have at its disposal over and above what is minimally needed to maintain its operations.
This notion is defined by Rosner: “The existence o f slack [available financial resources]
means that the organization can afford (a) to purchase costly innovations, (b) to absorb
failure, (c) to bear the costs o f instituting innovations, and (d) to explore new ideas in
advance o f an actual need” (Rosner, 1968). According to Damanpour, one method for
measuring resource slack is to calculate the difference between income and expenditure
over a 5-year period (Damanpour, 1987). Alternately, the term used in business literature

3 This concept stems from what diffusion scholars call resource slack. The literature in accountancy uses
the term Free Cash Flow (FCFBA). At the suggestion o f my advisor, I have qualified the standard
accountancy term with the phrase “available financial resources ” in this study. FCFBA and its log,
LNFCFBA, may be considered interchangeable with “available financial resources" and its derivatives.
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is FCFBA. FCFBA is “cash flow in excess o f that required to fund all projects that have
positive net present values when discounted at the relevant cost o f capital” (Jensen, 1986,
p. 323). This concept is measured in several ways, though generally by taking the
operating revenues before depreciation and subtracting taxes, dividends, and interest
expenses. This measure is normalized by either the total book value o f equity or the total
assets o f the previous year (Gul & Tsui, 1998). For a nonprofit organization, dividends do
not apply and taxes only rarely apply (in the case o f for-profit affiliates). No proper
estimation o f book value exists for nonprofit organizations, so for the nonprofit
organization, the measure o f resource slack would be normalized by the assets or the fund
balance o f the previous year. Hence, the measure o f FCFBA is defined as follows:
FCFBA= (ENC-TAX-INTEXP)/BA,
where, INC is operating income before depreciation (and operating income is
revenue minus expenses); TAX is the total taxes; INTEXP is the gross interest expenses
on short- and long-term debt; and BA is the total assets o f the previous year (adapted
from Gul 1998). Many nonprofit organizations use fund accounting practices, for these
organizations the fund balance is equivalent to total assets, as measured on the IRS 990
form. An example o f this measure, taken from the 990 form filed by the Independent
Sector for the 1998 calendar year, is as follows:
INC=(5,372,677(revenue)+92,447 (depreciation)) -6,354,090(expenses)= <879966>
TAX=0
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INTEXP=0
BA=9,883,405
FCFBA=(-879966)/9,883,405= -8.9%
While this particular example renders a negative measure o f FCFBA, such is not the
pattern. Some 91.8% o f organizations in the IRS SOI files have positive FCFBA and the
interquartile range o f this 14% to 79% o f AssetsEOY. The median FCFBA for this
sample is 46% o f AssetsEOY.
The third and fourth variables, as well, measure levels o f IT commitment. The third,
ITBP, offers a normalized view relative to the organization’s budget. The fourth, ITFTE,
is a raw measure o f this same commitment to IT. Both o f these measures stem from selfreport in the survey responses. These variables address technical knowledge resources
(Damanpour, 1991). In the literature, this variable refers to the existence o f an IT staff
within the organization. The existence o f such a group signals investment in computer
mediated communication (CMC) generally, though IT includes telecommunication as
well as salaries. Such support is measured by the responses on the survey regarding
number o f FTE IT personnel and ITBP. Such measures go beyond what has been
presented in the literature up to this point. Analysis o f survey data demonstrates that
organizations without IT personnel make up half o f surveyed organizations.
Organizations with IT personnel are more apt to have WWW sites. However, o f those
without IT personnel, half have WWW sites and half do not. The correlation o f IT
personnel and WWW sites is not high.
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The fifth independent variable in the analysis is organization size. Rogers notes the
correlation o f size and adoption o f innovations (1995). These data come from a question
asking respondents to comment on the size o f their organizations in relation to
organizations o f similar mission. The vast array o f nonprofit organizations militated
against the use o f a standardized measure in this instance. Given the limitations o f survey
methodology, the researcher determined that such a normalized, subjective measure
would allow the only way in which to address the issue o f organization size.
The sixth independent variable also comes from respondents’ assessment o f their
organizations. The researcher asked respondents to comment on their respective
organization’s tendency to adopt new technologies: from much earlier to much later than
comparable organizations with similar missions. This measure offers one o f two variables
involving the general practice o f adoption and also offers a generalized alternate measure
o f the seventh independent variable: age o f WWW site. This measure stems from the
pattern evidenced by some organizations adopting innovations as a general practice—
rather than as a response to lagging in technology use (Rogers, 1995; Wildemuth, 1992).
The seventh independent variable answers the question o f the age o f the
organization’s WWW site. Although the earliest that an organization might use the
Internet is the late 1960s (though the number o f organizations in this group is small),
1994 marks the earliest that an organization might have constructed a WWW site. Before
the release o f Netscape Navigator WWW-browser in late 1994, no organization would
realistically have been able to construct a WWW site. This variable presents information
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on the adoption practices o f individual organizations, though from the specific
perspective o f the particular adoption o f a WWW site.
Dependent Variable.
The analysis for this study arises from each organization’s adoption o f the Internet.
The measure o f this adoption includes the use o f email, Internet access, WWW presence,
e-commerce, and e-philanthropy. Other individual uses o f the Internet could also be
measured, but the percentages o f such usage would be too low to give usable data. These
data come from the survey o f nonprofit organizations.
Model.
The conceptual model for the design is as follows:

(Influentials + ASSETS + FCFBA + IT Personnel + ITBP + OrgSize + Adoption Practices (historical
and WWW site age)) ■) Internet Use

Alternate theories.

Alternate theories may be helpful in clarifying this area o f study. If hypotheses are
disproved then other hypotheses may be tested. If hypotheses are not disproved then the
researcher may be closer to understanding how the dynamics o f diffusion work in this
social system. In this model, the question o f intervening variables poses the greatest
concern. Intervening variables, such as the organization’s type o f mission, formalization
o f the organization’s structure, and the managerial inclination to change are possible
intervening variables. The survey cannot measure such areas as centralization o f
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organization structure and professionalization. Such limitations suggest areas for further
study.
Survey
The initial investigation into the use o f the Internet by nonprofit organizations,
combined with trends in the diffusion literature, support further study o f a number o f
variables. Survey research in the realm o f the nonprofit sector will offer the opportunity
to consider some o f these variables. Thus this study includes a survey o f a sample o f the
population o f nonprofit organizations. This method o f surveying the area involved the
development o f a survey instrument in combination with a database from the Internal
Revenue Service’s Statistics o f Income division (SOI). Using a form o f these data
cleaned and prepared by The Urban Institute, this information includes the names,
addresses, assets and general filing characteristics for each organization and
approximately 35 other variables. It does not contain detailed information about the
organization. Religious organizations and other groups that are not required to file (those
having less than $25,000 in assets) may or may not be in this listing. The SOI also has a
sample o f the approximately 355,000 organizations on which it does research. The
sample consists o f approximately 12,000 organizations, taken according to standard
random sampling technique for the larger sub-sectors and from the entire population for
the wealthiest sub-sectors. This sample has approximately 140 variables, including all
information in the filing, except for the names o f donors, for each organization (Wallis,
1999). By merging the data from one o f these databases with the data from the
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questionnaire, the researcher developed a detailed database for developing and refining
questions to be asked o f these data. This method allowed the researcher to generalize the
findings o f the interviews and the content analysis from the first and the second data
collection methods to nonprofit organizations more generally, and thus expand the
relevance o f the research.
The researcher used the Total Design Method o f survey construction and
implementation (Dillman, 1978). Dillman writes that his method results in an average
response rate o f 77% when used in complete detail with no surveys resulting in less than
a 50% response. He finds that the highest response rates result from homogeneous
populations. The TDM (Total Design Method) includes both design details and
implementation details. The design details include question design and ordering,
pretesting o f the questionnaire among colleagues, the users o f the final data, and the
target population. It also includes the actual physical layout, cover design, placement of
questions, paper and envelope size and color, postage use, cover letter design (down to
the dating o f the letter and the type o f pen used for the signature), and up to three followup mailings (one postcard o f thanks and an additional two questionnaires for the
recalcitrant— the last sent by certified mail).4
Some 355,000 nonprofit organizations fall into the 501(c)3 category o f exempt
organizations. Those organizations that file the standard exempt organization 990 forms

4 The researcher followed this method in a modified fashion, attempting, for example, to use modem
optical scanning equipment for data entry. The researcher performed only the first three mailings; nearly
1,000 responses proved to offer sufficient accuracy and the high likelihood o f diminishing returns at high
cost precluded the final certified mailing.
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with the IRS each year number 164,968; the rest are either too small (with revenue o f less
than $25,000) or are not required to do so (as in the case o f religious groups)
(Hodgkinson & Weitzman, 1996). The situation o f these smallest groups is problematic.
No way exists, save actually sending out a questionnaire, to determine whether or not
these organizations even exist (and even that effort would only give a part o f the story).
They have registered as exempt organizations, but this initial designation may date back
decades and they may have gone out o f existence. The IRS maintains the names o f all
nonprofit organizations in its database from registration onward. Thus, the question arises
as to whether or not to include non-filing organizations in the population from which to
sample. The likelihood o f finding a good response rate from this group seems low, yet
our hypotheses may best apply to organizations in this grouping. However, when Robert
Rubinyi wrote about resource poor nonprofit organizations and their use o f computers in
the mid-1980s, these groups had median funding o f $200,000 per year, with an average
of seven paid staff and five volunteers (Rubinyi, 1989). When one considers that the
$25,000 floor for organizations that must file would not even cover more than a single
staff member’s salary, it seemed appropriate, given the low expected societal impact o f
such groups, to exclude them at this juncture. These exclusions would also work to
mitigate redundancies in the sampling. The researcher used the sampling frame from the
SOI list developed by the IRS and publicly available through the Urban Institute
(Neuman, 1991).
This national survey o f nonprofit organizations and Internet use; a low sampling
error as is possible is desired. Yet the inability to calculate the response rate o f the survey
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requires a larger sample size than might actually be necessary. It is preferable to have a
+/- 3% sampling error at the 95% confidence level. In order to obtain such a level o f
accuracy, approximately 1,000 responses were desired.5 Oversampling in the area o f
wealthier organizations, the mailing went out to 2,210 organizations. Such a number
allowed, even in the worst case scenario, that if as few as 50% o f the organizations
responded to the questionnaire, the resultant data set would still offer sufficient statistical
power. In fact, the response rate after the first three mailings rose to 45% and the number
(n=906) proves sufficient for analysis. The researcher performed statistical analysis on
key variables to ensure that the non-responsive organizations and the responsive
organizations were not significantly different from each other (the results from this
testing follows below in footnote 6).
No possibility exists o f testing whether or not each and every set o f characteristics
of the responsive and non-responsive organizations are statistically comparable.6 The
survey instrument included questions concerning the extent o f use o f Internet
technologies, human resources and financial resources available for these technologies,
perceptions o f appropriate usage, positive/negative influences o f these technologies,
displacement o f other means o f communication by these technologies, and the role o f the

5 For the purposes of describing the level o f Internet usage, the researcher calculated the sample size based
on the variance of proportion (p*(p-l). The standard error o f a proportion, e=((p*(p-l))/n) 14. Based on the
most conservative proportion, p=p=.5, a sample n=1,000 results in a sampling error o f 1.5%. A confidence
interval o f twice the standard error (or approximately 3%) results in the likelihood that 95% o f all such
random samples will include the actual proportion of organizations using the Internet. The survey resulted
in 906 unique responses, a sampling error o f 1.6%, and accuracy o f 3.2% at the 95% confidence interval
(for questions with closed binary answers).
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person who fills out the survey. It also included questions about revenue, expenses,
depreciation o f assets, and fund balances— items that make up the measure o f available
financial resources (FCFBA). Each survey also included the organization’s IRS
exemption number, allowing the merging o f filing information available from the IRS
with the survey information. Appendix 5 contains a facsimile o f the questionnaire and
cover letter.
The data a survey offers allow descriptive analysis o f the state o f nonprofit
organizations and the Internet. It also offers the possibility o f correlational analysis: the
extent to which available financial resources and Internet technical knowledge resources
correlate with Internet adoption: usage and adaptation.

This study’s multi-method instrumentalization offers an attempt to lessen the
likelihood o f method influences in data collection and analysis (Campbell & Fiske,
1959). Through these three methods, this research addresses the question o f whether or
not the Matthew Effect holds in the area o f the Internet and nonprofit organizations. The
interviews with the officers o f each organization will allow insight into the process o f
adopting and implementing Internet technologies inside and outside the organization, as
part o f the story o f the organization and the Internet. While the purposive sample o f the
organizations develops the contours o f the area, the survey complements and generalizes
this earlier work. Additionally, the content analysis, with its objective coding o f the
WWW sites themselves, counterpoises the interview process o f the organization officers

6 The researcher conducted statistical tests to verify that no systematic response bias existed. The results of
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and WWW site mavens. In all, this multi-method process allows the researcher to attack
the area more effectively than a single method process, lessening the likelihood o f Type I
error (Wimmer & Dominick, 1994).

these tests follow in footnote 9.
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C hapter 6: Five Philadelphia Roman Catholic Colleges and the Internet
Catholic colleges and universities account for a large percentage o f the higher
education institutions in the U.S. Their importance to the development o f the Catholic
populace has been enormous both in strict academic terms and in the ongoing faith
formation o f the single largest church in the country. The relation o f the Catholic
community to the dominant culture has been fraught with tension from colonial times to
the present and this tension has also existed in the realm o f education. As the Catholic
community has grown in size and stature, its schools have increased in prominence. Their
continued emphasis on the Catholic faith differentiates them from most other institutions
and unites them with each other.
As a microcosm o f the Catholic community in the country, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania has a long and storied history; as a microcosm o f Catholic higher education,
much the same is true. The Philadelphia area has a larger number o f notable post
secondary institutions than any other metropolitan area in the country and the same goes
for the Catholic arena. As such, this microcosm offers a particularly good insertion point
for a study of Internet as technological innovation. What applies to these ten colleges and
universities in their diversity applies to the Catholic collegiate system generally. This
chapter approaches six of these ten institutions with an effort to describe how each uses
the Internet and its capacities in the fifth year o f the WWW and the twenty-sixth o f the
Internet.
Catholic schools background.
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The Roman Catholic system o f schooling in the United States is the largest private
network o f schools in the world. From nursery schools through primary and secondary
schools on to the post-secondary level, this system educates millions o f Catholics and
non-Catholics alike. The process has been in existence o f over 200 years in this country
and has educated first generation Americans for that entire history. As the Catholic
population o f the United States has become more mainstream, better educated, and more
affluent, Catholic schools on all levels have increased in quality and prestige.
Collectively these nearly 250 Catholic colleges and universities educate over 600,000
students at any given time. They range in size from a few hundred students to over fifteen
thousand and from liberal arts colleges to Carnegie Level 1 Research Institutions
classification.
These institutions are affiliated with such religious institutes as the Jesuits and the
Sisters o f Mercy, or, in the case o f Notre Dame, with the Congregation o f Holy Cross. As
of 1989,44 per cent were comprehensive institutions and another 40 per cent were liberal
arts colleges, with the rest research institutions or junior colleges. Religious colleges tend
to enroll higher numbers of women and part-time students than do non-religious
institutions. They also tend to be located in the Midwest and the Northeast part o f the
country (Zimmer, 2001).
Historically, Catholics often felt unwelcome in many Protestant dominated private
and state colleges. Catholic colleges were established to create a religious environment
for higher education and professional schools. These schools trained ever-increasing
numbers o f immigrant children and fostered inculturation in a Cathoiic milieu. They were
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highly effective at both tasks. Even in the late 20th century, nearly 40 per cent o f these
students were the first in their families to attend college.
After World War n, the GI Bill offered tuition funds to veterans and this influx o f
students caused many schools to expand greatly. The increase in the number o f men with
a college education fueled the post-war economy and propelled the percentage o f collegeeducated Catholics upward. The children o f these alumni often attended parochial schools
and added to the expansion.
In the 1960’s, the liberalizing effects o f the Second Vatican Council were felt in the
United States and the increased numbers o f wealthy and influential alumni contributed to
a movement to make Catholic colleges more academically competitive. In the late
1960’s, most institutions were turned over to boards o f trustees, a majority o f whom were
lay persons. At the same time, increasing openness to the new scientific methods shifted
the focus o f scholarship to a less specifically Catholic perspective. The percentages o f
priests and religious teaching in the colleges began to drop, with a concurrent hiring o f
lay people to respond to the increasing student population and to the desire for increased
professionalism. Ultimately, the debate over what it means to be a Catholic—or
religious— college grew. A few institutions even disaffiliated themselves from the
Catholic Church. Schools based their identity on the teaching o f theology and the
development o f faith life revolving around campus ministry programs. Concerns persist
that colleges are becoming less Catholic. Since 1991, attempts by the Roman Catholic
Church to address the issue o f higher education in the United States have centered on the
Apostolic Constitution Ex Corde Ecclesiae o f Pope John Paul n, in which he defines the
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nature o f a Catholic university (National Conference o f Catholic Bishops, 1999; Pope
John Paul n, 1990). Feverish debate continues unabated on this question o f Catholic
identity.
Catholic colleges and universities in Philadelphia.
Ten o f the 244 Catholic U.S. colleges and universities are within the Philadelphia
Roman Catholic Archdiocese. This population offers a microcosm o f the entire
population o f Catholic post-secondary institutions. These schools, individually or as a
group, exhibit all the characteristics o f Catholic colleges nationally and experience the
same issues as any other similar group. They range in size from fewer than one thousand
students up to over ten thousand students. Most are coeducational. The three largest
institutions began as all male colleges while the smaller schools began as all female.
Combined, these ten institutions educate over thirty-five thousand students in a variety o f
programs, including law, engineering, business, arts & sciences, and education.
The ten catholic colleges and universities in the Philadelphia area have historically
been divided into three men’s colleges and seven women’s colleges. Even today a
division continues, though not along gender lines. The men’s colleges began admitting
women in the 1960s. Some colleges remain single-sex; Chestnut Hill College (CHC)
continues on this track in its undergraduate division even as its graduate programs have
become coeducational.
The historically male colleges have grown significantly in the last 40 years and all
three have become comprehensive universities, according to the Carnegie system o f
categorizing higher education. They, along with Cabrini College (CC) and CHC, are part
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o f the 15% o f comprehensive colleges and universities in the Carnegie system o f
classification (Carnegie Foundation, 1994). The Catholic institutions o f higher education
in Philadelphia are presented in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1
Philadelphia Catholic Higher Educational Institutions

Institution

Religious Order Affiliation

Enrollment

Vi llanova University

Order of Saint Augustine

10,061

St. Joseph’s University

Society of Jesus

7,027

LaSalle University

Christian Brothers

5,512

Holy Family College

Sisters of the Holy Family of Nazareth

2,587

Immaculata College

Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary

2,540

Cabrini College

Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Jesus

2,100

Gwynedd-Mercy College

Sisters of Mercy

1,759

Chestnut Hill College

Sisters of Saint Joseph

1,559

Neumann College

Order of Friars Minor

1,256

Rosemont College

Servants of the Holy Child Jesus

947

Total Enrollment

35,348
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Analysis and Policy Implications
The study o f these institutions’ use o f the Internet reflects not a traditional adoption
o f innovation, but a study o f the more advanced uses o f the Internet. Steve Merritt, the
Dean of Enrollment Management at VU said it well when he noted that an institution o f
higher education that cannot provide Internet access and library resources should not be
in the business o f education. In the past decades, the qualities and perquisites o f the
college experience have gone beyond the simple structure o f professors, classrooms and a
library. The college o f the present day cannot remain competitive— or even remain
open— without such attributes as a counseling department, ever increasing athletic
facilities, cultural amenities, ever more plush dormitories with increased privacy, and
various other niceties. One items added to that list in the last decade has been the various
services available through the Internet: electronic mail, bulletin boards, chat rooms,
WWW access, and even multi-user domains (MUDs). Twenty years ago students might
have to stay up late to talk in the dormitory lounge or play Dungeons and Dragons in a
conference room. Today, while such activity continues, it is as likely to occur online as in
person. Instant Messaging (IM) services from America Online require only a free
software client and an open line to the Internet and allow anyone to communicate in
nearly synchronous fashion across campus or around the world. Students whose schools
fail to offer well-maintained, 24/7 networks have little time for administrators’ excuses
and quickly look to outside sources for their networking needs. Currently, higher
educational institutions spend an average o f $780,000 per year on IT (Hicks, 2001).
Almost half require that incoming students bring their own computers to campus (Hicks,
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2001). This level o f investment would suggest that Rogers and Merton descriptions o f
these dynamics are likely true; institutions without requisite attributes will be left behind.
As will become evident, the total level o f investment o f each o f the smaller schools pales
in comparison to the average investment o f higher education institutions.
The adoption o f the Internet in colleges and universities has already occurred. The
penetration o f these technologies in the most basic form is one hundred percent. From the
earliest networking o f thirty years ago in National Science Foundation funded programs
to the more recent networking o f the seven sister schools in Philadelphia; all have access
to the Internet. Where these schools differ is in their use o f these technologies. This
research began with the questions o f 1) What are the characteristics o f organizations that
have adopted the Internet? 2) Do the larger, more affluent, technologically capable
institutions adopt Internet technologies earlier and to greater effect? 3) Is there a Matthew
Effect that endures in the use o f the Internet? 4) And will such an effect contribute to the
impoverishment o f the institutions with fewer resources?
Data Collection
Contacting the colleges and universities.
In order to begin to address these questions in light o f Roman Catholic colleges and
universities in Philadelphia, the researcher interviewed numerous figures in six o f the ten
schools. These institutions included Villanova University (VU), St. Joseph’s University
(SJU), Cabrini College (CC), Holy Family College (HFC), Chestnut Hill College (CHC),
and Gwynedd-Mercy College (GMC). In some institutions this process included the
president o f the school, in others it included senior vice presidents, deans, faculty
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members, IT directors and technicians, and facilitators for the university mission. The
researcher made attempts, by post and then by telephone, to contact all ten schools. Six
schools graciously responded to the request for information and interviews. O f the
remaining four, the researcher failed to reach the desired parties at three schools. At the
fourth school, recurring demands for greater amounts o f information on the part o f the
school stretched out through and past the time frame the researcher allotted for collecting
data, resulting in the researcher withdrawing the request for information from the
university.
Interviews.
A total o f 32 interviews occurred in the months o f January and February 2000. The
number o f interviews ranged from 8 at VU, 7 at CHC, 6 at HFC, 5 at SJU, 5 at CC, and 1
at GMC (a phone interview with the president). The interviews were generally an hour in
length, though some ran longer. The interviewer audiotape recorded interviews held in
offices and took written notes as well. The interviewer asked each subject for permission
to record the conversation. No one expressed either reservation or a negative response to
the request. When interviews occurred in other venues where ambient noise would
prevent quality recording, the researcher recorded only written notes.
The subject matter o f the interview generally followed a list o f questions about the
use o f the Internet in the institution in question. Topics ranged from the general use o f
Internet technologies to the history o f adoption. Other areas o f questions addressed the
role o f a champion in the adoption o f the technologies, the cost o f setup and maintenance,
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the existence and role o f an IT department in this area, and any concerns or benefits that
result from the use o f Internet technologies in the institutional setting.
General patterns.
The adoption o f the Internet has already occurred. One hundred percent o f these
schools have Internet technologies in play on their campuses and the diffusion curve has
reached its asymptote. What differentiates these institutions from each other lies in the
extent to which each uses the available technology and the commitment to ongoing
development o f Internet use.
These institutions have varying levels o f enrollment, assets, budgeting levels, and
technological expertise. The schools with larger enrollment also have higher levels of
commitment to new technologies (and the higher budgetary demands concomitant with
such emphases). The patterns outlined by Damanpour (1991) and by Rogers (1995)
suggest that these types o f institutions will be earlier adopters and that such adoption, as
it progresses through the adaptation o f these technologies, will set apart these schools in
their usage and the quality o f their WWW presence.
The two largest schools, SJU and VU, have student bodies at least 3-4 times as
large as the smaller traditionally women’s colleges. Their regional, even national, stature
as high quality comprehensive universities demands an aggressive use o f these new
technologies. This commitment, coupled with their size and budgeting strength, result in
great financial commitment to Internet usage, from email to online application, and
registration and from internal administrative functions to distance-leaming capacities.
These two universities have had networked computers from the mid-1980s
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(SJU)(Rashford, 2000) or the early 1990s (VU) (Dobbin, 1998) and the ongoing
commitment has ballooned to an increasing level o f commitment on the part o f each
school. As an example o f this commitment to the ongoing process o f updating their IT,
VU spent 13.9 million dollars in the early 1990s (Dobbin, 1998). This investment cannot
end with simply wiring a campus, but must continue as technologies advance. Merely to
keep up with comparable schools, these two universities must constantly upgrade the
technology, from computers to wiring to servers to hubs and then on to new emerging
processes. This investment runs into the hundreds o f thousands o f dollars each year. Yet,
the alternative—choosing to invest at lesser rates— means competitive disadvantage, an
unacceptable alternative.
The seven smaller schools, and specifically the four in this study, come to the
Internet sweepstakes much later. These schools, along with one other local college,
formed a consortium to apply for technology grant monies. The leaders o f the schools
realized that individually they could neither raise the significant funds they needed nor
obtain grants as individual institutions; funding agencies preferred application from
consortia. As a group, however, they applied for and received significant grants to wire
their campuses and remove the stigma o f being unwired. The schools individually vary in
their foci and in their academic and financial strengths, but the ability to pull cable (as the
term goes) through their campuses linked them to the larger world o f the Internet and its
benefits. None o f these schools has large sums o f money. Even as they saw the need to
have Internet access, some simply would have been unable to respond to the need (Onley,
2000 ).
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While they came later to the world o f the Internet, these less advantaged institutions
have not been buffeted by this delay. Compaine argue that the Digital Divide is only the
difference between early and later adopters (1988) and that eventually the gap between
these groups is bridged. Evidence exists to demonstrate this compression o f the gap.
Internet usage in Philadelphia Catholic colleges and universities.
No question exists regarding the extent o f the diffusion o f Internet technologies
through the social system o f Catholic colleges and universities in Philadelphia—or in any
other part o f the United States. The diffusion has happened, justifying claims that Internet
connectivity costs are low enough to support leveling influences (Kohut, 1999; Robinson
& DiMaggio, 1998). Were the university system o f Philadelphia a microcosm o f higher
education in the U.S., one could easily state that the school without some Internet
connectivity no longer exists. Suffice it to say that if such a school still functions, it is
hiding well. All schools within the frame o f this study have Internet connectivity, some
more and some less—but all have it. What remains for this study is an adumbration—and
in specific cases a perusal— o f the usage o f these technologies.
The educational emphases o f these colleges and universities tend to concentrate on
small classes and a commitment to individual attention, what Lovelock noted in
organizations serving the intellect (1983). This use o f technologies suggests both a
commitment to some greater efficiency o f learning as well as a continued commitment to
the individual.
As noted when outlining the realm o f Catholic higher education in the Philadelphia
area, the schools vary and so do their commitments to these technologies. To begin: they
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all have computers and networking o f some sort. SJU constructed its network in the
1980s (Rashford, 2000); VU constructed its network in 1993 (Lafferty, 2000), the other
schools did so with common funding and did so in 1997-98 (Bevilacqua, 2000;
Hendricks, Mayberry, & Belsky, 2000; Maycock, 2000; Mudrick, 2000; Olivieri, 2000).
The former two schools possessed both the funding and the inclination to set up
networking as part o f general upkeep and augmentation o f their campuses. The latter
schools banded together to form a consortium and within that context wrote grant
proposals for network funding.
One can have access to the Internet without a network— one can use modems for
each computer. Such a system uses the Internet connectivity o f an Internet service
provider (ISP) along with the phone system. However, as use o f the Internet grows, the
costs o f such a system grow as well, with few o f the economies o f scale. Even a school
with billions o f dollars in endowment, such as the University o f Pennsylvania— faced
with increasing demands on its modem pool— determined in recent years that it was
unable to support such a system for its campus. Thus, the greater the need for
connectivity, the greater expense in computers, modems, and telephone lines. Such
investment becomes hard to justify in light o f alternate technologies. The ready
availability o f networking technologies enables these smaller schools to consolidate their
systems within one network and so to use this network to access the Internet.
The combined seven smaller schools, with the addition o f Beaver College (also
originally a women’s college) banded together to form the Southeastern Pennsylvania
Consortium o f Higher Education (SEPCHE) (McKenna, 2000). This consortium applied
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for technology grants unavailable to the schools individually. Such an approach garnered
some one hundred thousand dollars for each school over the course o f several years.
These monies allowed those schools not already networked to set up computer networks
on their respective campuses. These networks allowed these smaller schools to follow
their larger brethren into the Internet Age.
The Internet Age
With the addition o f networked computers connected to the Internet, all the schools
in this grouping have access to certain basic services. Each institution has a WWW site,
or WWW presence and its students can access the WWW from school systems. Within
the library o f the respective schools, students access online databases o f at least a modest
sort. Each school has some form o f email, either on-site or hosted off-site. Prospective
students, parents, and benefactors can access information on each school from the WWW
sites. Some present this information in a more cogent and attractive fashion than others,
but all have it. These basic forms o f Internet usage are present on each campus.
When one looks at more advanced usage o f the Internet and the acumen and polish
with which some institutions have adapted Internet technologies to their needs, one
begins to see the differences between the various schools. Some o f these more advanced
practices include distance-learning capacity, online applications, online registration,
internal library database access, personalized student WWW pages, different WWW
areas for different groups (students, faculty, staff, alumni, benefactors, prospective
students, general well-wishers) complete with log-in capacities and gatekeeping, ecommerce and e-donations, affiliate programs, etc.
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The two largest institutions have adapted the technology most extensively for their
uses. Each has nearly all that one might expect any WWW site anywhere to have. Except
for chat rooms and online donations, these WWW sites demonstrate great ambition and
extensive adaptation o f the available technologies. Each o f these schools also spends a
great deal of money on IT and thus on its Internet presence. While VU has three full-time
IT staff assigned to its WWW presence alone, a school such as HFC has no full time
personnel. It farms out its WWW commitments to an outside concern, while overseeing it
from the college. VU, however, has nearly three times as many students and is a very
different type o f institution than HFC, one a Carnegie Class I comprehensive university
and the other a Baccalaureate I institution. Yet even a university such as SJU has only
one full-time WWW programmer/designer even though the school has a number o f
persons in its IT department.
Gatekeeping abilities, having different log-in screens for different groups o f users,
mark those organizations that have adapted the WWW to their uses to the greatest extent.
When these interviews were conducted, VU possessed the capacity to differentiate
different users— students, faculty, and administrators— from each other. Each group had
its own uses for the WWW site and each, upon logging in, received a dynamically
generated screen o f personalized information on scheduling, personal information
management, and even university information. No other school had such a system in
place at that time, though SJU had a similar system in preparation and that system
became functional by the fall o f 2000. However, while VU had such a progressive
adaptation o f WWW technologies, its site was in the midst o f an ongoing— and radical—
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redesign that limited its size to a mere 500 or so pages; thousands fewer than comparable
schools and with numerous incomplete sections.
Internet fundraising.
While over 17% o f all nonprofit organizations in the United States report the ability
to accept donations through their WWW sites, none o f these institutions have that ability.
Such ability is not necessarily dependent on the size o f the institution or the size o f an IT
department, but does correlate with the age o f the WWW site. Apparently familiarity
allows for experimentation in this area. Companies exist, both for-profit and nonprofit,
that will add secure donation capacity to WWW sites for a nominal charge. Even a
programmer with limited experience can add such capacity by downloading computer
scripts from public access WWW sites. And yet none o f these schools choose to
undertake such a move.
The alumni and development offices o f many universities search for new and
improved channels o f soliciting donations for the work o f the school. The Internet offers
such a channel for the progressive institution, yet none o f the colleges and universities in
this study have such capacity on their respective WWW sites. For the smaller schools, the
factors seem to be those o f vision, funding, and technical expertise. In actuality,
numerous Internet companies will supply the technological backbone for online sales (ecommerce or e-tailing) and online donations (e-philanthropy) in return for a percentage of
the sales or donations. Some o f these companies will even develop and maintain an entire
site for the school as part o f their service agreement. While a savvy consumer o f these
services would look closely at the nature o f these agreements, there are numerous
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companies such that competition will maintain the percentage o f funds kept by the
company to a minimum. Online bookstores, database companies, and the like, abound
and are currently used by numerous schools on all levels. Thus, the real reason that the
smaller schools have no Internet fundraising capacity seems to stem from either
ignorance o f these services, a lack o f vision or interest, or perhaps the bane o f the larger
schools: fear o f damaging ongoing fundraising efforts.
For the larger schools the factors militating against online fundraising seem to be
leadership fearful of cannibalizing other fundraising efforts and a general inability to
grasp some o f the uses o f the new technologies. The larger schools have the technological
capacity, the leadership has not yet chosen to adopt this capacity in the manner in which
it is best used. A case in point is the SJU aiumni page, wherein a viewer can see some
items for sale, but must make a telephone call in order to purchase the items. As the site
has not been updated in over two years, the call is needed to verify the availability o f the
items. Sources in the alumni office suggest that the advancement office hesitates to use
the Internet for online donations, because it fears that the move will jeopardize the gifts
solicited through other channels(Dorsey, 2000).
Different reasons explain the different e-philanthropy capacity o f the different
schools. As the smaller schools have just recently set up their sites, one may expect that
e-donations demand a greater level o f comfort for the WWW managers o f these
institutions. The larger schools, with older WWW sites, may present a different scenario.
The Alumni Director at SJU commented that, in his opinion, the university advancement
office viewed online fundraising with suspicion. He stated that he had hoped to raise
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funds in this way, but faced objection within the advancement offices. In his opinion, his
superiors feared cannibalizing the donations that came through other channels (Dorsey,
2000). This person, an older man with little direct experience with the Internet and its
technical requirements, knew o f the capacity for fundraising even if he could not
implement it himself. The university has the technical knowledge to implement such a
program with little trouble. The fear appears to stem from the possibility o f alumni
submitting their yearly donations via the school’s WWW site and avoiding the
personalized fundraising mechanisms already in place. Thus, a donation online might
displace the donation given over the phone— and thus prevent the school from prompting
the donor from giving a greater amount than the previous year. This approach also
ensures that those who might not be in the school alumni database cannot give anything
online either. Since this latter group is an unknown quantity it, seemingly, would be
better to continue with current fundraising and its proven record than to venture into an
area that might increase the donor pool but might also diminish current fundraising
efforts. As o f this writing, the SJU alumni section o f their WWW site has no e-donation
capacity and, though they offer a few items for sale to alumni, to purchase these items
one would have to call the office and purchase them over the phone. As stated above, that
section o f the WWW site has not been updated since 1998. The director o f the VU
Information Technology group (UNIT) commented that no technical difficulties prevent
them from having e-donation capacity on the WWW site. And yet, VU has not
implemented such a program.
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In addition to e-donations, nationally a further 14% o f nonprofit organizations have
e-commerce capacity on their WWW sites. Both VU and SJU have e-commerce
capacity, though o f different types. VU has its own electronic system on is site. One can
purchase various VU logo merchandise through this system. In contrast, SJU site does
not specifically allow on-site purchases. Instead, the site redirects purchasers to an
affiliated site run by Gossett Book Publishers where buyers purchase items through that
company’s system— which has a SJU connection. Thus, where one school maintains an
in-house system the other farms out the development and the maintenance to a company
that specializes in such affiliation and branding. The smaller schools have no such
connection, though the incidence o f SJU demonstrates that e-commerce is possible even
when a school chooses not to develop such capacity in-house.
The lessons evident from earlier diffusion studies suggest that both SJU and VU
would be likely to have e-philanthropy efforts in place (Rogers, 1995). Both schools have
the financial and the technical resources, not to mention the champions o f technology, to
implement such a program. Further, national survey data on nonprofit organizations
suggests correlation with WWW site age and the presence o f e-philanthropy
technologies— yet these institutions have no such technology adaptation, contrary to
standard diffusion patterns and the Matthew Effect (Merton, 1988/1996; Rogers, 1995).
The larger schools have more ambitious plans and implementation for their WWW
sites than the smaller schools. They have more invested in them and they compete on a
different level. Distance-leaming is one usage o f Internet technologies that has received
great attention and significant investment from numerous higher educational institutions
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is. A school can invest a minimum amount in this area and have basic capacities or it can
invest large amounts and have better capacities; but the actual content is independent o f
this investment.
One might characterize a school such as HFC as a commuter college primarily for
first generation college students who struggle even to make college a possibility. VU
works its educational expertise on a national stage, with well-known programs in a
variety o f areas and support systems to match them. And yet, both o f these schools have
Internet Protocol (IP) based distance-learning components, suggesting that one can make
do with smaller technological requirements, if one works on a smaller stage (Groff,
2000). In the last five years, SJU has built a new building for its business school; it cost
25 million dollars and included a quarter million dollars just for technology consulting
(Rashford, 2000). One o f its rooms, the ‘Teletorium,” has capacity for distance-leaming.
When a lecturer clips on a microphone and addresses an audience, cameras drop down
from the ceiling and track the lecturer’s every movement anywhere in the room for the
benefit o f distance-leaming.
HFC also has a distance-leaming classroom. Its staging area is a standard
classroom, part o f the college’s original building that dates from the 1950s . It contains
one video-camera on a tripod, a projector suspended from the ceiling, a computer to
process the data stream, and a dedicated plain old telephone system (POTS) phone line to
the distance-leaming center in Newtown Square, PA. In contrast to the set-up at SJU, the
entire equipment budget for this distance-leaming setting cost under $10,000. To
paraphrase the associate dean who developed this distance-leaming center: “We can do
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exactly what they can do at a place like St. Joe’s. While both the set-up here at HFC and
the one at SJU will be obsolete in three years, it will cost me another ten grand to put in a
new system, but what will it cost St. Joe’s?” (Groff, 2000).
The killer application: Admissions.
As communication technology develops, some specific application o f the
innovation proves to be notable in its applicability and desirability. The communication
between admissions offices and prospective students is just such a “killer application.”
The Internet, both through email and WWW sites, offers streamlined communication
beyond anything previously available.
Applications and admissions to a college or university have traditionally required
filling out paper forms and using the postal service to transmit the required information
and letters between the different parties. The process may take a minimum time measured
in weeks or a maximum time measured in months. One aggressive—and increasingly
expected— use o f the Internet by colleges or universities is to leverage the speed and
convenience o f the WWW to streamline the application process. Both SJU and VU use
the Internet in this manner.
VU possesses the capacity for students to receive school information online, apply
online, and receive their admission decision online. The admissions WWW site section
allows the school to accelerate the speed with which it contacts prospective students and
the efficiency o f communication. In 1996, for example, the school found that its requests
for information tilted toward traditional (phone & mail) requests more than online
requests, 30,000 versus 40,000 unique requests. The level o f online requests grew quickly
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from that point. In 1997-98, online information requests (unique visitors) surged to
90,000 and by the 1999-2000 school year the number o f online requests had jumped to
210,000. The number o f requests through traditional channels remained at the plateau o f
40,000; it had been growing at 5% per annum (Merritt, 2000). Prospective students can
now obtain information, apply online, and even check the progress o f their applications
all through the WWW site, using secure socket layer (SSL) technology.
SJU also offers the capacity to apply online to it college. However, like its ecommerce capacities, it uses an external service to process applications. The Common
Application, a service used by 209 competitive colleges and universities, runs a WWW
site at which applicants may fill out one application form for college and use that same
form for any number o f schools (www.commonapp.org). Both a paper form and an
electronic form o f application exist. Applicants to SJU use this electronic form to apply
online. Applicants still receive the admissions decision through conventional means
(Coomeraswamy, 2000).
These two larger and wealthier schools have Internet services unavailable to the
other schools in this study. VU and SJU have the technological know-how to either
develop such systems in house or to at least link to an outside service. The Common
Application service, used by SJU, advertises its service as one suited to competitive
colleges. Such services allow easier application processes. Such a service would likely
aid the other schools in this study as well— if those schools had the capacities necessary
for the processing o f these materials. Such capacities might include greater programming
power and acuity, as well as the hardware to run such a system. The traditionally
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women’s colleges lack the technological capacity to run such a system on their own.
However, the ability to use the Common Application requires little more than a link to
that WWW site (setting aside for the moment the actual use o f the application and what
might be involved in that undertaking). This adaptation o f these technologies separates—
and may continue to separate— these schools from others.
The Matthew Effect suggests that those with greater capacity will continue to
advance even as those with lesser capacities fail to do so. These institutions differ in their
use o f the Internet in admissions activities. These two greater schools clearly leverage
their WWW sites to advance their admissions processes. They receive a greater number
o f inquiries and a greater number o f applicants. The quality o f applicants has increased as
well for these schools. In contrast, even though CHC has a WWW site, its applicant
numbers were, in the mind o f one admissions officer, suspect and growing weaker
(Becker, King, & Walsh, 2000). When asked about using the Internet to promote the
school, the idea seemed novel. There were great concerns, but limited ability to act in a
proactive manner limited. These differences may have to do with what might be called
the scope o f vision and need, or the horizon for each school. The larger schools look to a
regional— and even national— level for recruitment. The smaller schools focus primarily
on students from the area; HFC is, specifically, a commuter college for example.
The bleeding edge: streaming media.
One increasingly important use o f IP technologies involves audio and video
streams. From music streaming to video on demand, these capacities have developed as
the bandwidth available to individual users has increased. These technologies provide the
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capacity for live or archived streaming o f sporting events, concerts, speeches, etc. While
similar in application to distance-leaming, this further adaptation o f Internet technologies
is, as yet, not fully diffused throughout this grouping. Currently only one o f the six
schools in this study avails itself o f these opportunities. While only limited technical
knowledge is needed for such application, most institutions have not questioned the value
o f such an adaptation o f Internet technologies. The one school with such capacity, SJU,
actually piggybacks on the technologies o f the AM radio station that currently broadcasts
its games. That station has a WWW site from which it simulcasts whatever currently
happens to be broadcast over the airwaves. SJU simply links to that station’s WWW site.
In the panoply o f Internet applications (e-commerce, e-donations, online application
and registration, or distance-leaming) greater investment in Internet technologies can
either purchase greater depth or greater breadth. The larger, wealthier schools in this sub
population o f higher education institutions in the Philadelphia area clearly have greater
breadth in their Internet capacities, they may even have greater depth, but what remains
unclear is whether or not their greater investments move them ahead o f their competition
or simply allow them to tread water (Table 6.2).
Early WWW designer tended to use whatever they knew how to do, regardless o f
the applicability o f the techniques. Free services exist on the WWW for searching,
archiving, electronic forms, graphics, and numerous other capacities. Not all WWW sites
can use these services well. A strong vision o f an organization’s Internet presence
combined with appropriate and well used technologies often proves elusive.
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Table 6.2
Institutional Use o f Selected Internet Annlications
SJU

VU

GMC

Mission

X

X

X

Intranet

X

X

X

Public Relations

X

X

Prospective students section

X

X

Current students section

X

X

Current students personalized WWW pages

X

X

Alumni information

X

X

Registration

X

X

cc

HFC

CHC

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ITEM

Chat rooms
Affiliate fundraising

Bookstore
X

E- commerce
Online application

X

X
X

Online admissions decisions
Library online

X

X

Library databases

X

X

Distance-leaming over IP

X

X

Separate Athletic sites

X

X

X
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Streaming media (audio or video)

X

WWW message boards
Solicit donations online
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WWW Site Effectiveness
Considering the various capacities an organization can develop for its WWW site,
one notes that the more ambitious adaptations o f this technology mark the innovator. The
use of the Internet at the basic level— WWW access, email, and WWW site— is a level
that has already been reached, not only by the institutions in this grouping, but also by
two-thirds of surveyed nonprofit organizations. And yet, simply because an institution is
larger, or has greater funds or a larger body o f technical personnel, does not ensure that
such investment is well spent or that the product is more than adequate. This finding
contrasts with earlier consideration o f IT’s use in nonprofit organizations (Rubinyi,
1989).
One manner o f evaluating the WWW sites o f institutions involves the process o f
content analysis: a standardized evaluation procedure is devised and then applied to the
WWW sites in question. Using a variety o f sources and critiques o f WWW site building
and maintenance, the researcher devised an evaluative process with which to critique
these WWW sites.
Content analysis.
In order to compare the total quality o f the Internet usage o f all schools, the
researcher developed content analysis criteria. Using a variety o f sources on quality
WWW design and structure, the researcher performed a content analysis using a 42 point
evaluation. This content analysis addresses the general areas o f standard Internet
capabilities (email, listservs, FTP, search engines, etc.); design aspects (titles,
standardized layouts, author and institution attribution, links to the homepage, meta-tags,
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standard fonts, etc.); limited (if any) avant garde technologies (java, JavaScript, frames,
dynamic html, etc.); and good structure (no scrolling text, no more than 5 levels o f
complexity, few pages with little material on them, site maps, etc). These characteristics,
in total, present the positive characteristics that WWW site creators and evaluators
suggest offer the best, clearest, presentation o f the communicative intent. The content
analysis criteria may be found in Appendix 2. The maximum score achievable in this
analysis is 42, each characteristic (or the lack o f a specific negative characteristic)
warranted one point.7
Using this content analysis schema, evaluating these WWW sites resulted in the
following scores (Table 7.1).

Initial Cronbach’s Alpha= .73 was for intercoder reliability. The coders discussed discrepancies and
clarified coding categories.
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Table 63
Institutional WWW Site Content Analysis Scores

Institution

WWW Site Quality

Villanova University

17

Saint Joseph's University

29

Holy Fam ily College

23

Cabrini College

19

Chestnut Hill College

23
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Analysis reveals no apparent pattern in this small sample o f institutions. The largest
school has the lowest score on this scale, while the mid-sized schools are tied for the
second highest score. One might be hesitant to consign the largest school to the lowest
mark, as their site has been under renovation and had not been completely revised in time
for this analysis. However, the redesign o f the site has been ongoing since April 1999,
nearly a year earlier than the analysis o f this site, and visitors would necessarily look at
the WWW site in situ, not as it may eventually be.
This assessment o f these WWW sites demonstrate, among other things, that putting
large amounts o f money into Internet technologies and having an extensive IT
commitment does not necessarily guarantee that one’s WWW presence will be as desired
or envisioned by its planners. The more aggressive and ambitious a WWW presence is,
the harder it is to develop and maintain properly. One can do more on the VU site than on
any o f the other sites in this group. However—and perhaps because o f this potentiality—
the weight o f maintenance can be very heavy indeed. Compare such a site with that o f
CHC, where the campus was wired long after the larger schools and only through the
efforts o f SEPCHE.
One cannot access the library catalog o f HFC directly via the Internet as one can the
VU catalog— and with great ease. HFC has distance-leaming capacity to link its two
campuses, but the facilities do not have the bells and whistles o f the VU set-up. There is
no dedicated staff or center at HFC, just a tech-saw y associate dean, while VU has a well
staffed distance-leaming and Intemet-applications center. HFC farms its WWW
development out to a WWW development company while VU has a corps o f WWW
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designers and maintenance personnel. The actual difference between the two institutions’
Internet use is small, in view o f their capabilities, but the extensive commitment o f the
larger school requires what may be a geometric expansion o f person hours and financial
resources. The more that a school does with its WWW site, the more that can go wrong
with it— and often does. Plotting the scores o f the schools by size shows the following:
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CC
-

HFC
CHC

Site Quality Analysis Score

Figure 6.1. Institution Size by Site Quality Analysis
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Again, as in the previous analysis, the connection o f size and W WW site quality is
unapparent. While this sample cannot be representative, it does demonstrate that
organization size does not necessarily correlate to WWW site quality.
An alternate assessment o f these WWW sites, using LinkBot software, addressed
the certain structural and maintenance aspects o f the site. This analysis, unlike the one
above, is normalized by the size o f the site and presents a percentile rating o f the site. The
LinkBot scales are standardized for a WWW site with 100 pages. The scores on the
LinkBot scales address the proper implementation o f html programming. Sites that are
ambitious but have numerous defects in implementation score more poorly than simply
designed sites that have proper implementation and maintenance. The general attitude
within the WWW design industry mirrors this evaluative pattern.
Low scores demonstrate a lessened experience for the user. Such scores might
signal that the site loads too slowly, that it has broken or missing links, that it has not
been maintained properly, etc. A WWW site that has a class registration capacity that
functions improperly is worse than none at all; everyone involved in the process will find
its presence a waste o f time and energy (not to mention the costs o f working around this
inadequacy). It would be better if the site were simpler and the institution followed
traditional patterns o f registration (ones that actually work). The outcome o f this analysis
differed somewhat from the Site Quality Analysis, but the general effect endured: the
more ambitious and heavily developed sites do not receive the best assessment. In this
assessment, the site for HFC stands head and shoulders above all the other sites. Only one
other site, that o f CHC, registers above the 25 percentile (at the 30th percentile).
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Using LinkBot software to analyze these WWW site in April 2000 rendered other
intriguing findings (Table 6.3).
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Table 6.4
Institutional WWW Site LinkBot Scores. April 2000

Institution

LinkBot Score, April 2000

Villanova University

4

Saint Joseph's University

13

Holy Family College

74

Cabrini College

3

Chestnut Hill College

30
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Figure 6.2. School Enrollment by LinkBot Analysis
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The content analysis using LinkBot software paints a picture not wholly dissimilar
from the earlier content analysis. The institutions that register the best standardized
scores are not the schools with the most ambitious WWW sites, nor are they the largest
schools. This analysis values such areas as maintenance, proper page sizes, the “good
housekeeping” aspects o f stating authorship and writing in meta-tags. The task o f
maintenance o f a WWW site may not be difficult, but it is certainly time-consuming and
thus onerous. While tools exist for easier maintenance practices, it remains an
unappealing job. As a WWW site grows, the numbers o f things that can go wrong
increases dramatically. One might liken an extensive WWW site to a garden: the larger it
is the more it offers. However, like a garden, the larger a WWW site the greater time it
takes to perform the daily tasks required.
The content analysis, both in the form designed by the researcher and in the form o f
the LinkBot analysis, suggests that the devil is in the details: maintenance tempers
ambition. Schools such as VU and SJU attempt far more with their WWW sites than do
the others schools in this study. However, such attempts do not guarantee success. Saint
Joe’s does relatively well on one scale, but poorly on the other, suggesting that poor
maintenance hinders a good design and proper usage o f standard WWW design elements.
The SJU WWW site contains 23,288 links, 20 times as large as the next largest site. Such
a site is necessarily difficult to maintain. VU does poorly on both design and
maintenance. Its site, much smaller than that o f SJU, has only 511 links. However, as
noted above, the site was in year-long redevelopment and current evaluation might show
a different result.
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In contrast to the larger schools, HFC does well on both scales, even though its
commitment to the Internet is fairly recent. Perhaps because it farms out much o f its
WWW commitments, this smaller school can concentrate not on checking WWW links,
but simply on seeing that its site does what it wants. It leaves the nuts and bolts to its
WWW mechanics. The more aggressive institutions have determined that their sites will
be created and maintained in-house; such an approach demands a great deal o f the WWW
creators and maintenance personnel. If, as is the case here, each school allows, and even
requires, each academic program or faculty member to update course materials, the site
as a whole stands or falls on the diligence o f persons who may have little interest in the
Internet at all.
CC rates poorly on both content scales. Unlike HFC, this college has its own
WWW programmer, suggesting that either the school’s site is too ambitious for its inhouse skills or that its ambition needs to be supported by a maintenance system. The site
had, as o f the April 2000 analysis, more than 5% o f its links missing or broken, and too
many pages with large images— greater than 50 kilobytes. This site had 1,293 links, in
contrast to CHC’s, with 371, and HFC’s, with 242.
CHC has a programmer who designed the original WWW site for the college and
continues to develop it. The programmer has other commitments, both internal and
external to the college and this diversity o f commitments probably explains the middling
scores for this site (30th percentile LinkBot score; 23 on the content analysis). While the
site has the second highest LinkBot score o f the five schools and a middle range score on
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the content analysis, neither score is impressive; the content analysis score barely rises
above the 50% mark.
The institutions studied vary widely in the size and the scope o f their WWW sites.
Likewise, the quality o f the sites varies dramatically. Only one o f the sites scores better
than the 30th percentile, a remarkably low level for a channel o f communication geared to
public relations. Even the institutions that have full-time WWW programmers do not rise
above mediocre levels o f presentation and maintenance.
Assessment & Discussion
The demands o f routine maintenance temper the ambition o f the more aggressive
WWW developers. The diffusion o f technological innovation eventually leads past
adoption o f the technology to the adaptation o f the technology to the needs o f the user. In
the use o f the Internet by the schools in this grouping, diffusion has occurred and all that
is left is the adaptation o f these technologies to new and interesting uses (Rogers, 1995).
Standard Internet usage begins with email, and file and data transfers o f WWW use, and
moves into actual promoting a particular institutional message— effectively moving from
text-based interchanges to reception o f video, audio and text, and onward to the
dissemination o f these same types o f information. Each o f these institutions possesses the
basics o f each type of Internet use. However, not every school has adapted the
technologies past the basic forms o f standard WWW sites. Some push the envelope to
include a variety o f uses that go far beyond the basic capacities and usage o f simpler
sites.
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The advanced capacities o f some o f these WWW sites do not necessarily correlate
with effective WWW design and advanced maintenance. Savvy Internet users rarely
tolerate broken links and slow downloads; poorly implemented WWW design—no matter
how ambitious— will not hold the interest o f viewers more than five or ten seconds. With
time one might expect that design and maintenance problems will be solved, but for the
time being any expectation that the more advantaged institutions in this grouping will
benefit from their positions o f wealth, knowledge, and power remains unjustified. The
more modest WWW sites are better representations o f appropriate use o f the medium
than are the more ambitious ones. The better advantaged sites, on the other hand, may
actually be images o f institutions caught in competition for students with more
advantaged universities and colleges. VU does not compete for students with CHC; nor
does SJU compete with HFC. Their missions differ; their programs differ. One might
expect VU to compete with Boston College and with Notre Dame; SJU with Loyola
College and with Fairfield University. Further research would allow comparison and
contrast o f these types o f institutions. The present study suggests that the increasing
expectations o f students, faculty, and comparable institutions have not resulted in
maximum exploitation o f the Internet even when it has resulted in aggressive usage.
Educators who have been engaged in the college enterprise for decades comment on
the increasing demands for new facilities and services— and the concurrent rise in the
costs associated with such expansion. A college once could be run with a small faculty, a
limited library with an index-card catalog, classroom buildings and perhaps a few
dormitories and dining facilities. Gone are such days. Current expectations o f higher
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education extend to athletic facilities, counseling facilities, and computer facilities.
Internet connectivity demands its place: ubiquitous broadband. As the bandwidth o f
standard issued Internet pipeline increases, perhaps the smooth, consistent and error-free
presentation o f material will occur. For the foreseeable future, such an expectation will be
frustrated. At best organization sites will be modest and presentable; more likely they will
be glitch-ridden, slow and lack the characteristics o f a truly usable interface.
On some levels the concern about the Matthew Effect among these organizations
endures. The better-financed, larger, technologically astute organizations bought
themselves advanced Internet capacity and WWW site capabilities, yet they overbought
and are unable to run them satisfactorily. The smaller, traditionally women’s colleges
lack the aggressive Internet technologies o f the larger schools, just as they lack the funds
o f wealthier institutions, but in theory can still offer comparable basic services. One can
steer a small craft more easily than a large one. Nowhere else is this better exemplified
than in the distance-leaming contrast o f HFC and SJU: one person develops and
administers the basic capacity at the former, while the latter requires a much more
intricate and expensive setup. Resources in personnel and funding do not determine the
extent o f the use o f these technologies. Analysis o f these developments must include
other considerations such as the leadership o f each organization.
The Champions o f the Technologies.
In each successful adoption o f new technologies, diffusion research discovers a
champion who pushes or pulls the changes forward in an organization. Often this
champion, or opinion leader, is the chief executive officer. The adoption o f these Internet
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technologies in the cases presented here fits this pattern, but the case characteristics also
offer insight into the level o f that adoption.
In 1993 VU embarked on a major program o f investment in IT, including computer
usage and networking. According to university documents, the school spent some 13.9
million dollars on the program. The president o f the university, beginning a 100 million
dollar drive, staged this investment as a key aspect o f the larger drive even as his
administration raised the endowment o f the school from 19 million to 135 million over a
seven-year period from 1990 to 1997 (Dobbin, 1998). This capital growth and investment
in new areas presents one instance o f championing new technologies. Such investment
also allows an institution to expand its use o f existing technologies and adapt those
technologies to a greater extent than other schools. VU’s approach also follows the earlier
approach o f SJU.
The president o f SJU reports that the university sought bids for a new telephone
system in the mid-1980s. One requirement o f a successful bid included allowing the
university’s own tech team to follow the telephone system installers and pull their own
computer networking cable through the same holes. The interest o f the president, as the
champion o f new technologies then as now, ensured that the university would embark on
a continuing journey o f early adoption (Rashford, 2000). While many major research
universities have had networking capacities for more than two decades, the entire
networking o f a campus would have been unusual until the last decade or so. For a small
liberal arts college to wire campus in the mid-1980s would have been highly unusual for
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a school without an extensive science and technology component—or a tremendous
endowment and a comparable eye to the future.
Access to the Internet developed later, but the networking capacities allowed easier
development o f the TCP/IP interactivity for SJU. With a champion o f new technologies
seated in the president’s chair and the wherewithal to adopt innovations, there is a very
great likelihood o f success in the implementation o f such plans (Damanpour, 1991;
Rogers, 1995).
The other institutions studied are connected to and present on the Internet.
However, this connectivity came later for these schools. They lacked the funding and,
perhaps even more importantly, they lacked the type o f champion o f innovation that
marks early adoption. In interviews with the presidents o f HFC and CHC, both expressed
ambivalence toward the new technologies. Unlike the champions in other
administrations, they viewed the technology as something o f a necessary evil. They know
that a college cannot remain competitive without it, and yet they were not lured by the
shine o f gold as others were. They have seen too many “innovations” to remain sanguine
about something that might bring destruction upon their institutions with its incessant
demands for new equipment, increased revenue and commitment to the unproven. Both
o f these presidents are members o f religious orders that run many schools and both tap
into the wealth o f experience offered by the communal history of their orders’
experiences in education. From filmstrips to video players to computers to the Internet,
each development has had its admirers and champions and offered a utopian vision o f
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education and society. Each new technology failed to deliver the revolution promised, but
did offer improvements in the hands o f gifted teachers.
The champions o f Internet technologies at these smaller schools have been chief
technology officers, or deans, or mid-level administrative officers. These institutions
have adopted the Internet, but they have been neither innovators, nor early adopters, nor
even early majority. They appear to be o f the late majority stage, adopting these
technologies only when the schools could no longer claim to have proper facilities
without connectivity. Late majority, used in this context, suggests that these schools have
adopted these technologies after the majority o f institutions have already adopted.
According to Rogers, innovators make up the first 2.5% o f adopters, early adopters make
up the next 13.5% o f adopters, early majority make up the next 34% o f adopters (totaling
50% o f the population at that point), late majority make up the next 34%, and laggards
make up the rest o f the population (1995).
None o f the schools in this study are exactly innovators, though SJU probably
comes the closest to this designation, with its networking present by the mid to late
1980s. The two larger schools are most likely in the early adopters to early majority
categories. The major research universities in the United States that made up the group
that initially helped develop the ARPANet are early adopters. While data on the adoption
of the Internet within higher education may not be available, in 1993, 55.2% o f
undergraduate university students were using computers and by 1997 this usage had
increased to 64.7% (National Center for Education Statistics, 2000). In 1997 over 78% o f
public schools at any level had Internet access (Department o f Education, 1999). While
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not comparable, one might infer that the stage o f adoption o f Internet technologies— in
post-secondary social system—had passed the 50% mark by 1997 when the SEPCHE
schools embarked on their networking projects.
Following the general pattern o f organizations adopting innovation, institutions
o f higher education without a champion are not enthusiastic about innovation. When the
chief executive officer is the champion, innovation happens relatively early (Damanpour,
1991,1992). One might consider a champion for innovation a necessary requisite for
adoption, perhaps even a sufficient cause.
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Chapter 7:The Matthew Effect: A survey of 501c3 nonprofit organizations
Introduction
The world o f the third, or nonprofit sector, finds itself marked and influenced by the
same social settings and influences that other entities experience. As a result, the Internet
affects the work o f these same organizations. This chapter presents the findings o f a
national survey o f nonprofit organizations and their use o f the Internet for the
organizations’ work. This research presents a baseline o f Internet usage among nonprofit
organizations in the year 2000. It considers how certain characteristics o f nonprofit
organizations might contribute to such use and how other commonly suggested
characteristics do not appear to have the influence one might expect.
This chapter offers the results from a survey o f randomly selected 50lc3 nonprofit
organizations listed in the Internal Revenue Service’s Statistics o f Income database from
1996. Following Dillman’s Total Design Method (TDM) (1978), the researcher sent
2,208 nonprofit organizations 4 page questionnaires concerning their use o f Internet
technologies, the investment in this area and its perceived impact on the organization.
The U.S. Postal Service returned 170 surveys to the sender as non-deliverable. As the
sample was drawn without replacement, surveys were delivered to 2,038 organizations.
O f the 2,038 organizations that received questionnaires, over 900 organizations returned
completed questionnaires, giving the survey significant statistical power; the response
rate was 44.26% (total n=902 of a possible 2,208). The survey’s minimum accuracy was
+/-4% and was generally +/-3% on nearly all topics. As a result o f the strong response
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rate, this study adumbrates some o f the characteristics o f Internet savvy organizations.
This chapter presents the characteristics o f these organizations, including: 1) the
incidence o f IT departments and the rate o f investment in this area; 2) typical costs o f
Internet presence and how often organizations revisit their WWW site design; 3) the
perceived effects o f the Internet on benefactors, clients, and mission; 4) the use o f
volunteers for Internet-related tasks; 5) the incidence o f online donation capacities and ecommerce capability; 6) as well as the technical innovation tendencies, the size, and the
effective usage o f the Internet o f a given organization. Combined with financial data from
IRS files, a fuller picture o f each organization develops. Thus, one can make connections
between these data and the data from the case studies presented in earlier chapters to
develop a better picture o f the third sector and its use o f the Internet at this time.
Research Design
Universe.
The survey presented here used a sample drawn from an IRS listing o f 501c3
organizations compiled and cleaned by the National Center for Charitable Statistics
(NCCS) o f the Urban Institute in Washington, DC. While the overall population o f 501c3
nonprofit organizations is roughly 1.2 million in number, the number that reports to the
IRS each year using the 990 form or its variants is fewer. One report suggests that the
number is 670,000. However, the number from which this sample is drawn is the
database o f Core Files from 1996, which is a smaller n=190,844. These organizations
have net assets o f at least $25,000 and are required to have filed a version o f the IRS 990
form for tax-exempt entities.
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Sampling.
From the organizations in its core files, each year the IRS Statistics o f Income (SOI)
Division draws a sample o f those organizations with less than 10 million dollars in assets.
The SOI Division combines this sample with the total population o f organizations with
greater than 10 million in assets and uses this data set for internal analyses. These data
are publicly available; the Urban Institute obtains this data and processes it for scholars in
the field. For 1996, the most recent year for which this data were available, this SOI
dataset contained 12,461 cases out o f the 190,844 in the 501c3 IRS Core Files; 10,467 o f
these were organizations with assets greater than 10 million. The researcher took this file,
separated those organizations with greater than 10 million in assets from those which
less, and then took a random sample o f the wealthier group for the purposes o f the
survey. While the 1,994 less affluent organizations represent 1.105% o f the 501c3
organizations with less than 10 million in assets, the researcher took an over-sample o f
2.044% o f the wealthier organizations for this survey because pretesting suggested that
this stratum o f organizations were less likely to respond to the survey. This subsample
totaled 214 organizations. A total o f 2,208 organizations were sent surveys. These data
from the SOI sample were merged with the most current address list from the 1998 Core
File in order to use the most current address available for each organization (more recent
addresses were not yet available). The survey uses these addresses, but all analysis has
been performed using financial data from 1996.
Survey process.
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The researcher began the survey design as part o f the research proposal in 1999
and— after pretesting with several groups— completed the survey design in the spring o f
2000. It generally followed the Total Design Method o f Don Dillman o f Washington
State University (1978). This survey process, commonly used in telephone and mail
surveys, includes the following characteristics: I) pretesting o f the survey instrument
using the expertise o f professionals within the area surveyed, the expertise o f social
scientists who practice survey research, and the public surveyed; 2) representing the
questionnaire as a benefit to the respondents (to heighten response rates); 3) ordering
questions to heighten likelihood that all respondents will be able to answer the first
questions; 4) limiting the questionnaire to a manageable length; 5) mailing the
questionnaire to the target sample at the beginning o f the work week; 6) following up the
original mailing with a postcard one week later; 7) a second questionnaire to non
responding groups three weeks after the first mailing and 8) a third questionnaire— by
certified mail— to non-responding organizations, seven weeks after the first mailing. Due
to the age o f this design, some changes were made to the design, including a survey form
designed to be scanned in optical mark reading equipment and using machine sorting and
processing. Pretesting included asking social scientists and people in the nonprofit sector
to critique the questions, as well as sending out the questionnaire to a pretest audience o f
200 nonprofit organizations in April 2000. As noted above, pretesting results suggested
that oversampling would be necessary to represent the wealthier organizations properly,
so an additional number o f these organizations were used in the sample. The final number
of nonprofit organizations surveyed was 2,208. Initial responses numbered 510, after
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Dillman’s suggested initial mailing and follow-up postcard. A further 454 responses
arrived with the second sending o f the survey to non-respondents; some organizations
responded twice8. The total responses from unique responding organizations number 902.
The researcher chose to curtail the data collection after the second questionnaire. The
researcher thought that the response rate had risen sufficiently high for the purposes o f
the study to have both statistical strength and— it was hoped— representative data.
Further, the diminishing returns inherent in Dillman’s recommended 4th mailing (and 3rd
copy o f the questionnaire) did not warrant the additional cost o f thirteen hundred certified
letters (estimated at over two thousand dollars). While Dillman claims a response rate o f
greater than fifty percent, current response rates on mail surveys tend to be lower. One
recent survey o f organizations resulted in an 18% response rate (Flanagin, 2001).
The Questionnaire.
The questionnaire consisted o f two pages, double sided, 8.5" by 11" heavy paper
(60 lb. weight) with 52 data points, o f which 48 were questions regarding Internet use.
Two data points were identifying Employer Identification Numbers and two other data
points allowed comments and requests for follow-up information.
The order o f the questions included a general question about email usage and then a
question about Internet usage. Further questions addressed the level o f investment in IT
and Internet technologies, both in terms o f full-time equivalent employees and in terms o f

3 The TDM recommends the second survey mailing (and third mailing overall) be sent approximately four
weeks after the first mailing. Due to printing problems and miscommunication within the company
processing the survey, this second copy o f the survey did not go out until almost 10 weeks after the first
mailing (August 15, 2000). The researcher saw no reason to expect that any problems arose due to this gap.
No notable history effects were expected.
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percentage o f the annual budget committed to these areas. The question about Internet
was employed as a filter. Those responding organizations without a WWW site were
asked the reasons why they did not have a WWW presence and then were directed to the
last page o f the questionnaire. Those responding organizations with a WWW site were
asked to answer further questions on their use o f the WWW. This latter group’s questions
addressed the character o f the WWW site and the respondent’s impressions o f the effect
o f the Internet on the organization. Regarding the character o f the WWW site, the
questions referred to the age o f the WWW site, its cost o f setup and of monthly
maintenance, the frequency with which it is updated, and the percentage o f contacts that
come through the Internet. Regarding the impact o f the WWW site on the organization,
questions included the extent to which the Internet would be expected to displace other
means o f communication for core work, whether or not the Internet did—or could be
expected to— have a positive effect on the organization’s work. A further set o f questions
elicited information on the Internet capacity o f the organization. These questions
requested information on the organization’s use o f various levels o f technology and o f
volunteers in Internet applications. Finally, each organization was asked whether or not
donors could give monies to the organization through the WWW site or whether or not
site visitors could purchase merchandise through the WWW site.
The final page o f the questionnaire asked, using a Likert scale, the perceived
adoption rate o f technology, the perceived size o f the organization, and the perceived
effectiveness o f Internet usage in the organization. Respondents were also asked to offer
any further insights or comments on the subject o f the Internet in general and/or their
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organization’s use o f it in particular. Finally, each respondent could request information
on the results o f the survey be sent to the organization.
Statistical Analyses
Representative aspects o f data.
The survey process included mailings to 2,208 nonprofit organizations, 170 o f
which were returned to sender by the post office. As the sample was drawn without
replacement, surveys were delivered to 2,038 organizations. The responses numbered
902, a response rate o f 44.25% (902/2,038). The researcher performed statistical checks
on the comparability to the entire sample o f the organizations that returned the
questionnaires. These variables contained data both for responding and non-responsive
organizations, allowing comparison across groups. These checks took the form o f chisquare tests performed across the ten major categories o f the NTEE categorization,
contrasting responding and non-responding organizations. The researcher ran difference
o f means tests and corresponding F-tests for statistical significance on each o f 50
different financial variables against the variable o f “response.” This latter variable
designated whether or not the nonprofit organization had responded to the survey. No
statistically significant differences between responding organizations and non-responsive
organizations arose on any measures used in analysis. O f the other financial variables,
one o f the 50 were statistically significant; a result that more likely to occur by chance
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than not.9 As a result o f these tests, the researcher is confident that the responding
organizations are representative o f the sample and thus o f the population.
Oversampling o f organizations with greater than 10 million in assets results in these
wealthier organizations being over-represented in the sample. These organizations, as
predicted, responded at a lower rate than the less affluent organizations (33.6% versus
41.6%). As a result o f this difference, more affluent organizations (>10 million in assets)
are 7.98% o f respondents (72/902) but only 5.48% o f the population f l 0.467/190.8441.
The less affluent organizations, on the other hand, are 92.01% o f respondents (830/902)
but are 94.5% o f the population (180,377/190,844). This difference necessitates the
weighting o f these two groups to compensate for the over-representation o f the more
affluent organizations. Thus, the researcher calculated the weighting based on the

9 Table 7.1
Independent Samples Test Comparing Assets Levels bv Response Rate
Mest for Equality of Means

F
Assets EOY

Equal variances
assumed

SlQ.

2.137

.144

t

df

9 g . (2-tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

.441

51512194

66867845

2180

.770

Table 7.2
Chi-square Comparison of Malor NTEE Categories bv Response Rate

Value
Pearson Chi-Square

10.846a

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

df
7

.145

N of Valid Cases_________ 2176________________________
a- 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 5.32.
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formula WEIGHT= % population/ % in the sample (Wimmer & Dominick, 1994). This
ratio results in the following weights:
W e ig h tm o rc affluent

W e ig h t,e s s affluent

=5.48%/7.98% = .69

= 94.5%/92.01% = 1.027

Thus, further descriptive, bivariate and multivariate analysis is weighted at these
levels. The weighted sample total n=896.
Descriptive statistics.
O f the sample o f nonprofit organizations, nearly 88% use email (n=773) and 87.9%
o f them use the WWW (n=776). A further 66.1% o f organizations have WWW sites o f
their own, whether or not they have access to the WWW (n=583).
The questionnaire included a question about types o f email use. Respondents were
able to distinguish between using email internally and externally. In earlier years o f
computer networking, email services often allowed computer mediated communication
within an organization, but had no connectivity to any external systems. From the
responses to this question, it appears likely that some 3% o f organizations continue to use
such systems within the structure o f the organization. What is perhaps more unusual is
the level o f organizations that use email externally, but not internally. If an organization
has Internet based email capacity it would be highly unusual for the technological set-up
to prevent users from corresponding to others within the same organization. It is more
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likely that the organizations that use email only for external correspondence do so
because they are smaller organizations and have no need to use email internally.10

10 Comparing email use to the perception o f relative size shows that 48% o f organizations that are smaller
or much smaller than organizations with comparable missions use email only externally. O f organizations
that use email externally and internally, only 37.5% fall into the same size categories. This difference is
statistically significant, using a chi-square test.
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Table 73
Incidence of Email Use bv Responding Organizations

Valid

Missing
Total

NO

Frequency

Valid Percent

109

12.4

INTERNALLY

28

3.1

EXTERNALLY

204

23.1

BOTH INTERNALLY
& EXTERNALLY

541

61.3

Total

882

100.0

System

1299
2182
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The WWW use by these organizations also offers intriguing characteristics. Over
21% o f responding organizations host a WWW site locally; 43.4% o f organizations have
WWW site o ff the organization’s property (Table 7.4). The difference between
organizations that have WWW sites hosted internally versus those organizations that
have WWW sites hosted externally reveal great differences in cost and maintenance.
Hosting a WWW site internally requires commitments to hardware, software and
personnel to maintain the WWW site— as well as an “always on” Internet connection.
Such a connection normally, though not necessarily, entails broadband connectivity, a
static Internet Protocol (IP) address, a computer server to host the site, and the expertise
to run the site. These commitments require large financial commitments. Having a
WWW site hosted offsite, on the other hand, can be done for as little as $10 per month
through a WWW site hosting service.
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Table 7.4
Incidence and Type of WWW Use bv Responding Organizations

NO

107

Valid Percent
12.1

ACCESS ONLY

193

21.8

14

1.6

ACCESS &
WEBSITE OFFSITE

384

43.4

ACCESS &
WEBSITE ONSITE

186

21.1

Total

883

100.0

Frequency
Valid

WEBSITE ONLY

Missing
Total

System

1299
2182
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The technical resources o f nonprofit organizations vary widely. While almost half
o f all nonprofit organizations have no IT personnel (n=442), 26.3% have one person or
full-time equivalent (FTE) and an additional 18.6% have between 2 and 5 FTE IT
personnel. Only 5.4% o f organizations have six or more FTE personnel in this area
(Table 7.5).
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Table 7.5
Incidence of IT Full-time Equivalent Employees

Valid

Frequency

Valid Percent

0

442

49.7

1

234

26.3

2-5

165

18.6

6-10

23

2.6

11-20

12

1.3

21-50

6

.7

>50

7

.8

888

100.0

Total
Missing
Total

System

1293
2182
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The largest group o f organizations surveyed has less than 1% o f their budget
ascribed to IT issues (38%) while 18.1% report no IT budget whatsoever, 22.3% have
between 1-2% o f the budget committed to IT, 11.5% have between 3-4% committed to
IT, 5.7% have between 5-6% o f the budget in IT, and a further 4.4% have more than 6%
of their budget committed to IT. These percentages appear somewhat lower than the
percentage one might find in the for-profit sector, where the mean IT budget is 3.4% o f
revenue, but has increased 20% since 1999 (Gill, 2000).
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Figure 7.1. ITBP Distribution
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Those organizations without one were asked if they had plans to set up a WWW site
(Table 7.6). Organizations without WWW sites numbered 183 and 42.6% o f these
organizations had no plans to obtain one. Nearly 29% o f organizations without WWW
sites plan to set up a WWW site within the six months after responding to the survey
(n=52), over 8% in the following month alone. A further 18.6% plan to obtain one in the
next year, 10.1% in the next two years.
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Table 7.6

Plans for WWW Site bv Organizations Currently Without Sites

Valid

Frequency

Valid Percent

NONE

78

42.6

NEXT MONTH

15

8.4

NEXT 6 MOS.

37

20.3

NEXT 12 MOS.

34

18.6

NEXT 24

18

10.1

183

100.0

Total
Missing
Total

System

1999
2182
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The organizations that have no plans to set up a WWW site were asked the reasons
for this response. Numerous organizations’ respondents thought that no need existed
(53%), or that they lacked the computer resources (24.2%), that they lacked the technical
knowledge (27.9%), that they lacked the time to maintain a site (26.6%), or that they
lacked the financial resources (40.8%).
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Figure 7.2. Organization rationale for not having W W W sites
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The organizations with WWW sites were asked a number o f questions regarding the
history, cost and design o f their respective WWW sites. The typical WWW site o f a
nonprofit organization is between 1 and 2 years old, cost between $101 and 1,000 to set
up and less than $50 per month to maintain. The typical WWW site receives updating on
a monthly schedule. Over one third o f WWW sites had not been redesigned since they
were first set up (34%), with about one-quarter having been redesigned in the last six
months (25%) and another quarter redesigned in the last year (23.6%).
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Table 7.7
Elapsed Time Since an Organization’s WWW Site was Significantly Redesigned

Valid

Missing
Total

THIS PAST WEEK

Frequency

Valid Percent

25

4.4

PAST MONTH

72

12.9

PAST 6 MOS.

141

25.1

PAST YEAR

132

23.6

NOT SINCE SET UP

191

34.0

Total

561

100.0

System

1621
2182
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Respondents were asked how the WWW has affected the involvement o f their
benefactors in the work o f the organization (n=573). Over half (52.4%) found the
WWW’s effect positive, almost four in ten thought it had no effect (36.8%), and less than
one percent thought it had a negative effect.
Internet as means o f contact.
The questionnaire also contained questions about the level o f contacts coming from
the Internet, whether from the WWW or from email. Nearly two in three organizations
with WWW sites find that less than 5% o f contacts come from the Internet (n=378, total
respondents to survey item =595). Regarding the first contact with the organization, 79%
of organizations with WWW sites find that less than 5% o f first contacts come from the
Internet (n=470, total respondents to survey item =594). A further 13.6% o f organizations
relate that between 6 % and 15% o f first contacts come through the Internet (n=81, total
respondents to survey item =594) and over 7% o f organizations have greater than 15% of
first contacts through the Internet (n=44, total respondents to survey item =594).
Expectations that the Internet will be the dominant channel o f communication.
The survey questionnaire contained three questions about the expectation o f the
respondent regarding the future means o f contact with various constituencies. One third
o f respondents believe that the dominant means o f contact with their clientele will be
through the Internet (32.8%) and this reality has already occurred for a further 4.4% o f
the organizations (total respondents to survey item =596).
A full 35.2% o f respondents believe that the primary channel o f communication for
benefactors to the organization will be through the Internet (n=208, total respondents to
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survey item =591), with a further 2.5% already claiming this distinction (n=15). Over
half o f respondents think that the majority o f communication with their public will take
place over the Internet (50.7%, n=304, total respondents to survey item =598), while a
further 3.4% find this that is already happening (n=21).
The researcher also asked questions about the perception o f both the respondent and
the opinion leaders within the respective organization about the Internet’s effect on that
organization. There was little variance in these findings, as 90% o f respondents think that
their respective organizations would be helped by the development o f the Internet and
just over 9% suggested that the effects would be both positive and negative (n=588,
n=63, total respondents to survey item =653). This distribution parallels the respondents’
opinions o f what the influentials in the organization believe (n=583, n=62, total
respondents to survey item =648).
WWW Effects on Clientele and Supporters.
The researcher asked the respondent’s opinion o f the effect o f the WWW on the
people served by the organization and by its supporters (either monetarily or in kind).
The opinions were again sanguine, as 45.8% o f respondents think that the WWW will
positively affect the people served by the organization (n=293, total respondents to
survey item =641). Though a further 43.1% believe that there will be no effect, exactly
one respondent in the sample thinks that the effect will be negative. Nearly 4 in 10
respondents (39.1%) think that benefactor support has been positively affected by the
WWW (n=250, total respondents to survey item =640) and 50.4% believe that there has
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been no such effect for their organizations (n=322); no one expressed the belief that any
negative effect has occurred.
Computer Networks and Volunteers.
The questionnaire contained a list o f commonly used Internet conduits; respondents
were asked to check all conduits their organizations use. Over three-quarters o f the
responding organizations have computer networks. Over half have modem connectivity
to the Internet and one-quarter have a T1 line. Other connectivity options are less
prevalent, though still significant in number (Table 7.8).
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Table 7.8
Connectivity Bandwidth of Surveyed Organizations

Capacity

n

Percentage

Total n

Network

494

74.9

660

Modem

379

57.4

660

ISDN

102

15.5

659

DSL

94

14.3

659

Cable M odem

38

5.8

659

T1 line

163

24.8

659

T3 line

18

2.7

659
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Numerous press reports suggest that volunteers are used extensively in nonprofit
organizations for technology issues. To address this issue, the researcher added questions
regarding volunteer help in computer use: networking, email, Internet access, and WWW
sites. Volunteers assist many nonprofit organizations, but the overall percentage is no
higher than 18.7%, in the case o f volunteers assisting with WWW sites, and 17.9% o f
organizations have volunteers assisting with computers. Fewer organizations have
volunteers assist with computer networks, email, or Internet connectivity (Table 7.8).
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Table 7.9
Technical Areas in which Organizations receive Volunteer Assistance

Volunteers help with

n

Percentage

Total n

Computers

118

17.9

659

Networks

52

7.9

659

Email

47

7.1

659

Internet connections

63

9.5

659

WWW site

123

18.7

659
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E-commerce and E-donations.
The questionnaire contained two questions about fundraising on the Internet.
Respondents were asked whether or not they could accept donations through their WWW
sites and whether or not they could sell merchandise through their WWW sites. Over
17.5% o f organizations can accept donations through their WWW sites (n=109, total
respondents to survey item =621) and a further 38.4% have plans to do so (n=239). As
for e-commerce, 14.8% o f nonprofit organizations surveyed can sell merchandise through
their WWW sites (n=93) and a further 17.2% have plans to do so in the future (n=108).
How Do These Organizations Compare to Others o f Like Mission?
All organizations were asked three final questions; they offered the researcher the
possibility o f comparing these organizations to similar entities. Respondents were
questioned regarding the relative adoption practices o f technological innovations, the
relative size o f the organization, and the effectiveness with which the given organization
uses the Internet.
In terms o f innovation, the respondents tended to think o f their respective
organizations as innovators (8.3%), early adopters (23.7%), or early to late majority
(38.5%). Only 21.3% saw themselves as later than most and even fewer described their
organizations as much later than most (8.1%) (Rogers, 1995).
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Figure 1 3 . Adoption Curve of Surveyed Organizations
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The questionnaire asked how the organization compared in size with organizations
o f similar missions. Respondents tended to think o f their organizations as somewhat
smaller than most other organizations o f like mission. Nearly 80% thought that their
organizations were about the same size or smaller than others (n=670), or considered
their organizations to be at least somewhat smaller than comparably missioned
organizations (n=368) (Figure 7).
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Cases weighted by WTVAR

Figure 7.4. Self-Comparison of Size with Similarly Missioned Organizations
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The questionnaire asked: “Does your organization use the Internet more effectively
than most other organizations?” Just less than one third o f respondents thought that their
organization used the Internet less effectively than other like organizations (n=256, total
respondents to survey item =804), while nearly half thought that their Internet use was
roughly as effective as that o f other organizations (n=376) (Figure 8 ).
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Figure 7.5. How Effective Are Organizations In Using the Internet?
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Multivariate statistical analysis
In order to look simultaneously at several characteristics o f those nonprofit
organizations that are using the Internet and to assess the relative strength o f these factors
in predicting usage, the researcher ran ordinary least squares regression analyses. The
questions with which this research began concerned whether or not nonprofit
organizations with certain characteristics, such as greater assets, size, FCFBA (income
minus expenses normalized by fund balances), leadership inclination toward adoption o f
technology, and presence o f IT personnel lead to higher likelihood o f adoption o f Internet
technologies such as email and the WWW.
WWW presence, Email use, and WWW use represent the largest Internet uses, so it
is important to look at how these characteristics predict either usage. The correlation
between organizations that have email and those that have a WWW site is .432 (p<.01).
However, this correlation, while fairly strong for a survey, demonstrates only that these
items are related, not synonymous (Table 7.10). These variables measure different
aspects o f Internet usage. Thus, a decision was taken to create a scale o f three items that
might, as a totality, signify the extent to which an organization has committed itself to the
Internet. These scale items are the use o f email, access to the WWW, and the investment
in an organization WWW site. This scale has a Standardized item alpha = .74. The
distribution o f the variable Internet Usage is presented in Table 7.10.
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Table 7.10
Two Wav Correlation of Email Use. Web Use, and WWW Site
Use Email
Use Email

1

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

WEBUSE

Pearson Correlation

WEBUSE HAVESITE
.697**
.432**

.

.000

.000

857

849

851

•*

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N
HAVESITE

Pearson Correlation

.454**

856
**

••

856
1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

883

**• Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Table 7.11
Internet Usage Distribution

Internet usage scale

Valid

Missing
Total

Frequency

Valid Percent

.00

77

9.1

1.00

44

5.1

2.00

188

22.1

3.00

540

63.7

Total

849

100.0

System

1333
2182
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This research addresses some o f the determinant characteristics o f Internet usage. In
order to consider some o f these relations, a model was created and tested using ordinary
least squares regression. In this model, the researcher hypothesized the following:
Hi: The larger the organization, the greater likelihood o f Internet usage.
H2 : The greater the organization’s assets (end o f year fund balance), the greater
likelihood o f Internet usage.
H3 : The greater the FCFBA—or available cash resources— the greater likelihood o f
Internet usage.
FL»: The greater the organization’s past tendency to adopt new technologies, the
greater likelihood o f Internet usage.
H 5 : The greater the size o f the IT department, the greater likelihood o f Internet

usage.
H6: The greater the ITBP, the greater likelihood o f Internet usage.
Predictably, the measurement o f these potential characteristics is not without
problems. Both the size o f the organization and the inclination o f the opinion leaders in
each organization have been assayed by the respondent, although the actual respondent’s
identity is not known. The researcher addressed each survey to “Director” at the
respective organization; however, the cover letter accompanying each survey suggested
that the survey might be passed on to the most appropriate person. Many o f the questions
apply directly to the person who oversees the Internet usage o f the organization and so
the respondent may have a vested interest in the positive representation o f Internet usage.
Two questions addressed the impact o f the Internet on the organization (one concerning
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opinion leaders’ assessment o f the impact o f the Internet and the other assessing the
respondent’s assessment o f the Internet). The researcher hoped to be able to differentiate
these two groups; no real difference appears in the responses and no way exists by which
to see whether or not the respondent and the opinion leader are the same.
One may argue that the existence and the size o f an IT department (along with the
size o f its budget) are a circular measure o f Internet commitment. But logically this is not
the case, nor do the data support such a claim. More than one half o f the organizations
responding to the survey have no IT personnel and more than half o f this group— and a
quarter o f all organizations— has managed to put up a WWW site o f some kind (n=217).
And organizations exist that have an IT department, but no WWW site (n=77).
Organizations also exist that have an Internet commitment, but no IT department. The
correlation between the two among this sample is.332 (Taub)(n=863; p<.001).
Organizations with IT staffs o f any size are more likely to have WWW sites than
those organizations without such staff. A 2 X 2 Chi-square analysis using the variables IT
Personnel (organizations having any IT staff) and WWW site (organizations that have a
WWW site) demonstrates that the organizations with IT staff are significantly more
likely, statistically, to have a WWW site (Table 7.11). However, this crosstabulation also
demonstrates that a large number—and large percentage— o f organizations have one, but
not the other. The organizations that have no tech personnel are as likely to have a WWW
site as not (25.3% v. 24.1%). In some areas it has become the custom to out-source the
IT needs o f an organization. Small organizations may do so because they have IT needs
but their needs are not so great as to warrant the salary o f a full-time person. Larger
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organizations may out-source for such expertise because such an investment lies outside
their traditional strengths and expertise.
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Table 7.12
Crosstabulation of IT Personnel and WWW Site
Have WWW Site

212

HAVE
WWW
SITE
217

49.4%

50.6%

100.0%

77

349

426

18.1%

81.9%

100.0%

289

566

855

33.8%

66.2%

100.0%

NO SITE
Have Tech
Group

No tech personnel

Count
% within Have
Tech Group

Tech personnel

Count
% within Have
Tech Group

Total

Count
% within Have
Tech Group

Total
429
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O f the remaining variables, the FCFBA and the end o f year fund balance measurements
rely on IRS data. These data come through the offices o f the Urban Institute, which has
made great efforts to clean it properly. However, the Urban Institute, in the files
accompanying the data, suggests that the data may have problems beyond what they have
been able to address. Nonetheless, for the sample as a whole, the data offer a reasonable
level of precision. The measure o f end o f year assets, or fund balance, is an absolute
measure o f the wealth o f an organization; the measure o f FCFBA is a relative measure,
roughly income minus expenses divided—or normalized— by the measure o f assets.
Using two measures addresses concerns that organizations with larger fund balances will
necessarily have the wherewithal to invest in Internet usage. Some organizations will
have large fund balances but will be strapped for cash and some organizations with
smaller fund balances will have higher FCFBA even though their fund balances are small
in absolute terms.
The end of year assets o f the nonprofit organizations in the sample (as reported in
the IRS data) demonstrate significant resources. The mean level o f assets is 37,000,000
dollars. The median level o f assets is 2,524,631. The interquartile range o f end o f year
assets is from 826,140 to 5,706,364, or 4,880,224. This distribution is highly skewed to
the right and has a kurtosis level o f 3158, signifying clustering o f the data and a long tail.
The measure o f FCFBA has a comparable distribution to the end o f year assets. The
mean FCFBA is 102% o f fund balance and the median is 49% o f fund balance. The
interquartile range is from 15% to 83% o f fund balance. The skewness suggests a long
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tail to the right and the kurtosis measure (2127) suggests high levels o f clustered data and
a long tail. Organizations with positive FCFBA make up 91.7% o f organizations in this
sample, suggesting that nonprofit organizations are likely to have monies available for
adoption o f new technologies.
The variables with which this regression analysis works are:
Org Size = Size o f organization (perceived by respondent) 1 1
AssetsEOY = Assets (end o f year fund balance)
FCFBA = Free Cash Flow (using fund balance measurement)
Early Adopters = tendency o f organization to adopt new technologies
IT = Existence and size o f IT department
ITBP = Percentage o f budget committed to IT
In preliminary assessment o f the data several non-parametric characteristics arose.
Quantile plotting o f both the Assets and the FCFBA suggest that the distribution is not
parametric and would benefit from a log transformation. Taking the log o f both resulted

11 One might raise the concern that the use o f a subjective (and relative) self-reported measure of size of
organization might have less predictive value than using a measure such as revenue, which might be
applied across the entire spectrum as well as within each major category. The self-reported measure has
the attraction that it is relative. In this relative aspect, each respondent compares and contrasts the size of
that particular organization to other organizations in a way that the researcher expects is more accurate than
other measures that might be used. This measure is validated when the research looks within categories.
Organization size is a significant correlate with Internet usage within the category of “Arts, Culture &
Humanities” and the category o f “Human Services”—but not in the other categories. In contrast, the
measure of revenue might be expected, if it is conceptually a good indicator o f size, to correlate highly with
Internet usage. In actuality, they correlate only at .109 (n=849, p<.001). However, as the distribution o f
revenue is skewed to the right, with a kurtosis level o f 3087, suggesting a long tail to the right, a log
transformation results in a distribution closer to normal. The correlation o f the log o f revenue to Internet
usage is .310 (p<.001, n=849). The Pearson correlation between the log o f revenue and log o f assets is .71
and the multi-collinearity o f these two variables confounds multivariate regression analysis, even as log of
revenue may offer predictive value. As the level o f assets is central to these analyses, and both measures
could not be used, the researcher chose to use LNAssetsEOY rather than the log o f revenue. Further, the
researcher also decided to continue to use the survey measure o f organization size.
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in two new variables, LNAssetsEOY (the log o f the end o f year assets) and LNFCFBA
(the log o f the FCFBA ) . 12 These variables— rather than the AssetsEOY and FCFBA—
appear in the regression equation (correlation o f these two is not significant). IT and
ITBP correlate at .399 using Pearson’s R Correlation (p<.001, n=838).13 This statistic
indicates a moderate correlation between these two variables. However, as the researcher
tested the multivariate model including all seven variables, these two variables proved to
be collinear. Thus, the researcher ran a diagnostic, in which he ran two different models,
substituting first ITBP and then ITFTE (all other variables remained the same). The
researcher chose IT Percentage to include in the model because it had superior
explanatory power as the beta was 50% higher than that o f ITFTE.
Thus, the equation that results is:
Internet Usage = Constant + btOrg size + b^LNAssetsEOY + bjLNFCFBA + b4Adopters + bjITBP

The results o f the regression analysis are presented in Table 7.12 and Table 7.13.

12 These plottings and accompanying discussion may be found in Appendix 7.
13 These data are ordinal and do not follow the assumptions o f normality. Spearman’s rho would technically
be a better test of correlation (correlation .432, n=842).
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Table 7.13

Internet Usaee

C oefficient

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Model
1

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

.108

.270

ORG SIZE IS

.130

.029

Log of Assets

6.865E-02

Log of Free Cash Flow

Standardi
zed
Coefficien
ts
Beta

t

Sig.
.401

.688

.155

4.552

.000

.019

.122

3.642

.000

-8.36E-02

.026

-.106

-3.268

.001

Early Adopters.r

.206

.030

.244

6.911

.000

IT BUDGET
PERCENTAGE

.164

.022

.254

7.341

.000

a- Dependent Variable: Internet usage scale

Table 7.14
Model Summary of OLS Regression of LNFCFBA. Early Adopters. OrgSize. ITBP. and LNAssets
onto Internet Usaee

Model

Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Durbin-Watson

1____________.262_______ .75802___________ 2.004
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This final model accounts for 26.7% o f the variance (df=5, n=7l0, p<.001). All five
variables are highly significant, four o f the five in the positive direction.
Discussion
The use o f the Internet by nonprofit organizations implies a significant change in
our culture. Certainly, the number o f individuals using the Internet has grown in recent
years, yet even the most optimistic estimates claim that only recently has the percentage
o f U.S. adults are on the Internet reached 50% (Jones, 2000; Lake, 2000). The third
sector, some 7% o f the economic engine o f the country, has embraced the same
commitment to Internet technology as the for-profit sector. The validity o f concerns
about the Matthew Effect, or the Digital Divide, in this sector seems strongly to be
supported. The extent to which the organizations surveyed use the Internet is greater than
one might expect. In conversation with various scholars in the field o f nonprofit studies,
more than one person expressed surprise at the high percentage o f nonprofit organization
WWW sites.
The diffusion o f Internet technologies, in the use o f email and WWW access, has
already occurred. With nearly 90% o f organizations using these two technologies within
6

years o f the release o f the Netscape Navigator WWW browser, this diffusion has

occurred at unparalleled rates. Contrasting this adoption timeline with other 20th century
innovations demonstrates the speed with which this transference o f technology has
occurred. The television took over 15 years to register 90% penetration (Papazian, 1997).
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The data allow OLS regression analysis with the use o f the Internet as the
dependent factor. The analysis done as part o f this chapter yields five tested variables
correlating with the dependent variable: The size o f the organization, the level o f
FCFBA, the level o f organization assets, the historical tendency to adopt innovation, and
the level o f IT budget investment all correlate with Internet usage. O f these
characteristics, correlation with the level o f free cash flow is negative while the rest o f the
independent factors positively correlate.
The extent to which organizations have developed WWW use to transmit
information has been extensive. Two-thirds o f organizations have WWW sites o f some
kind. While some are necessarily simple in their design and use o f the technologies,
others are not. Many respondents report that they expect the Internet to be a dominant
channel for communication between the organization and its constituencies. The median
age o f the WWW sites for this sample is between one and two years old— these
organizations have embraced the Internet recently, though with much energy and
commitment. Organizations have the capacity to raise funds on their sites and do so at a
rate of 27.6% o f surveyed organizations. These organizations have increasing use and
facility with these technologies as the Internet diffuses more and more. Nonetheless, the
data from this survey support the initial concerns about the Matthew Effect. Yet, what
does it mean that larger and wealthier organizations are more prone to use o f the Internet
when the diffusion rate generally is so high after only six years o f W WW existence? And
how does one address the negative correlation o f free cash flow (available financial
resources) and Internet use?
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The OLS regression analysis performed on the data suggest that these data follow
the patterns o f earlier studies in the adoption o f innovation. In that literature, as noted,
organizations that adopt innovation tend to be larger, with greater financial resources,
with technical departments, with champions (opinion leaders) who promote the
innovation, with an organizational tradition o f innovation, with greater centralization and
with greater professionalization. The data in this survey allow the testing o f whether or
not five characteristics o f these patterns endure. The regression analysis reveals that all
five independent variables are statistically significant. Larger organizations are more apt
to adopt Internet technologies than smaller ones. Wealthier organizations adopt the
Internet at a greater rate than less affluent ones— at least for organizations with greater
fund balances. Those organizations with a greater percentage o f their budgets invested in
IT are more likely to have increased Internet usage— as are those organizations with
larger IT departments. And those organizations that have demonstrated patterns o f
adoption are more likely to continue these investment patterns in the Internet. However,
those organizations with greater FCFBA (available financial resources) are actually less
likely to have invested in these technologies. This last finding raises a question—one that
will be discussed later. Ultimately, the OLS regression model that best predicts the use o f
the Internet includes the relative size o f the organization, its past tendency to innovate,
the log o f its fund balance, the log o f its FCFBA and the ITBP.
Factors
Organizational size.
H i: The larger the organization, the greater likelihood o f Internet usage.
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Earlier studies o f innovation suggest that organization size correlates positively
with adoption o f technological innovation and that tendency appears here as well. Rogers
suggests that size may be a proxy for other factors in an organization’s adoption o f
technological innovation (Rogers, 1995). Finding relative size o f organization as
predictive does not preclude other factors influencing adoption, but one cannot determine
whether size is the causal factor or whether it is merely a proxy. In this analysis, the
standardized coefficient o f Organization Size is .155, just slightly larger than that o f Log
o f Assets— not the largest coefficient, nor one o f the top two in this analysis.
Financial Assets: LNAssets & LNFCFBA.
Hi: The greater the organization’s assets (end o f year fund balance), the greater
likelihood o f Internet usage.
H 3 : The greater the FCFBA, the greater likelihood o f Internet usage.
The net assets, or fund balances, o f nonprofit organizations range from a low o f
nothing up to highs in the billions o f dollars, with the vast majority o f nonprofit
organizations on the lower end o f the scale. Earlier work by scholars in the field generally
suggests that wealthier organizations, like wealthier individuals, regularly adopt new
technologies sooner than other organizations or individuals (Rogers, 1995). This pattern
endures in the adoption o f Internet technologies as well. However, it is relatively small
factor in the regression analysis. The standardized coefficient is only .122 and this
coefficient is barely o f greater magnitude than the coefficient o f the LNFCFBA (beta=.106)— though in the opposite direction. The aggregate measure o f FCFBA, normalized
as a percentage o f the fund balance o f the nonprofit organization, has a median o f over
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47%. This number is higher than might be expected yet, as it correlates negatively with
greater Internet investment, suggests perhaps that those organizations with higher
FCFBA find less need for Internet presence. Certainly, the level o f nonprofit
organizations that fall into the range o f foundations would have high FCFBA, but little
real need to use the Internet; but these organizations are few in number and cannot
account for the overall tendency o f those with high FC FB A .
Innovative Tendencies.
H4 : The greater the organization’s past tendency to adopt new technologies, the
greater likelihood o f Internet usage.
The past tendency to adopt innovation is also a statistically significant factor in the
adoption o f higher levels o f Internet usage (beta=.244). The adoption o f one technology
does not signify that all new technologies are adopted. Decisions along these lines require
decisions at some level o f the organization and a large percentage o f organizations have
chosen not to invest in Internet usage. However, an organization that has both the need
and the tendency to adopt new technologies appears to be more likely to use the Internet.
Some organizations have no perceived need for the Internet and its uses, but the majority
of organizations have responded to some sort o f inclination in this direction. Perhaps,
because o f contact with alumni, benefactors, or prospective patrons, the vast majority o f
nonprofit organizations with greater than $25,000 in gross receipts use email, the WWW,
and even have a WWW site o f their own. One general assumption about nonprofit
organizations is that they are less likely to innovate than organizations in other sectors o f
society. This perception o f nonprofit organizations as in a technological backwater
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appears to be less informed than one might expect. These organizations neither see
themselves— nor should they be seen—as unable to accommodate to and to invest in new
communication technologies.
The ethos, or spirit, o f the organization supports the incidence o f Internet use and,
as in the past, so in the future. Organizations that are likely to innovate generally are also
likely to innovate in this area as well. The perception o f innovation in these organizations
does suggest actual adoption o f technical innovation. This characteristic comes forth, as
well, in the statistical significance o f the percentage o f the budget committed to IT.
Information Technologies: Budget & Personnel.
H 5 : The greater the size of the IT department, the greater likelihood o f Internet
usage.
H6 : The greater the ITBP, the greater likelihood o f Internet usage.
The measures o f IT department size and o f ITBP both correlate positively with
Internet usage. Autocorrelation prevents the use o f both measures in the multivariate OLS
regression analysis; the researcher used the independent variable ITBP as it offered a
better—stronger— factor for analysis. The measure o f IT Budget is automatically
normalized for the given organization. As a percentage o f the budget, the amount spent in
this area becomes an appropriate measure o f the investment in IT generally, if not the
Internet specifically. Organizations that invest a larger percentage o f their budget in IT
are more likely to have a greater investment in the Internet. This measure (beta = .254)
has the single highest coefficient o f the independent variables in this regression. IT
investment pays for much more than exclusively Internet usage; it also covers such areas
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as telecommunication, computer purchase and upkeep, salaries for IT personnel, and
infrastructure. Hard data on what percentage o f IT budgeting goes to Internet usage is not
available. However, informal discussions with IT personnel for research on university
Internet usage suggests that numbers in the range o f 10% are probably not out o f line.
Considering that 56% o f organizations invest less than 1% in IT and that 97% invest no
more than 6 % in IT, the amount spent on Internet technologies is likely very low indeed.
The presence o f an IT department suggests a general expertise in technical matters and
this level o f comfort results in greater likelihood—though not certainty— that the
organization uses the Internet.
Further Analysis.
The IT investment and the history o f innovation adoption correlate best with
Internet usage, followed by organization size and the general level o f assets. The size o f
the organization has an effect on the use o f the Internet, but the fact that an organization
has an IT group is not as important as the investment o f a percentage o f the budget in the
area o f IT and the percentage is a more appropriate measure given the fact that it is
normalized. A significant population o f nonprofit organizations has IT departments but
no WWW sites and, likewise, a proportion o f organizations have WWW sites but no IT
department. The percentage measure o f IT investment is a relative one, independent o f
the size o f the organization. The cost o f entry to Internet use is low and the learning curve
gradual. Computers come equipped, out o f the box, with networking and Internet
capacities. The decision to develop an Internet usage plan can be done at the lower levels
o f an organization with little oversight o f leadership. Clearly, some investment in the area
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is required, else no innovation adoption is possible. Yet, for the cost o f computer
equipment and even $10 per month, email, WWW access and even a WWW site are
available.
Researchers, such as Kohut, Robinson, and DiMaggio, that argue for the leveling
influences o f the Internet, might take heart in finding that IT departments and WWW
presence do not correlate at high rates (Kohut, 1999; Robinson & DiMaggio, 1998).
While some find computers no easier to use than they were ten years ago, many more
find themselves able to set up these machines with little difficulty and quickly connect to
the Internet, either to surf the WWW or to post a new WWW site. Yes, ITBP—along
with size and assets— correlates positively with Internet usage and this finding replicates
earlier studies (Merton, 1988/1996; Rubinyi, 1989). Yet, one cannot necessarily state that
the Matthew Effect is in evidence because the positive correlation does not signify a
deprivation o f those without these characteristics. One may argue, as Compaine does, that
the gap will close quickly (Compaine, 1988a, 1988b).
As noted, having an IT department does not guarantee the existence o f Internet
usage, and vice versa. And it appears one is hard pressed to have Internet use without
some funds going to IT. IT investment, as a percentage o f the overall budget, measures
the relative commitment o f the organization compared to other budget items. Thus, it
offers a measure self-tailored to each organization. An educational organization may find
that its need for IT stands between 1% and 2% o f the budget, regardless o f the absolute
size o f the entity while a social service organization may find its needs to be more
modest, perhaps less than 1 % o f its budget.
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Other factors also influence the level o f Internet usage. The literature suggests that
such areas as opinion leader’s thoughts, centralization o f organizational structure,
professionalization o f organization, and other factors also influence the level o f adoption
o f new technologies. The current data set does not allow such analyses; further study
should do so.
Conundrum of Free Cash Flow.
If those organizations with greater amounts o f available financial resources are less
innovative generally, then one might hypothesize that some connection exists between
FCFBA and innovativeness. However, a chi-square test comparing those organizations
with negative and positive FCFBA to organization innovation history returns no
statistically significant results— suggesting that another explanation must be found for
this tendency. Those organizations under the influence o f increasing amounts o f FCFBA
may see less need to advance their missions using the Internet. Analysis o f fundraising on
the Internet and its correlation with FCFBA will add further light to this subject.
OLS Regression within Major NTEE Categories
As the OLS regression on the entire data set produced results contrary to
expectations, the researcher endeavored to address these same questions within each o f
the major NTEE categories. First, to address concerns about distribution, the researcher
considered the level of Internet usage within each o f these major categories (Table 7.15).
Internet Usage bv Major NTEE Category.
Organizations responded at the general ratio o f their presence in the sample. Arts,
Culture & Humanities organizations that responded are represented at a slightly greater
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rate in the sample than in the non-responding group. Conversely, the Environment,
Animals category is slightly less well represented in the sample than in the non
responding group. As noted in footnote 9, no statistically significant difference arises
between responding and non-responding organizations within categories. Response rates
ran from a low o f 23% for the Mutual category to a high o f 53.3% for the International,
Foreign Affairs category. Among the categories with larger numbers o f organizations,
Arts, Culture & Humanities organizations responded at a rate o f nearly 50%; Human
Services organizations responded at a rate o f 40.6%; Education organizations responded
at 41.9%, and Environment, Animals organizations responded at 38.3%. Five categories
contained enough responses for OLS regression analyses.
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Table 7.15
Survey Response within Major NTEE Categories
Response
88

87

Total
175

6.8%

9.7%

8.0%

No
MAJOR
CATEGORIES

Arts, culture and
humanities
Education

Count
% within Response
Count
% within Response

Environment/animals

Count
% within Response

Human Services

Count
% within Response

International, foreign
affairs

Count

Public, societal benefit

Count

% within Response
% within Response

Religion related

Count
% within Response

Mutual

Count
% within Response

Unknown

Count
% within Response

Total

Count
% within Response

Yes

180

130

310

14.0%

14.5%

14.2%

317

197

514

24.7%

22.0%

23.6%

533

365

898

41.4%

40.8%

41.2%

7

8

15

.5%

.9%

.7%

114

82

196

8.9%

9.2%

9.0%

36

19

55

2.8%

2.1%

2.5%

10

3

13

.8%

.3%

.6%

1

4

5

.1%

.4%

.2%

1286

895

2181

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
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OLS Regression.
In addition to the OLS regression model o f the entire sample o f nonprofit
organizations, the researcher also performed the same analysis within five major
categories to further understand the influences and correlates within the model. The
categories in the sample that contain enough cases to run regression analyses are: Arts,
Culture & Humanities; Education; Environmental; Public, Societal Benefit; and Human
Services. The other categories contained fewer than 20 cases. The model is, as above:
Internet Usage = Constant + B(Org size + B^LNAssetsEOY + B3Li\FCFBA + B.|Adopters + BjITBP

Regressing these independent variables, Orgsize, LNAssetsEOY, LNFCFBA, Adopters,
and ITBP onto the dependent variable, Internet Usage, within each o f the five categories
resulted in the following coefficients (Table 7.16).
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Table 7.16
OLS Regression onto Internet Usage Scale within each of Five Major Categories
Unstandardized regression coefficients
Arts,
Culture &
Humanities

Education

Environmental

Public, Societal
Benefit

Human
Services

Constant

-.926

1.55

-.515

1.942**

-.008

Org Size

.014

.052

.070

.144*

.261***

LNASSETS

.163**

.048

.105***

-.033

.048

LNFCFBA

-.102

.035

-.141**

-.030

-.046

Adopters.r

.208*

.077

.241***

.202**

.189***

ITBP

.186**

.832**

.198***

.093*

.169***

Adj. R-

.140

.131

.264

.209

.306

n=

69

96

148

62

303

*

p< .10

**

p< .05

***

p < .01
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Analysis.
The regression models demonstrate some o f the same correlates as in the model o f
the entire sample. ITBP significantly correlates with Internet usage in each o f the five
different categories. Adopter significantly correlates with Internet usage within four of
the five categories. Both Log o f Assets and Organization size significantly correlate with
Internet usage in two o f the five categories. One variable, LNFCFBA, negatively
correlates with Internet usage within the Environmental category.
The regression analysis over all the categories results in an adjusted R2 o f .267,
accounting for 26.7% o f the variance. The strong explanatory power o f the overall model
has parallels in the individual categories as well. The category with the largest n, Human
Services, contains 45% o f the cases (n=303) and has an adjusted R2 = .306; the second
largest category, with 22% o f the cases, Environmental (n=148) has an adjusted R2 o f
.264. The model explains at least 13% o f the variance within each o f the five categories.
Discussion
Several patterns emerge from the OLS regression onto Internet usage. ITBP and
Adopter practices are statistically significant predictors within almost all the major
categories (all except Adopters for Education). In contrast, the correlation o f the
remaining independent variables found to be significant in the model using the full
sample is not consistent within the models run within categories. Organization size
correlates positively only with Human Service organizations and Public, Societal
Benefits organizations. The size o f assets (LNAssetsEOY) correlates only with Arts,
Culture & Humanities organizations and Environmental organizations, but not with
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others. And LNFCFBA, significant in the model that includes the entire sample, retains
its negative correlation with Internet usage in four o f the five categories but is statistically
significant in only one: Environmental organizations.
The one variable that appears to exhibit the widest influence is ITBP, which
positively correlates with Internet usage in every category at a statistically significant
level. The investment in IT may be the single most important aspect o f Internet usage,
greater than size, assets, free cash flow, or even early adoption practices. For the
Education category, ITBP is the only statistically significant correlate to Internet usage.
In order to further elucidate the relationship between these variables and the
individual major categories, the researcher created a table indicating the results in light o f
the hypotheses stated earlier in this chapter. Table 7.17 follows.
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Table 7.17
Hypothesized Internet Usage as Independent Variables Increase
Independent

Internet

Arts,

Variables

Usage

Education

Environmental

Public,

Human

Culture &

Societal

Services

Humanities

Benefit

Size T

then

?

0

0

0

1

1

LNAssets T

then

?

1

0

1

0

0

LNFCFBA T

then

t

0

0

-1

0

0

Adopters.r T

then

T

1

0

1

1

1

ITB P?

then

T

1

1

1

1

1

1

Positive Significant Relationship (Hypothesis supported)

0

Non-significant finding

-1

Negative significant relationship (Inverse o f hypothesis)
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Several dynamics arise when these hypotheses are presented in table form. The first
is that ITBP appears to have the most widespread influence, regardless o f category. ITBP
demonstrates explanatory strength in each o f the categories, supporting the sixth
hypothesis. The second finding is that organizations that tend to adopt new technologies
are the ones that have adopted Internet technologies. The pattern o f adoption reported by
the respondent tends to fit the adoption o f the technologies at hand. Previous behavior
tends to predict current behavior. Third, the hypothesized connection between size and
Internet usage exists only in two o f the five categories, Public, Societal and Human
Services, suggesting moderate support for this hypothesis. So, too, the hypothesized
connection between LNASSETS and Internet usage exists in only two o f the five
categories (Arts, Culture & Humanities and Environmental, Animals), suggesting
moderate support for the hypothesis. Finally, the relationship hypothesized between
LNFCFBA and Internet use does not reach significance in four o f the five areas, even as
the coefficient for the fifth—and only significant—category, Environment, is actually
negative. This negative correlation, as was demonstrated in the OLS regression using the
entire data set, suggests that some aspect o f the Environment, Animal major NTEE
category o f 501 c3 organizations makes it less likely that these organizations will use the
Internet.
Conclusion
This chapter presents the result o f a survey o f nonprofit organizations throughout
the United States. Nine o f ten organizations use email and the same number use the
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WWW. Two-thirds o f organizations have WWW sites and eighteen percent o f those
organizations use them to raise funds for their organizations.
Nearly all the organizations responding present sanguine attitudes toward the power
and reach o f the Internet in their work. For all intents and purposes, the diffusion o f the
Internet throughout the nonprofit world has occurred and all that is left is the further
adaptation o f these technologies to the specific needs o f the organizations. The next
chapter presents further work on the cutting edge o f Internet usage among nonprofit
organizations.
Regressing organization size, log o f assets, LNFCFBA, adoption practices, and IT
budge percentage on Internet usage demonstrates statistically significant correlations for
each independent variable. Four o f the five independent variables demonstrate positive
correlation and the fifth, LNFCFBA, demonstrates a negative correlation. These results
are, for the most part, predicted by the literature in the adoption o f innovation. However,
the negative correlation o f the LNFCFBA stands in opposition to expectations and
suggests that the organizations with greater FCFBA may perhaps have less need for
exposure on the Internet, or perhaps they are complacent in their mission.
When these same questions are posed within the major categories, a more refined
picture develops. ITBP demonstrates strong predictive ability for Internet usage for each
o f the major categories studied. Additionally, earlier practices o f adopting new
technologies also demonstrate good predictive strength in most o f the categories. The
variables o f Org size and LNASSETS appear to have less predictive power than
expected, as they correlate positively with Internet usage for only two o f the major
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categories. The LNFCFBA continues to confound expectations as it negatively correlates
with Internet usage for the Environment, Animal category.
The Matthew Effect as it relates to nonprofit organizations would seem to have
support in the findings that organizations with greater wealth, size and relative IT
investment are more likely to demonstrate Internet usage. Yet, even as the regression
analysis suggests this connection, the percentage o f the nonprofit sector that actually uses
these technologies would mitigate any initial claims o f the Matthew Effect. Further
research into the area will be required to address these concerns.
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Chapter 8: E-Philanthropy and the Bleeding Edge: Organizations that aggressively
fundraise using the Internet
Introduction
With the increased amount o f wealth created in the U.S. in the last decade, much
o f it attributed to the growth o f technology in general and the Internet in particular,
increased amounts o f money are available for charitable organizations. Such groups may
use the most appropriate means to solicit the funds they need. Some sources report that
baby-boomers will inherit as much as 12 trillion dollars (U.S.) in the next decades
(Cohen, 1999). Just as increased amounts o f money are available generally, savvy
nonprofit organizations will seek out such funding opportunities. In this chapter the
author addresses three aspects o f nonprofit organizations and the use o f the Internet from
fundraising. First, he presents the results o f a survey that addresses the extent to which
nonprofit organizations actually use the Internet for fundraising, both through
merchandising (or e-commerce) and through direct solicitation o f donations to the
organization. Second, he presents the results o f a multiple logistic regression using some
o f the independent variables that the literature suggests might positively correlate with
adoption o f Internet fundraising. And third, the author presents the same logistic
regression within each o f five major NTEE categories.
E-commerce and E-philanthropy Descriptives.
In the survey described in Chapter 7, nonprofit organizations responded to
questions regarding their use o f the Internet and the answer to one o f these questions
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(“Does your organization use the World Wide Web?”) was used to filter out those that
have WWW sites from others. Those who replied affirmatively were asked to continue
with questions about that usage while other respondents were directed to the closing page
o f the questionnaire. This question generated 883 valid responses, o f which 66.1%
(n=584) have a WWW site and so continued with the questionnaire’s section on WWW
specifics.
WWW site donations.
Nearly 17.5% (n=109) o f the nonprofit organizations (with WWW sites) surveyed
report the ability to accept donations on their respective WWW sites. An additional
38.4% (n=239) o f responding organizations have plans to do so (Table 8.1).
E-commerce.
Some 14.8% (n=93) o f the nonprofit organizations surveyed report the ability to
sell merchandise on the organization’s WWW site. A further 17.2% (n=108) relate that,
while they are unable to do so at the time o f the survey, they plan to have this feature
(Table 8.2).
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Table 8.1

Incidence of Organizations with E-philanthropy WWW Capacity

Valid

Missing
Total

Frequency

Valid Percent

NO

274

44.1

YES

109

17.5

NO, BUT HAVE
PLANS TO DO SO

239

38.4

Total

621

100.0

System

1560
2182
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Table 8.2
Incidence o f Organizations with E-commerce W W W Capacity

Valid

Frequency

Valid Percent

425

68.0

93

14.8

NO, BUT PLAN TO DO SO

108

17.2

Total

625

100.0

NO
YES

Missing
Total

System

1556
2182
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Discussion
The use o f the Internet for fundraising remains a cutting edge application o f these
technologies. An organization may use one o f two general approaches to such
fundraising. It may develop and maintain the various technological capacities in-house or
it may purchase the services o f a company that administers such capacity as a
subcontractor. As noted in the previous chapter, the basic innovation that is the Internet
has been adopted. Yet the adaptation o f Internet technologies— the mark o f truly
embracing the Internet—separates the ambitious early adopters from later adopters until
the technological curve matures. This characteristic o f adaptation marks an advanced
stage of innovation adoption (Rogers, 1995).
The use o f these technologies demonstrates the differing levels o f adoption. As
noted above, 88% o f organizations use email and a comparable percentage access the
WWW. Only 66.1% o f organizations, however, have a WWW site and approximately
27% use the Internet as a channel for online fundraising (as compared to the public
relations aspect o f any WWW site). Each progressive use o f the Internet demands greater
technological savvy and probably—though not necessarily—increased funding. The use
o f these technologies has to do with areas other than technological savvy and greater
funding. Just as increased use o f the Internet has various factors that correlate positively
with such use— and other factors that correlate negatively—so too do e-donations and ecommerce.
Logistic Regression onto E-commerce and E-philanthropy
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Loeistic Regression
Dependent variables.
The researcher performed a series o f multiple logistic regressions. Each o f the
survey question regarding the separate variables o f e-commerce and e-donations offered
three possible answers, ‘yes,’ ‘no,’ and ‘no, but we have plans to move in that direction.’
The researcher re-coded these variables into dichotomous variables: 0=the organization’s
WWW site lacks the capacity and 1= the organization’s WWW site possesses the
capacity for e-donation or e-commerce. It resulted in the variables, “ecom.10’ and
“don. 10.” This recoding allowed for logistic regression. Separate regressions were
performed for the dichotomous measures o f e-commerce (ecom.10) and for ephilanthropy (don. 10) using the entire sample.
Independent variables.
In order to address more fully some o f the factors that might predict e-commerce
and e-donation enable WWW sites, the researcher used logistic regression to determine
which independent variables correlate to these forms o f electronic fundraising. As a
prelude to this regression analysis, the researcher considered the distribution o f these
variables. As noted in Chapter 7, the measure o f fund balance, or end o f year assets, and
o f the FCFBA were highly skewed; a log transformation o f the variables brought them to
acceptable parametric distribution. Thus, Assets becomes Log o f Assets and FCFBA
becomes Log o f FCFBA.
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Choosing those independent variables suggested by the literature on diffusion o f
innovations among organizations, the researcher considered seven variables from the data
set.
1. Respondent’s perception o f relative size o f organization (compared to
organizations with similar missions) (OrgSize)
2. Log o f End o f year assets (LNASSETS)
3. Log o f Free cash flow (LNFCFBA)
4. Respondent’s assessment o f how much the organization adopts technological
innovation (Adopters.r)
5. Age o f WWW site
6. Full-time equivalent IT personnel (ITFTE)
7. IT budget percentage (ITBP)
These independent variables represent areas that the literature associates with
adoption o f innovation by organizations (Damanpour, 1991, Rogers, 1995).
The researcher also addressed the variables’ bivariate correlations (Table 8.3). The
correlation matrix (Pearson’s R) suggests that these seven variables do not correlate
highly with one another. The greatest correlation, between ITBP and FTEIT, is .40 while
the correlation between Log o f Assets and FTEIT— the second highest— is only .31. The
independent variables to be used in this regression correlate moderately, at best. No
concerns o f multicollinearity arise.
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Table 83
Bivariate Correlation (Pearson’s Rt between Seven Kev Variables

INFORMATION TECH FTE Pearson Correction

INFORMATIO
N TECH FTE
1

IT 0UOGET
PERCENTA
Log of Free
Early
Cash Flow
GE
ORG SIZE IS Log of Assets Adopters.r
.164"
.399"
.306"
.233"
-.052

SJq (2-taled)
N
IT BUDGET
PERCENTAGE

888

Pearson Correction

ORG SIZE IS

.000

.000

.134

847

887

830

834

569

.128"

.204"

.351"

-.025

221"

.000

.000

.000

.478

.000

802

838

782

787

532

.217"

.236"

.023

-.013

.000

.000

510

.768

849

820

798

556

.151"

-.035

.059

.000

.116

.158

831

1997

570

1

.069

.244"

.053

000
541

839

Pearson Correction

"

Pearson Correction
Sig. (2-taled)
N

Early Adopters.r

.000

838

Sig. (2-taled)

Sig. (2-taled)
N
Log of Assets

.000
1

N

Pearson Correction

-

1
850

1
2178

Sig. (2-taled)
N
Log of Free Cash Flow

784

832

Pearson Correction
N

.000

1

-.048
.264

1997

536

Sig. (2-taled)
WEBSITE AGE

WEBSITE
AGE
.180-

Pearson Correction
Sig. (2-taled)
N

"• Cofreauon a signdcant at Die 0.01 bval (2-tatad).
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Logistic Regression opto E-commerce.
Logistic regression results in statistically significant positive association o f ecommerce and LNASSETS (B= -.198, p<.037, n=469), LNFCFBA (B= -.204, p< .071,
n=469), and site age (B= .595, p<.001, n=469) (Table 8.4). Both LNASSETS and
LNFCFBA correlate negatively with the incidence o f e-commerce. This finding is
contraindicated in the literature. Further, in this logistic regression, one notes that the
independent variables that address size and technological investments fail to reach
statistical significance. This finding also runs contrary to earlier diffusion studies, which
demonstrated a positive correlation between early adoption and both size and
technological investment (Damanpour, 1991,1992).

14 n= The number of valid cases for each bivariate relationship.
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Table 8.4
Coefficients of Logistic Regression onto E-commerce for Entire Sample and within Five Maior
Categories o f Nonprofit Organizations
Unstandardized regression coefficients
All

Arts,
Culture &
Humanities

Education

Environmental

Public,
Societal
Benefit

Human
Services

Constant

-2.325

-2.11

-5.982

-2.848

-2.412

-8.071

Org Size

.009

-.076

1.109**

-.279

.283

-.190

LNASSETS

-.198**

-.230

-.264

-.121

-.323

-.105

LNFCFBA

-.204*

-.325

-1.096**

.208

.224

-.384

Adopters.r

.154

.884**

-.888

.400

-.620

1.105**

ITFTE

.204

1.546**

-.336

-.005

-.217

.324

ITBP

.068

.767**

-.051

-.337

.602**

-.281

Site Age

.595***

-.243

1.556**

.838***

1J57***

.846***

Nagelkerke

.181

.580

.405

.266

.44

.327

469

52

85

91

51

168

(pseudo) R:
n=

*

p< .1

**

p< .05

***

p< .01
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Logistic Regression onto E-donation.
Multiple logistic regression o f each o f these seven variables onto e-donations
(don. 10) resulted in two statistically significant association: Org size (B=.207, p<.086,
n=468) and Early Adopters (B=.217, p<.086, n=468). The correlation o f Org size and
adoption supports the findings o f earlier studies o f technological diffusion (Rogers,
1995). The six other variables have no statistically significant association (Table 8.5).
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Table 8.5
Coefficients of Logistic Regression onto E-donations for Entire Sample and within Five Maior
Categories o f Nonprofit Organizations
Unstandardized regression coefficients
All

Arts, Culture
&
Humanities

Education

Environmental

Public,
Societal
Benefit

Human
Services

Constant

-3.002

-6.898

-10.113

-2.234

2.064

-4.067

Org Size

.207*

.915*

.747*

.287

.332

-.193

LNASSETS

.000

-.042

.127

.000

-.404

.173

LNFCFBA

.053

-.107

-.542

.052

-.141

.157

Adopters.r

.217*

.672

.719

.171

.266
1.174**

ITFTE

.030

.081

-.572

-.050

.925**

-.041

ITBP

-.009

.365

.099

-.357

-.112

.028

Site Age

.067

.102

.354

.071

.910**

.046

Nagetkerke

.031

.281

.239

.055

.391

.040

468

52

83

93

51

166

(pseudo). R2
n=

*

p < .l

**

p< .05

***

p< .01
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Analysis
Surveyed organizations use both types o f electronic fundraising. Combining all o f
these queried organizations that desire such capacity and those that already have it yields
a large percentage. The development o f these areas o f Internet usage appear likely to
increase to significant levels, possibly more than 50% total. This cross-sectional data
cannot provide a time-line for the development in the past—nor for the future— but the
number o f organizations that report this intention to raise funds on the Internet suggest
imminent development. Further research on this topic will need to address how this area
develops.
Several factors correlate at a statistically significant level with e-commerce when
one uses logistic regression: LNASSETS, LNFCFBA, and Website Age. LNASSETS and
LNFCFBA correlate negatively with e-commerce WWW site activity. These statistically
significant findings do not follow the typical characterization o f innovating or early
adopting organizations, where one would expect that these characteristics would correlate
positively. The positive correlation o f Site age and its statistical significance suggests that
if an organization adopts Internet technologies earlier, it bodes well for adopting ecommerce.
When one addresses the entire sample and the adoption o f e-philanthropy on WWW
sites, the significance o f Org size and Adopters suggests analyses more in keeping with
the diffusion literature. While organizations whose respondents report them to be earlier
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adopters are more likely to have e-donation capacity, so too are larger organizations more
likely to have these same capacities. Larger organizations, here, adopt earlier.
One may infer from these analyses that the earliest adopters o f Internet technologies
in general remain innovative and adapt the technology further to the point o f its use as a
fundraising mechanism. A tendency to innovate continues in these organizations; a ship
does not turn on a dime. Those organizations with communal histories that emphasize the
adoption o f technological innovation continue to innovate: from email to WWW use,
from developing WWW sites to adapting their sites to accept donations or to sell things.
Electronic Fundraising within NTEE Categories
Descriptive Statistics
In order to better address the richness o f the data, the researcher compared
distribution o f e-commerce and online donations against the major NTEE categories (see
Tables 8.6 and 8.7). The major categories for which the data set included sufficient cases
for regression analyses are: Arts, Culture & Humanities; Education; Environment &
Animals; Public, Societal Benefit; and Human Services.
Seventeen and one half percent o f these organizations use the Internet for edonations. O f these major categories, three o f the categories o f notable size have greater
than 17.5% o f organizations with e-donation capacity: Arts, Culture & Humanities
(17.9%, n=12), Environment, Animals (22.2%, n=28), and Human Services (19.1%,
n=43). Notable among these statistics lies the fact that 38.5% o f the surveyed
organizations plan to develop e-donation capacity and that a minimum o f 30% o f
organizations within each o f the major categories has plans to implement e-donations.
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Table 8.6
Incidence of E-philanthropv Capacity Across Categories of S01c3 Organizations
CAN ACCEPT DONATIONS ON
WEBSITE

20

12

NO. BUT
HAVE PLANS
TO DO SO
35

29.9%

17.9%

52.2%

100.0%

3.2%

1.9%

5.6%

10.8%

62

13

34

109

% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES

56.9%

11.9%

31.2%

100.0%

% of Total

10.0%

2.1%

5.5%

17.5%

57

28

41

126

45.2%

22.2%

325%

100.0%

9.1%

4.5%

6.6%

20.2%

88

43

94

225

% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES

39.1%

19.1%

41.8%

100.0%

% of Total

14.1%

6.9%

15.1%

36.1%

3

1

3

7

42.9%

14.3%

429%

100.0%

.5%

2%

.5%

1.1%

37

9

23

69

53.6%

13.0%

33.3%

100.0%

5.9%

1.4%

3.7%

11.1%

5

2

10

17

29.4%

11.8%

58.8%

100.0%

.8%

.3%

1.6%

27%

2

1

3

66.7%

33.3%

100.0%

% of Total

.3%

.2%

Count

274

109

240

623

% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES

44.0%

17.5%

38.5%

100.0%

% of Total

44.0%

17.5%

38 5%

100.0%

NO
MAJOR
Arts, culture and
CATEGORIES humanities

Count
% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES
% of Total

Education

Environment/animals

Count

Count
% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES
% of Total

Human Services

International, foreign
affairs

Count

Count
% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES
% of Total

Public, societal benefit

Count
% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES
% Of Total

Religion related

Count
% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES
% of Total

Unknown

Count
% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES

Total

YES

Total
67

.5%
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Table 8.7
Incidence of E-commerce Capacity Across Categories of S0Jc3 O rganisations
ECOMMERCE ON WEBSITE

21

26

NO. BUT
PLAN TO
DO SO
20

31.3%

38.8%

29.9%

100.0%

3.4%

4.2%

3.2%

10.7%

77

12

23

112

% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES

68.8%

10.7%

20.5%

100.0%

% of Total

12.3%

1.9%

3.7%

17.9%

88

18

19

125

% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES

70.4%

14.4%

15.2%

100.0%

% of Total

14.1%

2.9%

3.0%

20.0%

176

15

36

227

% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES

77.5%

6.6%

15.9%

100.0%

% of Total

28.2%

2.4%

5.8%

36.3%

5

1

1

7

71.4%

14.3%

14.3%

100.0%

.8%

.2%

2%

1.1%

48

15

6

69

69.8%

21.7%

8.7%

100.0%

7.7%

Z4%

1.0%

11.0%

8

5

2

15

53.3%

33.3%

13.3%

100.0%

1.3%

.8%

.3%

2.4%

2

1

3

66.7%

33.3%

100.0%

% of Total

.3%

.2%

Count

425

93

107

625

% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES

68.0%

14.9%

17.1%

100.0%

% of Total

68.0%

14.9%

17.1%

100.0%

NO
MAJOR
CATEGORIES

Arts, culture and
humanities

Count
% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES
% of Total

Education

Environm ent/anim als

Human Services

International, foreign
affairs

Count

Count

Count

Count
% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES
% of Total

Public, societal benefit

Count
% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES
% of Total

Religion related

Count
% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES
% of Total

Unknown

Count
% within MAJOR
CATEGORIES

Total

YES

Total
87

.5%
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The major categories differ in the percentages o f organizations with e-commerce
capability. One notices that the modal category, Human Services, has only 2.4% o f
organizations with e-commerce capacity even as its members make up 36.3% o f all the
organizations within the sample. At the other extreme, Arts, Culture & Humanities
organizations are disproportionately represented among those with e-commerce capacity.
Nearly 39% o f these organizations have such capacity and, while they make up 10.7% o f
all the organizations in the sample they are 28.3% o f all organizations with e-commerce
capacity (26/93). Notably, this latter major category is the only one that has a majority of
organizations with either e-commerce capacity or plans to develop the capacity. A list of
organizations in the Arts, Culture & Humanities section might include the Metropolitan
Opera, the Philadelphia Orchestra, etcetera. High prestige adheres to these types o f
organizations— much more so than to homeless shelters or storefront churches.
Logistic Regression
As the results from the logistic regression across all o f the data differed from what
the diffusion literature might suggest, further inquiry was appropriate. The size o f the
sample and access to National Tax Exempt Entity allowed the researcher to run a logistic
regression, as the ones above, within each o f the five NTEE categories with the largest
numbers o f subjects. The researcher performed logistic regression onto both dichotomous
variables ecom.10 (e-commerce) and don. 10 (e-donations) within each o f the major
categories from the NTEE classification. The independent variables used in these
analyses include: organization size, LNAssets, LNFCFBA, Adopters.r, ITFTE, ITBP, and
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WWW site age. The findings from these logistic regressions are presented above in
Tables 8.4 and 8.5.
E-commerce.
The logistic regression o f Org size, LNAssets, LNFCFBA, Adopters.r, ITFTE, ITBP, and
WWW site age onto ecom.10 resulted in a number o f statistically significant findings.
First, organization size positively correlates with e-commerce only for educational
organizations (p<.05), contrary to the expectations that arise from earlier work in
diffusion studies. Second, there are no statistically significant correlations for assets with
e-commerce in any o f the major categories. This finding is also contrary to what one
might expect from the diffusion literature (Damanpour, 1991; Rogers, 1995). Third, in
the one category (education) in which LNFCFBA correlates with e-commerce capacity,
the correlation is negative (B—1.096, p<.05)— as it was when regressed onto Internet
usage using OLS regression (as in Chapter 7). Fourth, site age positively correlates at
statistically significant levels with e-commerce in four o f the five categories; the
exception being Arts, Culture & Humanities. No other variable correlates with ecommerce in more than two categories. Fifth, while ITBP positively correlates with
Internet usage in every major category (as seen in Chapter 7), it correlates with ecommerce in only two o f the five categories (Arts, Culture & Humanities and Public,
Societal Benefit).
E-philanthropv.
The logistic regression of organization size, LNAssets, LNFCFBA, Adopters,
ITFTE, ITBP, and WWW site age onto don. 10 resulted in several statistically significant
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findings. First, organization size correlates positively with e-donations in both the Arts,
Culture & Humanities category and the Education category (p<.l). This finding supports
the diffusion literature (Damanpour, 1991; Rogers, 1995). Second, the logistic regression
onto don. 10 within the Public, Societal Benefit category resulted in statistically
significant correlation for adopters, ITFTE, and WWW site age. Earlier adopters in this
case were actually less likely to have e-donation capacity (B= -1.174, p<.05). None o f the
correlations were at highly statistically significant levels (p<.01). These three variables
correlate at significant levels only within this one category. Only in this category does it
appear to matter whether or not organizations have increased ITFTE or an older site. This
finding is nearly directly opposite to the situation with e-commerce, where site age is the
single variable to appear most often as a statistically significant correlate.
Analysis

The findings from this break-out o f the major categories have resulted in very
different finding than one might otherwise expect. As noted, while the literature posits
that organization size positively correlates with adoption o f technological innovation, this
correlation exists here only for the Education and Arts, Culture & Humanities categories
in e-donations and only for the Education category in e-commerce. Seemingly, some
aspect o f the size o f larger arts and culture organizations tends to result in online
donations. However, in this same major category, none o f the other characteristics tested
correlate with this outcome, so the notion o f size being a proxy for some o f these other
measures appears not to hold in the case o f e-commerce and e-donations.
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The measure o f assets, here the log LNASSETS, correlates positively across the
entire sample but fails the test o f statistical significance within each category. Perhaps the
large size o f the total sample results in statistical significance when the same measure,
with the smaller n o f each category, prevents the attainment o f statistical significance.
The measure o f LNFCFBA is statistically significant only in one category,
Education, when regressed onto e-commerce. In no category is it statistically significant
for e-donations. As in the case o f the OLS regression described in Chapter 7, LNFCFBA
has negative correlation with the dependent measures. Organizations in the total sample,
and educational organizations in particular, with greater free cash flow appear to be less
likely to invest in e-commerce. This measure does not reach significance when the
dependent variable is e-donation.
The measure o f site age reaches statistical significance as an independent variable
when regressed onto e-commerce. This significance arises in four o f the five individual
categories (all but Arts, Culture & Humanities). The unstandardized coefficients range
between .838 and 1.556, apparently suggesting that the measure has fairly high predictive
value for the incidence o f e-commerce. In the logistic regression o f site age onto edonations, however, this independent variable reaches statistical significance only in the
Public, Societal Benefit category.
Discussion
In earlier OLS regression analysis o f the variables that correlate with Internet usage,
organization size, assets, IT personnel, FCFBA and ITBP, all were statistically
significant. All o f these factors correlated positively with Internet usage, except for
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FCFBA, which demonstrated negative correlation. Such findings suggested that the
Matthew Effect may well be in place in this use o f the Internet. However, as the data
indicate, the diffusion o f the Internet, as basically defined, throughout the Third Sector
has already occurred. The further use o f the Internet as a fundraising instrument becomes
a characteristic that differentiates organizations that are innovators or early adopter from
those organizations that are majority adopters.
These innovative organizations do not possess the greatest fund balances, the most
abundant FCFBA, or the largest size. These organizations place their communal hope in
the future o f technologies that somehow advantage their fundraising and identity
promoting activities. They have characteristics that the other organizations lack,
characteristics that promote a certain amount o f risk-taking; they are tempted by the
success such risk seems to promise. This finding counters the literature in the area o f
diffusion o f innovations among organizations (Rogers, 1995). It also suggests that the
reasons why some organizations adopt electronic fundraising come from other factors.
The nearly 18% o f organizations that use the WWW to capture donations projects
out to some 35,000 organizations with e-donation capacity, and nearly as many with ecommerce capacity15. Such a large number o f organizations have great potential for
changing the landscape o f fundraising for nonprofit organizations. As this number will
only increase with time (and is almost certainly larger even now), the diffusion o f these
capacities throughout the third sector appears well under way. At the present time,
however, it appears that certain types o f organizations may be more likely to have these
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types o f fundraising capacities. The benefits o f seeing the Metropolitan Museum o f Art
online, for example, seem to be worth something to many visitors; one can donate funds
to the museum online with considerable ease (Metropolitan Museum o f Art, 2001). One
cannot do the same at many social service agencies.
Further research might suggest some more salient characteristics o f the
organizations with this capacity, but currently such conclusions remain elusive. The
regression analyses in this study lack the important longitudinal data for causal analysis.
Future research might address this lacuna. Organizations with electronic fundraising
capacities see themselves as innovative and open to new possibilities; this fundraising
capacity strengthens the organization in a positive feedback loop. Numerous examples
exist of small agencies and organizations that have leveraged their knowledge o f the
Internet to expand services into new areas. Such research might address the extent to
which these organizations have prospered in this environment.
Numerous agencies exist that offer free WWW hosting services, Internet
fundraising services, and general technical support to nonprofit organizations. It may be
that organizations with fewer financial resources necessarily taking advantage o f these
possibilities and obtaining the code for electronic fundraising. Critics o f the development
o f the Internet show tremendous concern for those “backward” persons and organizations
that may be permanently left behind in this Internet, digital, revolution. Less financially
secure and smaller organizations may be less likely to use the Internet, yet these

15 18% of 190,844 = 34,351 organizations.
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organizations are no less likely to have electronic fundraising capacities. Either it is the
case, as suggested above, that the Internet diffusion has occurred and that electronic
fundraising is the new frontier, or that smaller and poorer organizations have less to fear
from the behemoths around them. When it comes to fundraising capacities the smaller
groups are holding their own.
The diffusion o f email, Internet access, and WWW site construction has reached the
laggards and only the organizations with greater investment in IT, with the concurrent
longer-term investment in the organization WWW site, have moved into the realm o f ecommerce. These organizations adopt new technologies as innovators; they have invested
in IT and have had WWW sites for longer periods o f time than other organizations. As a
result, when the possibility o f e-commerce or e-philanthropy arises, these organizations
demonstrate both the commitment and the investment in IT to make such fundraising
possible. Other organizations may bring up the rear. Just as they have been laggards with
other Internet technologies, so too they will eventually adopt e-commerce and/or ephilanthropy— as the need arises. Some organizations may never adopt these
technologies, just as some organizations may never adopt email, or develop a WWW site,
and just as some people have no television, or telephone. Perhaps the reasons will be
financial, perhaps the organization’s officers see no need for such a move, but just as
there are always innovators, there are laggards and those who never adopt a given
technology. It remains to be seen what percentage o f this population will eventually use
any, or all, o f these technologies.
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Chapter 9: Summary & Policy Implications
In this dissertation the researcher began with questions about the impact o f the
Internet on the nonprofit sector o f society in the United States. The independent sector,
holding large financial resources and the livelihood o f millions o f workers, contains a
myriad o f organizations that support, enhance, and enliven the lives o f nearly all the
people in the nation. The importance o f this area o f our society cannot be overstated—
even though it is often overlooked. While this researcher makes no effort to address
questions o f the health o f the overall sector—to do so would be beyond the scope o f this
task— questions about the direction o f the sector remain appropriate. The pace o f change
within society generally appears to have accelerated in recent decades and even more so
in the last decade. The influence o f technologies within the home, the workplace, and the
school has been increasingly strongly felt. It behooves a society concerned about its
future to look at its past. The world o f warfare uses the saying that generals always fight
the last war, learning from mistakes and not quite making it past the wounds o f the past.
One cannot move proactively when one cannot see possibilities in the future outside the
limitations o f the past.
Understanding the need to look both at the nonprofit sector, its use o f Internet
technologies, and the place o f this combination in our society, this dissertation ends with
two foci. The first focus is an overview o f what this researcher has presented and
discussed up to this point. The second focus is a discussion o f these data in light o f
further studies that might be possible with additional, longitudinal and case study data.
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Summary
The charge leveled toward the nonprofit sector is that it is slow to change,
impervious to reason, and lacks the wherewithal to think—let alone act—proactively.
This assessment, in its use o f new technologies, appears to have less merit than one might
think. The development o f the Internet has captured the imagination o f the American
people— and many investment dollars as well. It has also captured the imagination o f the
nonprofit sector and has penetrated this area at a great rate. The amount o f money that an
Amazon.com and any o f a large number o f similar cash sink-holes have attracted and
used up at phenomenal “bum rates” staggers the imagination. In the first quarter o f fiscal
year 2000 alone, Amazon.com lost 308 million dollars on revenue o f 573 million after
having lost 719 million the previous year (Helft, 2000). This juggernaut o f financial
prowess appeared beyond the control o f market forces. The more money a firm lost the
more successful it appeared. Those firms with sound financial plans sometimes could not
even raise enough money for their works and some firms with positive cash flow (and
even profits!) actually could not survive through the perilous straits o f the late 20th
century. It might appear to analysts that the role o f the nonprofit organization would be to
roll over and die with the onslaught o f the for-profit sector rolling over the nonprofit
sector. What might the educational institutions do to prevent being crushed by the forprofit University o f Phoenix, currently branding itself as the largest private university in
the country? And what can one say about for-profit social service agencies, for-profit
health care, or franchised churches?
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Since 1980 the number o f nonprofit organizations in the United States has grown
by over 100 percent to the more than 1.2 million organizations in existence today
(Hodgkinson & Weitzman, 1997; Independent Sector, 1997). This development has
occurred in the face o f the simultaneous increase in the velocity o f culture and
information that computerized society brings with it. Perhaps the development o f so
many new organizations has altered the face o f the third-sector and overwhelmed the old
view o f the stodgy foundation or old-boy college network o f the 1950s. Certainly, things
have changed in the third sector.
The development o f the Internet has affected the nonprofit sector in a marked
manner. The use o f the Internet in some capacity marks nearly every organization on
some level: from email to Internet usage to development o f a website. As noted above,
nearly 90% o f organizations have email and a similar percentage have Internet access.
Two-thirds o f organizations have WWW sites and, o f those with WWW sites, nearly
18% have e-philanthropy capacity, nearly 15% have e-commerce capacity. The typical
organization spends very little on its WWW site each month and spent less than $1,000 to
set it up. The cost to entry is low and the cost o f maintenance is even lower. Organization
representatives are sanguine about the Internet’s promise o f better communication: faster,
cheaper, and more efficient.
The larger, more technologically invested organization is more likely to have
increased WWW presence. Wealth is, as expected, a factor in the use o f the Internet.
Those organizations with greater fund balances, or end o f year assets, are more likely to
have Internet technologies. However, contrary to the literature and the intuitive
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expectation, the organizations with greater available financial resources (resource slack)
are less likely to have such capacity. Perhaps this contradictory finding is evidence o f a
world o f rich complacent organizations; perhaps it simply marks a conservative
hesitancy, perhaps it marks organizations that would rather invest their available financial
resources in other areas instead. One remembers long ago history lessons that suggested
that immigrants to North America were often those with enough gumption and
resources— neither the well ensconced nor the poorest.
The cost o f investment in basic WWW presence is so minimal that one wonders
what kind o f fiscal conservatism would choose to avoid investing in the Internet with
such a low barrier to entry. One area, not addressed by this survey yet possibly germane
to this discussion, is the cost o f effective presence within the field.
Universities may, and often do, spend more than a million dollars per year in IT,
with a certain percentage o f this cost committed to Internet capacities and WWW
presence (Hicks, 2001). The cost o f effective WWW presence appears to increase at a
faster rate than the cost o f minimum WWW presence. The aggressive Internet
investments o f SJU and VU demonstrate advanced technical ability, yet the maintenance
demands o f these WWW sites appear to outstrip the resources allotted to the project at
hand. Those institutions with less ambitious sites appear better able to match the demands
and the reach o f the sites with the resources available. Further study may eventually posit
a relationship between these areas, but currently it may be sufficient to suggest that the
rate o f investment, in monies and in personnel, increases at a much greater than 1:1 ratio
when one increases the size and scope o f a WWW site. Simply, the demands o f a WWW
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site o f 25,000 pages is more than 10 times that o f one o f 2,500 pages; and these demands
increase with the addition o f each html fixture.'6
The curvilinear relationships between WWW site size, characteristics and Internet
investment may lend insight into the negative correlation between available financial
resources and Internet usage. It may be the case that the cost o f an effective Internet
presence, as compared to the simple WWW sites o f some social service organizations,
remains unappealing to organizations that have too much financial strength to elicit the
volunteer labor that supplies WWW sites to less financially flush organizations. The cost
o f an effective WWW site may be cost prohibitive for the type o f site that such an
organization may require. Small organizations make do with volunteer webmasters, those
organizations with greater available resources cannot. For such an organization to present
a poor WWW site may be a less attractive option than presenting none at all.
Longitudinal study possibilities
One cannot determine the exact trend o f development in this area without
longitudinal data. However, the data from the survey and the case studies suggest a
glimpse o f such developments. The cutting edge o f Internet usage, from streaming media
to e-philanthropy, remains the domain o f the early adopters. The comfort with which they
embrace the use o f new technologies stands them as well in the new millennium as it did
in the old. These organizations with e-philanthropy capacities were earliest to Internet
investment and have had their websites the longest. This pattern o f adoption continues

16 The researcher envisions an equation describing the cost o f Internet investment F(x)=a + b(1'yl + c, where
a=startup cost, b=monthly costs, y=number of advanced characteristics (dhtml, java, JavaScript, databases,
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with the newer technologies o f fundraising. As noted above, these organizations have the
characteristic o f adopting new technologies; the adoption equivalent o f saying that
nothing succeeds like success. Yet these organizations are not the larger organizations,
nor are they the organizations with greater fund balances or even those with greater IT
investment. Some underlying quality binds these organizations, perhaps the leadership
tradition within the organization.
This researcher would suggest that these early adopters were followed by the larger
organizations with greater assets and IT investments. Just as large corporations were
surprised by the development o f the Internet and invested in it only belatedly, so too these
more privileged organizations followed the early adopting organizations. Thus, at this
juncture the WWW population is larger, wealthier and has greater IT investment. Those
advantaged organizations had a late start, but have caught up to the pack in their basic
Internet use. Those organizations that have little or no Internet capacity have not been
held back by the barriers to entry but by other qualities in their mission or organization.
The social service organizations addressing homelessness in the Delaware Valley all have
WWW site, yet their commitment to the Internet is so limited as to leave the researcher
completely uninterested. Organizations can have a WWW site through the beneficence o f
volunteers in deed or in kind, offering space on servers to any groups that desire. The
AOL Time Warner WWW www.helping.org site allows benefactors to donate to
registered nonprofit organizations through the WWW site. One hundred percent o f

etc), and c=personneI costs at (1+ Y)*(median salary). With each additional advanced characteristic, the
monthly costs increase in an accelerated fashion.
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donations to an organization actually go to the targeted institution (Helping.org, 2001).
Certainly, few organizations will perform their work at this time without some computer
support. With a computer and a bit o f gumption, one can set up a website on
Geocities.com for free. The cost o f a basic site through a WWW hosting company runs as
low as $100 per year. The lack o f Internet usage stems from something other than
material need.
Merton originally conceived o f The Matthew Effect to describe the advancement o f
individuals who possessed the benefits o f early success (Merton, 1988/1996). Those early
successes stemmed from academic gifts used well and they positioned those people
advantageously for their future work. In the adoption o f the communication technologies
that comprise the Internet, the vision o f some champion within the organization makes it
possible for an organization to develop a WWW presence and to use it to advance the
organization. This researcher posits that, as in the case o f the Roman Catholic colleges
and universities in this study, the champion o f these information technologies moves the
organization into position for adoption and adaptation o f the Internet and that the
responses of both the majority adopters and the laggards stem from the vision o f
leadership within the organization. The fact that a champion exists does not guarantee an
effective usage o f the Internet (as is seen in the case studies above), but it does suggest
that Internet usage will develop.
The Matthew Effect does occur in the adoption o f these technologies, yet the
dynamic o f adoption offers a subtler and more nuanced view o f the nonprofit sector. Yes,
the organizations that have increased Internet usage are more likely to have the privileges
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o f position and resources, but these were not the first to the playing field. Those
organizations that first embraced the Internet are more likely to have moved on into the
fields o f e-commerce and e-philanthropy; they are more likely to continue into the
adoption of innovation. This researcher might suggest that something o f a lagged effect
may actually be in place. It may be that certain nonprofit organizations— those that have
patterns o f innovation and choose to adopt new technologies— are not necessarily those
that have the benefits o f size, IT departments, etc. As these early adopters move on to
adapt their new-found technologies (Rogers, 1995) the privileged organizations move
into the area, but are not early adopters. Thus, what pertains to the nonprofit sector
currently is that the early adopters continue in their practices— pushing forward—while
other organizations follow later.
The ability o f an organization with proper leadership and enough technical savvy to
adopt Internet technologies to move into the Internet age may demonstrate the Matthew
Effect, while evident to a certain degree, is not necessarily the bane predicted. Current
discussions in the public policy arena suggest that a Digital Divide does exist at the
individual level when one considers such areas as gender, education, and race (National
Telecommunications & Information Administration, 2000; Rainie & Packet, 2001).
Those studies address the individual level rather than the nonprofit organization, yet
some of the same concerns arise. These survey data do not allow the researcher to answer
questions about the leadership within these organizations. The survey contained one
question on this topic, but only those organizations with WWW sites were asked it,
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leaving a gap in the knowledge about these nonprofit organizations’ leadership. Further
work in this area will require filling in this lacuna.
In the nonprofit sector the number o f organizations that address the needs o f less
advantaged persons is significant. Social service oriented nonprofit organizations are the
largest single grouping o f organizations; they are also often the ones with the lowest
levels o f funding. Human service organizations comprise over 40% o f the nonprofit
organizations in the U.S., yet their mean asset level is less than half that o f most other
types o f nonprofit organizations, including Education, Environmental, arts, and cultural
organizations.17 Religious organizations that file with the IRS fare little better, with a
mean asset level o f just 3.8 million dollars. Yet our society often expects these same
organizations to respond to the brunt o f social conflict, disruption, and uncertainty. In his
first weeks in office, President George W. Bush began promoting funding the social
services sponsored by religious organizations, that they would increasingly respond to the
social disruption in our society. Certainly, religions have long histories o f commitment to
the disadvantaged, as currently evidenced by The Social Capital Community Benchmark
Survey (Saguaro Seminar, 2001; Schwinn, 2001). If these organizations are to continue
on the forefront o f service, perhaps the gaps to address lie in the imagination o f the
leadership o f those organizations who see no reason to adopt innovations in
communication technologies: the Internet.

1' Human service organizations claim a mean o f 3.7 million dollars versus 8.7 million for education, 10
million for arts and cultural, and 21 million for Environmental or Animals .
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Future
The researcher envisioned this dissertation as a foray into the use o f the Internet as a
communication technology by nonprofit organizations in the United States. While some
success has been achieved, more study o f these communication media is required. In
order to go beyond what has been done, longitudinal data are required. Further, ongoing
information gathering would help in understanding how it is that these organizations
continue to use and adapt the Internet to their own needs. Those organizations that
returned the survey questionnaire and asked that the findings be sent to them will also
receive a request to continue the dialog on their Internet usage. Follow-up information
will be sent to the participating colleges and universities; further study o f these cases also
promises rich data for study. Much is left to do in understanding how the Internet has—
and will— affect the nonprofit sector.
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Appendix 1: Overview of selected organizations
The organizations chosen for this study come from the IRS designation 501(c)(3),
“Charitable, religious, educational, scientific, and literary organizations (including private
foundations) and organizations that foster national or international amateur sports
competitions, prevent cruelty to children and animals, and test for public safety (e.g. Yale
University, Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, United Way, Ford Foundation).” The general
nature of the activities o f such organizations promotes public welfare (as opposed to
private interests) primarily through charitable, religious, educational, scientific, or literary
activities” (Meckstroth & Amsberger, 1998).
According to Lester Salamon, one may divide nonprofit organizations into 15 or so
categories (Salamon & Anheier, 1996). While quite varied, one m ay discern certain
patterns in this typology. This study looks to organizations that have as their purpose the
betterment o f society, generally speaking, and that strive for this betterment by providing
goods and services to group/entities that have no champions o f their interests. These
nonprofit organizations will have direct face-to-face contact with their clientele, or at
least have it as an option. Thus, what Putnam calls tertiary organizations are excluded
(Putnam, 1995a). The nonprofit organizations will provide either direct service to
individuals or service to the community at large. They will have altruistic motives at their
core and thus will avoid destructive or self-serving promotion. While they may have
agendas with which others differ, their goals must be generally understood as seeking the
common good.
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These parameters exclude insurance companies, government agencies,
cooperatives, mutual savings banks, development and housing because the target for each
is either the membership itself or a very narrowly defined beneficiary group.
Philanthropic entities work primarily through other organizations and do no direct
service, a characteristic that removes them from the list as well.
In order to assess the impact o f the Internet on nonprofits, the organizations must
have existed before the advent o f the WWW and the widespread use o f email (of course
email has existed for 30 years, but general use dates only for the early 1990s). This
proviso ensures that one might study how, if at all, the use o f the WWW, ftp servers,
listservs and email has changed anything for the organization. Additionally, the
organizations will have made some attempt at using the Internet, either through email or
the WWW (either use or self-promotion). Ultimately, the nonprofit organizations that this
study addresses fall to the seven following categories.
1. culture, recreation,
2. education, research,
3. health,
4. social services,
5. environment,
6. civic and advocacy,
7. religious congregations.
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Not all organizations within these groupings fit the study’s parameters, but all that fit the
parameters fall within these groupings. Some religious congregations, for example, may
not be universal enough in their approaches to qualify. And some educational enterprises
may no longer have the focus required, performing functions that other public
educational entities do just as well (Nelson, 1993). Yet, over all, these seven categories
offer a variety o f groups that fit the design o f the study.
The researcher intended initially to look at hospitals, religious universities, and
community based organizations (CBOs) that assist the homeless. The areas o f health and
education make up the two largest grouping o f nonprofit organizations, giving this
analysis immediate impact in a large sub sector o f the field (Salamon & Anheier, 1996).
The CBOs, as they tend to be localized in their work, live more often on the edge and
suffer from changes in their funding and support base. Their experience has signal value
for other small and under-funded organizations.
All cases were chosen from Philadelphia area nonprofit organizations. The
nonprofit organizations to be used in this study each have a different metric for standard
measurement. Hospitals count beds; schools count pupils, CBOs count people they have
assisted. As the study analysis relied on characteristics that could not be known at first
glance, an alternate manner o f choosing the actual organizations was required. This
research project would use the standard internal forms by which these organizations
demonstrate their success in addressing their particular mission. This research required
information on budgeting, employees, WWW sites, mission and structure. After
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obtaining information from the organizations in each area, initial analysis would
determine the spectrum o f available financial resources and Internet technical expertise,
and which organizations demonstrated these characteristics. From this analysis, the
purposive sample would arise.
Three types o f nonprofit organizations became the focus o f this preliminary
research: health care, education, and social service agencies. Combined, these three areas
encompass a wide swathe o f the third sector in their number and combined assets. After
initial consultation with professionals in the field o f health care, the rapidly changing
nature o f this area and the exogenous economic forces that affect health care militated
against studying this area at this time. Too many variables exist and the possibility of
doing justice to the complexity and change inherent in this area, it became clear, was very
small.
The researcher then considered a second area, education. Because o f the
researcher’s background in Roman Catholic education and because o f the personal
interest that the researcher has in such educational endeavors, he realized the greater
possibilities in this area o f study. Realizing that colleges and universities offer both
varied characteristics and the organizational complexity that will allow contrasts among
the studied institutions, the researcher chose the sub-group o f ten Catholic higher
educational institutions in the Philadelphia area. Numerous secondary and elementary
schools exist in the southeastern Pennsylvania area as well; however, they have limited
populations from which they draw and this characteristic may be expected to limit the use
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o f the Internet at this point. Religious colleges exist, according to their mission, to
educate individuals within a tradition o f faith and moral values. Ten institutions fall into
this category, but only five were used in this study, from largest in enrollment to smallest
(Table A l.l ).
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Table A l.l
Roman Catholic Higher Education Institutions Studied

Name

WWW address

Student enrollment

Villanova University

http://www.villanova.edu

10,061

St. Joseph’s University

httD.//www.siu.edu

7,027

Holy Family College

httt>://www. hfc.edu

2,587

Cabrini College

httD ://www.cabrini .edu

2,100

Gwynedd-Mercy College

httn ://www. emc.edu

1,759

Chestnut Hill College

htto ://www.chc .edu

1,559
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The researcher originally planned to study social service agencies as well.
Specifically, this research was to target CBOs that address the issue o f homelessness in
the Philadelphia area. Using the database ofLibertynet.org, an Internet based information
clearinghouse, the researcher developed a list o f five social service organizations that
address the problem o f homelessness in the Delaware Valley. However, in initial data
collection on WWW sites and in conducting preliminary interviews within these
organizations, it became apparent that Hie use o f the Internet by these groups was limited
in its scope and its interest to the researcher. All five organizations had WWW sites; all
five organizations had volunteers that had posted the respective WWW sites on the
Libertynet.org WWW site in the earliest fervor for the WWW. None had changed the
sites more than minimally since the initial set-up and the use o f the Internet for the work
o f the organizations was generally constrained by funds, personnel, and vision. As a
result, further work in this area appeared to promise little in the way o f study.
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Appendix 2: Content Analysis
The content analysis o f the WWW sites followed two data collection patterns,
manual and computerized. First, two human coders analyzed the content for a given site.
Instrument A was used for this coding. The coders assessed certain aspects by looking at
the WWW page source code (e.g. alternate text for images and width/height tags).
Second, the researcher used LinkBot software to analyze the same site along other
dimensions, following instrument B, and the researcher compiled the two groups o f data
to form the total analysis and to use it in a scale.
The scale in both Form A and Form B used one point for each characteristic found
on the site at a given point in time. In Form A, the total negative aspects number 9, the
positive 24 for total o f 33. The negative were reverse coded. Form B contained an
additional 9 criteria; the two forms combined number 42. Thus, the scores can vary
between 0 and 42. The final scaling was done by hand. Initial intercoder reliability, using
Cronbach’s Alpha was .73. The coders, in comparing notes, reconciled the differences in
the coding. The coding instruments are presented in Table A2.1.

18 Some attribute this surge to the success o f the men’s basketball team in the 1996 National Collegiate
Athletic Association basketball tournament, in which the team was one o f the final sixteen teams. The
success of the team resulted in a huge advertising windfall for the university and a tremendous increase in
applications to the university. However, this tournament occurs in late March, too late to have much effect.
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Table A2.1
Content Analysis Forms
Content Analysis Form A

1

Positive Characteristics

Test

Valence

Is the nature o f the organization present on the first

Y/N

Positive

Y/N

Positive

Present?

level of the WWW site (excepting splash pages)?
2

Is there a mission statement for the organization at the
first level o f the WWW site?

3

Email access on WWW page?

Y/N

Positive

4

Listserv capacity

Y/N

Positive

5

FTP

Y/N

Positive

6

Chat rooms

Y/N

Positive

7

WWW message boards

Y/N

Positive

8

Search engines

Y/N

Positive

9

Author/Institution name or © on each page (>75%)

Y/N

Positive

10

Title on each page (>75%)

Y/N

Positive

11

Creation/revision date (on top 2 levels) (>75%)

Y/N

Positive

12

Link to homepage on each page (>75%)

Y/N

Positive

13

Standardized layout guides (>75%)

Y/N

Positive
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14

Homepage URL on each page (>75%)

Y/N

Positive

15

Statement on data collection and its proper use

Y/N

Positive

Y/N

Positive

(privacy)
16

Document retrieval system

Positive

Ecommerce
17

Secure online funds solicitation system

Y/N

Positive

18

Retail o f promotional material

Y/N

Positive

19

Secure WWW transactions

Y/N

Positive

Y/N

Positive

20

Standard link colors, unless inverted color scheme is
used (white text on black/blue background)

21

Number of fonts <=3

Y/N

Positive

22

Images with alternate text/missing attributes (>75%)

Y/N

Positive

23

Meta-tags (>75%)

Y/N

Positive

24

Trademark and licensing information on every page to

>75% o f

Positive

2nd level (>75%)

pages

Simple URLs

No random

25

Negative

generation
Negative characteristics (reverse coded)
26

Java

Y/N

Negative

27

JavaScript

Y/N

Negative

28

Long scrolling navigation pages (> 3 clicks)

Y/N

Negative
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29

Scrolling text or looping animation

Y/N

Negative

30

Frames

Y/N

Negative

31

CGI (common gateway interface) (security risk)

Y/N

Negative

32

Greater than 20 GIFs on a page

>20

Negative

33

DHTML

Y/N

Negative

From LinkBot software analysis:
Content Analysis Form B
Characteristic

Test

Valence

1

Old pages >3 mos.

<75%

Negative

2

Missing/broken links

<5%

Negative

3

Levels of complexity

<5

Negative

4

Small pages

>5%

Negative

5

Large/slow pages

<5%

Negative

6

Large images

<50k

Negative

7

Percentage of orphaned pages

<5%

Negative

8

New pages

>5%

Positive

9

Site maps indices

Y/N

Positive

Present?
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Appendix 3: Images o f Captured WWW sites o f Catholic Institution Case Studies
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Appendix 4: Questions used in interviews.

All questions will not necessarily be used.

A. The nature o f the organization

1. What are the stated goals and values o f the organization?

2. How are they implemented?

3. How are they evaluated?

4. Would you define your organization as one that seeks innovative technologies in
performing its mission?

B. Character o f person interviewed

5. Is there someone who has championed Internet technology? Someone who makes
sure it works?

6. Do you see yourself as a manager who seeks out new ways o f doing things?

C. Decision to adopt World Wide Web presence

7. What influences were there in choosing to invest in Internet technologies?

8. Did you find mass media accounts influential in your decision?

9. Did you seek others opinions regarding this decision?
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10. What was their relationship to your position and your organization?

11. Did you find expectations o f groups with which you have some affiliation (trade
groups, accrediting bodies, similar organizations within the area, competing
groups, etc.) to have an influence in this area?

12. Does your organization use the Internet?

13. Does your organization have a WWW site?

1. Decision to adopt email

14. Does your organization use email?

15. Internally?

16. Externally?

2. Cost o f adoption/maintenance

17. Do you use a WWW hosting service for nonprofit organizations? (Libertynet,
etc.)

18. What did it cost to start up your access to the email?

19. What did it cost to start up your access to the World Wide Web?

20. What did it cost to start up your WWW site?
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21. What costs are involved in maintenance and development?

22. Is such information even available?

23. Who maintains it?

24. What kind or resources does your organization use in its Internet presence?

25. Does your organization have technical support persons assigned specifically to
your Internet presence?

26. Does your organization use outside volunteers for the technical aspects o f your

27. Computer network?

28. Email services?

29. Access to the Internet?

30. WWW presence?

31. What percentage o f your overall budget/IT budget goes to Internet presence and
support?

32. How often is your WWW site updated?

33. Has it been radically modified in the last month? In the last year? Since its
inception? How any times?
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34. When was the initiation o f the WWW site?

35. How many hits has it received/page views has it rendered in the last month?

36. How many hits has it received/page views has it rendered since its inception?

3. Impact on the organization

37. What was the process o f choosing to invest in World Wide Web technologies?

38. What have been the points o f greatest impact as a result o f this investment?

39. How does a WWW site support the mission (Lynch & Horton, 1999)?

40. What are the immediate goals for the site (Lynch & Horton, 1999)?

41. What are the long-term goals for the site (Lynch & Horton, 1999)?

42. How do you evaluate the success o f the WWW site (Lynch & Horton, 1999)?

43. How do you come to this understanding?

44. Is this impact positive?

45. Are there corresponding impacts that have not been (positive/negative)?

46. Do you find that the WWW has affected the mission through minimizing costs?

47. Does your clientele have Internet access? Donors?
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48. Do you find that the WWW has affected the mission by allowing speedier contact
with your clientele?

49. What kind o f downside, if any, has use o f the WWW caused?

50. Has your organization found in recent years that people are less likely to join?
Has the WWW affected this in some way?

51. What percentage o f the contacts your organization receives comes from the
Internet, either the World Wide Web or email?

52. What percentage o f your first contacts with clientele, supporters, and benefactors
come from the Internet, either World Wide Web or email?

4. Vision o f the future with the Internet

53. Do you think that you will be helped or hurt by the Internet, both the World Wide
Web and email?

54. Do you have concerns about how society will develop with the Internet?

55. Do you think that your dominant means o f contact with your clientele or
benefactors will eventually come from the Internet, either through the World
Wide Web or through email?

56. Do you think that communication through the Internet will displace some o f the
primary means o f contact with your traditional clientele or benefactors?
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57. Do you expect that they Internet will displace some o f the need for volunteer
labor at your organization?
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Appendix 5: Survey Questionnaire
Cover letter sent with survey instrument
January 10, 2000
Director
Your Organization
1234 Maple Street South
Minneapolis, MN 49042

In recent years the impact of the Internet has been felt in many parts o f our society. Businesses and
individuals have invested in Internet technology to send email to far off places and to access the World
Wide Web. Nonprofit organizations have felt this impact as well. However, no one really knows whether or
not organizations like yours use the Internet and what is thought about the impact o f these technologies on
nonprofits.
Your organization is one o f a small number o f nonprofit organizations in which people are being asked to
give their opinion on these matters. It was drawn in a random sample o f all the nonprofit organizations in
the United States. In order that the results truly represent the thinking in each nonprofit organization, it is
important that each questionnaire be completed and returned. It is also important that we have a person who
is informed about the impact o f the Internet on your organization. If you believe that another person in your
organization would be better qualified to answer these questions, please pass this questionnaire on to that
person.
You will notice that we use the IRS exempt organization identification number on the questionnaire. We do
so in order to check your organization’s name off o f the list when the questionnaire is returned. Please be
assured o f complete confidentiality.
The results of this research will be made available to nonprofit policy makers such as members o f Congress
and all interested citizens. Your organization may receive a summary o f results by filling in the appropriate
oval on the questionnaire. The results will be mailed to your organization to your attention.
I would be most happy to answer any questions you might have. Please write or call. The telephone number
is (800) 659-6948.
Thank you for your assistance.

Eric A. Zimmer
Principal Investigator

I
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{E002}
Please answer the following questions by filling

^I

in the appropriate circles in pencil and return the
questionnaire in the postage paid envelope
provided. All answers are confidential.
Does your organization use electronic mail (email)?
f
f
f
f

-

H1ASEUSENO. 2FfNClL T>
WRONG
RIGHT
m m
m
<a> a ® ®

NO
INTERNALLY
EXTERNALLY
BOfH INTERNALLY & EXTERNALLY

Does your organization use the World Wide Web?
r
f

f
f
f

-

no
WE
WE
WE
WE

HAVE A CCESS ONLY
HAVE A WEBSITE OFF-SITE. BUT NO INTERNET ACCESS
HAVE ACCESS & AN ORGANIZATION WEBSITE HOSTED OFF-SITE
HAVE ACCESS & AN ORGANIZATION WEBSITE HOSTED ON-SITE

How many technical support personnel does your organization employ (or full time equivalents)?
f

-NONE

- 1

-

2-5

-

6-10

-

11-20

- 21-50

- GREATER THAN 50

How many of these tech support personnel work on Internet issues (WWW, email, listservs, etc.)?
f

- NONE

- 1

-

2-5

-

6-10

-

11-20

- 21-50

- GREATER THAN 50

What percentage of your organization's budget goes to information technologies?
f

- NONE

-

<1%

-

1-2

-

3-4

-

5-6

-

7-6

- 9-10

What percentage of your organization’s budget goes to Internet technologies?
f

-

NONE

-

<1%

-

1-2

-

3-4

-

5-6

-7-8

-

9-10

If your organization does not h a v e a website, do you plan on getting one?
f
f
f
f

-

NO
YES. WITHIN THE NEXT MONTH
YES, WITHIN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS
YES, WITHIN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS

f

-

yes.

f
f
f

f
f
f

t h e r e a s o n s f o r n o t h a v in g a w e b s i t e ?

- WE HAVE NO USE FOR A WEBSITE
- WE DON'T HAVE THE COMPUTER RESOURCES
- WE DON’T HAVE THE TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
- WE DONT HAVE THE TIME TO MAINTAIN ONE
- WE DONT HAVE THE FINANCIAL RESOURCES
- OTHER (PLEASE LIST)

The rest of the survey questions address the use and cost of websites. If your organization
does not have a website, please turn to page 4. If you organization does have a website,
please continue w ith the questions on the next page.
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«1
How long has your organization had a website?

cccccc

-

LESS THAN 6 MONTHS
LESS THAN 1 YEAR
LESS THAN 2 YEARS
LESS THAN 3 YEARS
LESS THAN 5 YEARS
MORE THAN 5 YEARS

How much did your website cost initially?
- 101-1.000

- 1.001-5.000

- 5.001-10.000

- 10,001-50.000

c

- <$100

How much does it cost to maintain your website for a typical month?
- 51-100

- 101-500

- 501-1,000

- 1,001-5.000

- >5,001

c

- <550

How often is information on your website updated?
DAILY
WEEKLY
MONTHLY
EVERY SIX MONTHS
YEARLY
LESS THAN ONCE A YEAR

cccccc

-

When was your website significantly redesigned?
THIS PAST WEEK
WITHIN THE LAST MONTH
WITHIN THE LAST SIX MONTHS
WITHIN THE LAST YEAR
NOT SINCE IT WAS FIRST SET UP

ccccc

-

For your benefactors, has the web affected the level of involvement in your organization?
YES, IN A POSITIVE WAY
YES. IN A NEGATIVE WAY
NO EFFECT
NOT APPLICABLE

cccc

-

What percentage of your organization's contacts come from the Internet, whether from the
Web or from email?
- 6-15

-

16-30

- 31-45

-

46-60

-

>60

c

- <5%

What percentage of your organization's FIRST contacts come from the Internet, whether
from the Web or from email?
- 6-15

-

16-30

- 31-45

-

46-60

-

>60

c

- <5%

ALREADY THE CASE
NO
YES

c lie n te le v n a
b e n e fa c to rs v n a
g e n e r a l p u b lic v n a

{ZIP}
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Thinking of the means by which you communicate with
the following groups, do you think that the dominant
future means of contact will bethrough the Internet?
(please fill the appropriate circle for your answer YES,
NO. or ALREADY THE CASE)

253
f

f
f
f

q q qqq
qq qq q q q q
qqqq
«1
Thinking of those people in your organization who have the most influence over the
direction and mission of the organization, what would you say is the dominant thought about
the effects of the Internet on your organization? Would they think they that the organization
will be helped or harmed by the development of the Internet (World Wide Web and email)?
- HELPED
- HARMED
- BOTH HELPED AND HARMED

Do you yourself think that your organization will be helped or hurt by the development of the
Internet?
f
f
f

- HELPED
- HARMED
- BOTH HELPED AND HARMED

Does your organization's website allow more efficient contact with your members or clientele?
r
f

v YES
N NO

For the people you serve, has the World Wide Web affected their level of involvement in your
organization?
f

f
f
f

-

YES, IN A POSITIVE WAY
YES, IN A NEGATIVE WAY
NO EFFECT
NOT APPLICABLE

For the people who support your work (either monetarily or in kind), has the World Wide Web
affected their level of involvement in your organization?
f
f
f
f

-

YES, IN A POSITIVE WAY
YES, IN A NEGATIVE WAY
NO EFFECT
NOT APPLICABLE

Does your organization currently use the following items or services? (Fill in all that apply).
f

f
r
r
f
f
f

V
Y
v
Y
Y
Y
Y

COMPUTER NETWORK
INTERNET ACCESS VIA MODEM
INTERNET ACCESS VIA ISDN (Internet Subscriber Digital Network)
INTERNET ACCESS VIA DSL (Digital Subscriber Line)
INTERNET ACCESS VIA CABLE MODEM
INTERNET ACCESS VIA T1 LINE
INTERNET ACCESS VIA T3 LINE

Do you use volunteers to administer any of the following systems? (Fill in all that apply.)
f
f

1
f
f

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

COMPUTERS
COMPUTER NETWORK
EMAIL SERVICES
INTERNET ACCESS
WORLD WIDE WEB SITE

Can your organization accept donations through its website?
f
f
f

Y YES
M NO
IV NO, BUT WE HAVE PLANS TO MOVE IN THIS DIRECTION

Does your organization sell merchandise through its website?

r
f
f

Y YES
IV NO
IV NO. BUT WE HAVE PLANS TO MOVE IN THIS DIRECTION

What is the web address (URL) of your organization's website?

r

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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**

Annenberg Public Policy Center

The following questions ask you to compare your organization to other organizations with
similar missions. For each, please choose the most appropriate answer.
Generally speaking, does your organization use new technolologies earlier than most
similar organizations?

ccccc

- YES, MUCH EARLIER THAN MOST
- YES, SOMEWHAT EARLIER THAN MOST
- ABOUT AS SO ON AS MOST
- NO. LATER THAN MOST
- NO, MUCH LATER THAN MOST

Is your organization smaller than organizations with similar missions?

ccc c c

-

YES, MUCH SMALLER THAN MOST
YES. SOMEWHAT SMALLER THAN MOST
ABOUT THE SAME SIZE AS MOST
NO, LARGER THAN MOST
NO, MUCH LARGER THAN MOST

Does your organization use the Internet more effectively than most other organizations?

ccccc

-

YES, MUCH MORE EFFECTIVELY THAN MOST
YES. SOMEWHAT MORE EFFECTIVELY THAN MOST
ABOUT THE SAME AS MOST
NO. SOMEWHAT LESS EFFECTIVELY THAN MOST
NO. MUCH LESS EFFECTIVELY THAN MOST

Thank you for your time and your interest in our study.
Is there anything else you would like to tell us about your organization's usage (or
non-usage) of the Internet? If so, please use the space below for that purpose.
Also, we would appreciate any comments you wish to make that you think might help us in
any future efforts to understand the effects of the Internet on non-profit organizations, either
here or in a separate letter.

Your contribution to this effort is very greatly appreciated. If you would like a
summary of results, please fill in one of the circles below.

ccccc

Yes, I would like a summary of results.
- Via the Internet, my email address is:
- Via mail, in care of (please print your name or office):.
{E002}
4
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Appendix 6: Survey Variables
List of variables on the working file
Name
Position
NAME

1
Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: 24 Alignment: Left
Print Format: A100
Write Format: A100
EIN
14

EMAIL
16

Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: Unknown Alignment: Left
Print Format: A9
Write Format: A9
USE EMAIL
Measurement Level: Ordinal

WWW
17

Print Format: FI
Write Format: FI
Label
Value
0
NO
INTERNALLY
1
EXTERNALLY
2
BOTH INTERNALLY & EXTERNALLY
3
USE WWW
Measurement Level: Ordinal

FTEIT
18

Print Format: FI
Write Format: FI
Value
Label
0
NO
1
ACCESS ONLY
WEBSITE ONLY
2
ACCESS & WEBSITE OFFSITE
3
ACCESS & WEBSITE ONSITE
4
INFORMATION TECH FTE
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Print Format: FI
Write Format: FI
Value
Label
0
0
1
1
2
2-5
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FTEIIT
19

3
6-10
4
11-20
5
21-50
6
>50
INTERNET TECH FTE
Measurement Level: Ordinal

ITBUDG

Print Format: FI
Write Format: FI
Value
Label
0
0
1
1
2
2-5
6-10
3
4
11-20
21-50
5
6
>50
IT BUDGET PERCENTAGE

20

Measurement Level: Ordinal
Print Format: FI
Write Format: FI
Value
Label
0
0
1
2

IITBUDG

<1
1-2

3
3-4
4
5-6
5
7-8
6
9-10
INTERNET BUDGET PERCENTAGE

21

Measurement Level: Ordinal
Print Format: FI
Write Format: FI
Value
Label

WEBPLAN

0

0

1
2

<1
1-2

3
3-4
4
5-6
5
7-8
6
9-10
PLANS FOR WEBSITE?

22

Measurement Level: Ordinal
Print Format: FI
Write Format: FI
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NOUSE
23

Value
Label
0
NONE
1
NEXT MONTH
2
NEXT 6 MOS.
3
NEXT 12 MOS.
4
NEXT 24
NO USE FOR WEBSITE
Measurement Level: Ordinal

NORESOUR
24

Print Format: FI
Write Format: FI
Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
NO RESOURCES FOR WEBSITE
Measurement Level: Ordinal

NOKNOWL
25

Print Format: FI
Write Format: FI
Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
INSUFFICIENT TECH KNOWLEDGE FOR WEBSITE
Measurement Level: Ordinal

NOTIME
26

Value
0
1
NO TIME

Label
NO
YES
FOR WEBSITE

Measurement Level: Ordinal

NOMONEY
27

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
INSUFFICIENT FUNDS FOR WEBSITE
Measurement Level: Ordinal

OTHER
28

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
REASONS
Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: Unknown Alignment: Left
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SITEAGE
60

Print Format: A255
Write Format: A255
WEBSITE AGE
Measurement Level: Ordinal

SITECOST
61

e
Label
1
<6 MOS
2
<1 YEAR
3
<2 YEARS
4
<3 YEARS
5
<5 YEARS
6
>5 YEARS
COST OF SITE
Measurement Level: Ordinal

MONCOST
62

Value
Label
1
<100
2
101- 1,000
3
1,001-5,000
4
5,001-10,000
5
10,001-50,000
MONTHLY COST OF WEBSITE
Measurement Level: Ordinal

WUPDATE
63

Value
Label
1
<50
2
51-100
3
101-500
4
501-1,000
5
1,001-5,000
6
>5,001
WEBSITE UPDATE SCHEDULE
Measurement Level: Ordinal

WREDESIG
64

Value
Label
1
DAILY
2
WEEKLY
3
MONTHLY
4
EVERY SIX
MOS.
5
YEARLY
6
LESS THAN ONCE/YEAR
WEBSITE SIGNIFICANTLY REDESIGNED
Measurement Level: Ordinal
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BENEFFEC
65

Value
Label
1
THIS PAST WEEK
2
PAST MONTH
3
PAST 6 MOS.
4
PAST YEAR
5
NOT SINCE SET UP
EFFECT ON BENEFACTORS' INVOLVEMENT
Measurement Level: Ordinal

INTCONT

Value
1
2
3
4
CONTACTS

Label
YES, POSITIVELY
Y E S , NEGATIVELY
NO EFFECT
NOT APPLICABLE
FROM INTERNET

66

Measurement Level: Ordinal

FSTCONT
67

Value
Label
1
<5%
2
6-15%
3
16-30%
4
31-45%
5
46-60%
6
>60%
FIRST CONTACTS FROM INTERNET
Measurement Level: Ordinal

CLWBUSE

Value
Label
1
<5%
2
6-15%
3
16-30%
4
31-45%
5
46-60%
6
>60%
EXPECT CLIENTELE TO USE WEB

68
Measurement Level: Ordinal

Value
0
1
2

Label
NO
YES
ALREADY THE CASE
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BENWUSE
69

EXPECT BENEFACTORS TO USE WEB PRIMARILY
Measurement Level: Ordinal

PUBWUSE
70

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
2
ALREADY THE CASE
EXPECT PUBLIC TO USE WEB PRIMARILY
Measurement Level: Ordinal

LEADTHTS
71

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
2
ALREADY THE CASE
NPO LEADERSHIP'S THOUGHTS ON WEB BENEFITS
Measurement Level: Ordinal

RESPTHTS
72

Value
Label
1
HELPED
2
HARMED
3
HELPED & HARMED
RESPONDENT'S THOUGHTS ON INTERNET INFLUENCE
Measurement Level: Ordinal

EFFCONT
73

Value
Label
1
HELPED
2
HARMED
3
HELPED & HARMED
DOES INTERNET ALLOW MORE EFFICIENT CONTACT W/CLIENTELE
Measurement Level: Ordinal

EFFESERV
74

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
PEOPLE SERVED AFFECTED?
Measurement Level: Ordinal

Value
1
2

Label
YES, POSITIVELY
YES, NEGATIVELY
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EFFESUPP
75

3
NO EFFECT
4
NOT APPLICABLE
SUPPORTERS AFFECTED BY INTERNET?
Measurement Level: Ordinal

NETWORK
76

Value
1
2
3
4
NETWORK?

Label
YES, POSITIVELY
YES, NEGATIVELY
NO EFFECT
NOT APPLICABLE

Measurement Level: Ordinal

MODEM
77

Value
0
1
MODEM?

Label
NO
YES

Measurement Level: Ordinal

ISDN
78

Value
0
1
ISDN

Label
NO
YES

Measurement Level: Ordinal

DSL
79

Value
0
1
DSL

Label
NO
YES

Measurement Level: Ordinal

CABLE
80

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
CABLE MODEM?
Measurement Level: Ordinal

Value
0
1

Label
NO
YES
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TONE
81

T1 LINE

Measurement Level: Ordinal

TTHREE
82

Value
0
1
T3 LINE

Label
NO
YES

Measurement Level: Ordinal

VOLCOMP
83

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
VOLS ASSIST W/COMPUTERS
Measurement Level: Ordinal

VOLNETW
84

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
VOLS ASSIST W/ NETWORK
Measurement Level: Ordinal

VOLEMAIL
85

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
VOLS ASSIST W/EMAIL
Measurement Level: Ordinal

VOLINTE

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
VOLS ASSIST W/INTERNET CONNECTION

86
Measurement Level: Ordinal

VOLW5ITE
87

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
VOLS ASSIST W/WEBSITE
Measurement Level: Ordinal
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DONATION

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
CAN ACCEPT DONATIONS ON WEBSITE

88
Measurement Level: Ordinal

ECOMMERC
89

Value
Label
0
NO
1
YES
2
NO, BUT HAVE PLANS TO DO SO
ECOMMERCE ON WEBSITE
Measurement Level: Ordinal

URL
90

ADOPTERS
99

Value
0
1
2
URL

Label
NO
YES
NO, BUT PLAN TO DO SO

Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: Unknown Alignment: Left
Print Format: A65
Write Format: A65
ADOPT NEW TECHNOLOGY
Measurement Level: Ordinal

ORGSIZE

Value
1
2
3
4
5
ORG SIZE

Label
MUCH EARLIER THAN MOST
EARLIER THAN MOST
ABOUT THE SAME TIME AS MOST
LATER THAN MOST
MUCH LATER THAN MOST
IS

100

Measurement Level: Ordinal

USAGE

Value
Label
1
MUCH SMALLER THAN MOST
2
SMALLER THAN MOST
3
ABOUT THE SAME SIZE AS MOST
4
LARGER THAN MOST
5
MUCH LARGER THAN MOST
EFFECTIVE INTERNET USAGE

101
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Measurement Level: Ordinal

Value
1
2
3
4
5

Label
MUCH MORE EFFECTIVE THAN MOST
MORE EFFECTIVE THAN MOST
ABOUT THE SAME AS MOST
LESS EFFECTIVE THAN MOST
MUCH LESS EFFECTIVE THAN MOST

COMMENTS
102

Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: Unknown Alignment: Left
Print Format: A255
Write Format: A255
EMAILADD
134
Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: Unknown Alignment: Left
Print Format: A125
Write Format: A125
SNAILML
150

EIN2
163

Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: Unknown Alignment: Left
Print Format: A100
Write Format: A100
EIN
Measurement Level: Scale
Print Format: F9
Write Format: F9

D_R
164
Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: Unknown Alignment: Left
Print Format: A1
Write Format: A1
ADDRESS
165
Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: Unknown Alignment: Left
Print Format: A230
Write Format: A230
CITY
194
Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: Unknown Alignment: Left
Print Format: A22
Write Format: A22
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CONTACT
197
Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: Unknown Alignment: Left
Print Format: A35
Write Format: A35
STATE
202

Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: Unknown Alignment: Left
Print Format: A2
Write Format: A2
ZIP
203

RESPONSE
205

Measurement Level: Nominal
Column Width: Unknown Alignment: Left
Print Format: A10
Write Format: A10
Response
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Print Format: FI
Write Format: FI
Value
Label
0
Undeliverable
1
Yes

E057
258
Measurement Level: Scale
0 .5
0.5
E058
259
Measurement Level: Scale
0.5
0.5
E0 59
260
Measurement Level: Ordinal
0 .5
0.5
E060
261
Measurement Level: Scale
0 .5
0.5
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FILTER_$
383

asseteoy = 0 (FILTER)
Measurement Level: Ordinal
Print Format: FI
Write Format: FI
Value
Label
0
Not Selected
1
Selected

ASSETEOY
384
Measurement Level: Ordinal

RESP99
385

Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
RESPONSE 99
Measurement Level: Ordinal

ECOMM.R
386

Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
recode ecommerce
Measurement Level: Scale

DONAT.R
387

Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
Value
Label
.00
NO
1. 00
HAVE PLANS
2.00
YES
recode edonations
Measurement Level: Scale

LNASSETS
388

Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
Value
Label
.00
NO
1.00
HAVE PLANS
2.00
YES
Log of Assets
Measurement Level: Scale

ADOPT.R
389

Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
recode early adopters
Measurement Level: Scale
Print Format: F8.2
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HAVESITE
390

Write Format: F8.2
HAVE WEBSITE
Measurement Level: Scale
Print Format: F 8 .2
Write Format: F8.2
Value
Label
.00
NO SITE
1.00
HAVE WEBSITE

DEPRECIA
391
Measurement Level: Scale

FCFBA

Print Format: F 8 .2
Write Format: F8.2
FREE CASH FLOW

392
Measurement Level: Scale

WEBUSE
393

Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
WEBUSE
Measurement Level: Scale
Print Format: F8.2
Write Format: F8.2
Value
Label
.00
NO WEB ACCESS
1.00
USE WEB
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Appendix 7: Distribution of Assets and Free Cash Flow Variables
The distributions o f both AssetsEOY and FCFBA are not normal. As noted in the
text, the mean level of AssetsEOY is 37,000,000 dollars. The median level o f assets is
2,524,631. The interquartile range o f end o f year assets is from 826,140 to 5,706,364, or
4,880,224. This distribution is highly skewed to the right and has a kurtosis level o f 3158,
signifying clustering o f the data and a long tail. This distribution is presented in Figure
A 7.1. A quantile plotting o f this variable demonstrates skewed distribution, as suggested
by the kurtosis level (Figure A7.2). A log transformation o f this variable results in a
histogram and a quantile plotting closer to normal (Figures A7.3 and A7.4). The log
transformation o f AssetsEOY is used in all statistical analyses (LNAssetsEOY).
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Assets EO Y
Cases weighted by WTVAR

Figure A7.1. Histogram of End of Year Assets of SOI 501c3 Organizations
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Figure A7.2. Quantile Plotting of End of Year Assets of SOI 501c3 Organizations
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Figure A73 . Histogram of End of Year Assets of SOI 501c3 Organizations after Log Transformation
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Figure A7.4. Quantile Plotting of End of Year Assets of SOI 501c3 Organizations after Log
Transform ation
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Again, the measure o f FCFBA has a comparable distribution to the end o f year
assets. The mean FCFBA is 102% o f fund balance and the median is 49% o f fund
balance. The interquartile range is from 15% to 83% o f fund balance. The skewness
suggests a long tail to the right and the kurtosis measure (2127) suggests high levels o f
clustered data and a long tail. This distribution is presented in Figure A7.5. A quantile
plotting o f this variable demonstrates skewed distribution, as suggested by the kurtosis
level (Figure A7.6). A log transformation o f this variable results in a histogram and a
quantile plotting closer to normal (Figures A7.7 and A7.8). The log transformation o f
FCFBA is used in all statistical analyses (LNFCFBA).
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Figure A7.5. Histogram of Free Cash Flow of SOI 501c3 Organizations
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Figure A7.6. Quantile Plotting of Free Cash Flow of SOI 501c3 Organizations
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Figure A7.7. Histogram of Free Cash Flow of SOI 501c3 Organizations after Log Transformation
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Figure A7.8. Quantile Plotting of Free Cash Flow of SOI 501c3 Organizations after Log
Transformation
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